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This is more than
the ordinary subdivision."

Butch Seargent
Planning director

By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
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5-POUND BAG: Murray State University students (left to right) Adam Wallace and Michael Wade stuff
1 their car full of items as they prepare for the start of the Christmas break which begins Friday.
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African National
Congress elects
Mandela successor
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MAFIKENG, South Africa
(AP) — The African National
Congress chose a new president today to succeed Nelson
Mandela, whose ex-wife failed
in her bid for the party's No. 2
job.
Thabo Mbeki was confirmed
as the only candidate for president and the governing party's
standard-bearer in the next
election. He automatically assumed the post during nomina,tions at the 50th ANC national
conference.
Winnie Madikizela-Mandela
was shut out of pre-conference
nominations for the post of deputy party president, but a supporter nominated her from the
floor to run against national
chairman Jacob Zuma.
Only a few dozen others
raised their hands to second
her nomination, far short of the
25 percent — or 766 —
required.
Madikizela-Mandela asked to
consult with supporters, and
when that was refused, she rejected the nomination.
"Those comrades who nominated me, I apologize for having to decline," MadikizelaMandela said.
Zuma was then confirmed as
the only candidate, and therefore the winner. MadikizelaMandela hugged him amid a
spontaneous celebration.

WEATHER
Today...Sunny high 50 to
55. North wind 5 to 10 mph.
Tonight...Mostly clear. Low
in the lower 30s. Wind becoming light and south.
Thursday...Mostly sunny.
High around 60.
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MSU,tobacco company
reaching out to farmers
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
A joint effort between Murray
State University and U.S. Tobacco is training tomorrow's farmers to deal with a rapidly.
changing world.
The Agriculture Leadership
Development Program is a twoyear program to develop leadership skills of young, active tobacco producers, agribusiness
persons and MSU agriculture
students.
During a two-day session

Tuesday and Wednesday at the
MSU Curris Center, a group of
14 farmers from western Kentucky and western Tennessee
have been taking part in the agriculture policy and leadership
program. This week's session has
involved listening to a broad
range of speakers on state and
federal legislative issues.

that teach leadership and development skills.
"Traditionally, when farmers
open up their tool box, they reach
for a hammer, a screwdriver or a
wrench," Brannon said. "With
this program, we want to put
leadership in the tool box as well
so they can have leadership
opportunities."
The program is extensive. This
week's activities have included

Dr. Tony Brannon, chair of the
agriculture department at Murray
State, said the program is designed along the lines of Leadership Murray and other programs • See Page 2

Murray developer Howard
Brandon's plan for a $3 million
development on 16th Street near
Poor Farm Road was put on hold
Tuesday by the Murray Planning
Commission.
The planning comission tabled
Brandon's request for preliminary
subdivision approval on the project after planning and engineering director Butch Seargent declined to recommend it.
The Brandwood Park project
would include residential, commercial and light industrial sites.
One key snag is the route of
Kentucky Highway 80, which
state officials are still finalizing.
Seargent said the city received a
proposed route last week and
raised concerns that Brandon's
plans did not adequately incorporate the highway.
"We've got a proposed major
piece of property on a proposed
highway that is a very important
piece of land to the city's future,"
Seargent said. "This is more than
the ordinary subdivision."
But Brandon said he did not
believe the route is set in
concrete.
"It's hard to plan for something that is still being planned,"
Brandon said.
Planning commission members

66

Our latest discovery is the soy crayon.
...It's a big hit.
Carlton Earhart
Kentucky Soybean Promotion Board

mand for soy products in developing countries, especially
China. As incomes have grown,
demand for beef and pork has risen. That has spurred a dramatic
rise in the demand for soybeans,
a principal source of protein in
animal feed.
Glenn Wright, president of
Owensboro Grain Co., one of 14
soybean processing companies in
the United States, is betting exports to developing countries will
continue to rise as people substitute meat for traditional rice and
beans.
"Rice is great; you can cat it
three times a day and you can
thrive and grow," Wright said.
"But if you have a few more dollars or yen or pesos, it doesn't
take long before a person in Asia
or Africa or Latin America wants
meat once or twice a week."
Officials attribute much of the
increased demand to trade agreements that reduced barriers to
U.S. farm products.
Morris Bluer, grain crops specialist at the University of Kentucky, said Mexico has become a

"We should send this to the
state and get their reaction to it,"
Brandon said.
Brandon also said it would be
unfair to require him to allow 80
feet of right-of-way when other
projects in the area have only had
to have 60 feet.
But planning commission
members said they wanted to protect possible future expansion on
16th Street.
Commissioner David Graham
pointed out that the expansion of
16th Street has been identified as
a key project by the city and is
included in the state's six-year
road plan.
II See Page 2

Galileo
swoops near
icy Europa

Bright future
ahead for soybeans
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
For Kentucky's soybean farmers,
this year's successes could be the
start of good times, an industry
official says.
"For the next five years, I see
nothing but growth in the soy
market," said Carlton Earhart,
chief executive of the Kentucky
Soybean Promotion Board.
"The world is going to need
more soy products as the population increases. Greater wealth
means people want more protein
in their diets, and soy meal is replacing fish meal in many countries. The outlook is going to be
incredible."
This year's soybean harvest is
forecast at 2.72 billion bushels,
up 14 percent from last year.
Kentucky production is expected
to be 46 million bushels. With
prices near $7 a bushel, the state
crop will be worth about $322
million this year, nearly twice the
value of 10 years ago.
The strong market for soybeans
is a mix of societal trends, medical discoveries and political decisions that reduced barriers to
trade and boosted production.
Earhart said the trend offers
plenty of opportunities: Soybeans
for high-protein diets. Soybeans
for environmentally friendly
poultry feed. Soybeans to fight
kidney stones, brittle bones and
symptoms of menopause. Even
soybeans to reduce air pollution
from oil-fired electric plants.
"Our latest discovery is the
soy crayon," Earhart said. "It's
been a big hit."
For farmers, the biggest contributor to strong prices is the de-

also said they are looking at the
development of 16th Street over
the long term and want to extend
the right-of-way to 80 feet on the
street instead of the current 60.
Commission members also indicated to Brandon they wanted
him to sit down with state officials to discuss turning lanes off
Highway 80 for the project before granting approval.
Brandon said he wanted preliminary approval before going to
state officials with a design.

BERNARD KANE/tedgor & T,mos photo

,dents took advantage of the
YOU'RE IT: Murray Middle School '
a game of tag during
near 60-degree-weather Tuesday to p.
mese

See Page 2

By JANE E ALLEN
AP Science Writer
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) —
The Galileo spacecraft swooped
within 124 miles of Jupiter's frozen moon Europa, its blistered
surface strengthening suspicions
that a briny ocean harboring life
could lie beneath an icy crust.
The near-pass Tuesday was
Galileo's closest look at Europa,
which has become a major target
for exploration because it likely
has two elements needed to support life: water and heat.
"Europa really is the gem of
the solar system," Ronald Greeley, an Arizona State University
geologist, said at a briefing by
mission officials at NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory.
Scientists will have to wait a
few weeks to get the latest pictures snapped by Galileo, but instruments recently detected signs
of magnesium salts that bolstered
the belief that an ocean could be
under Europa's cracked-ice
surface.
Images from the last Europa
pass, on Nov. 6, provide new
signs that slushy material is pushing upward, rupturing the surface
and freezing in formations that
scientists likened to blisters.
Greeley pulled out a lava lamp
to demonstrate the principle: As
the whitish material is heated by
the lamp, it rises inside the blue
liquid.
"This is what we think could
be happening to these blisters,"
he said.

• See Page 2
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FROM PAGE 1
visits from U.S. Rep. Scouy Baesler, Undersecretary for Agriculture Dallas Smith, lobbyists from
tobacco interests and state officials. Sessions next year will include workshops on conflict management and communication
skills, visits to Frankfort, Nashville, and Washington D.C. and a
trip to Brazil.
Benji Kelly, a 25-year-old Calloway County farmer, is one of
the farmers in the program.
"I thought this would be a
good opportunity," Kelly said.
"This is what we are all about.
From a personal standpoint, it
helps the whole community when
we become better farmers."
Kelly said he grew up on a
farm, but never dreamed he
would continue in the family
business.
"Then I started watching my
dad and how much joy he would
get from watching a crop," Kelly

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

said.
Despite the rising tide against
tobacco, Kelly decided to follow
in his father's footsteps. He said
he is concerned about tobacco's
future.
"In a sense I am, but we'll take
it one day at a time and do the
best we can," Kelly said.
A new generation of farmers
are facing new challenges, and
the leadership program is helping
them to meet the changing world.
"Being a farmer, you need all
the help you can get," said
22-year-old Kevin Orr, who
farms on Taylor Store Road.
"The older farmers have had
some of the same experiences
and they can help. The more help
you can get, the better you are."
Brannon emphasized the program is "not just a tobacco program, but a community program."
"We have a mission to serve
the agriculture community,"
Brannon said. "And because of
this program, they are just not
going to be better farmers, but
they are going to be better members of the community."

Brannon said the leadership
program is also needed because
of the changing society.
"Years ago you did not need
programs like this because 90
percent of the people were farmers," Brannon said. "And a lot
of the key leaden had an understanding of farming and agriculturalisL Times have changed."
And the university is happy to
be involved with U.S. Tobacco.
"We've always had a good relationship with U.S. Tobacco,"
Brannon said. "It's a cooperative
venture."
Brad Edwards works with the
public affairs department of U.S.
Tobacco in Washington. He
spoke to the group on Tuesday.
"They asked a lot of questions
about the tobacco program and
how it works," Edwards said. "I
think the relationship between the
companies and growers is very
important. We're always striving
to get a better relationship with
growers. Hopefully, they'll become better individuals and better
members of the community because of this program."

In the nude
Police catch streakers in Kansas City

Pick 3
2-7-3
Pick 4
6-7-6-8
Pick 5
1-20-21-26-28

LEE'S SUMMIT, Mo.(AP) —
It takes one to catch one.
Or so claimed a security guard
who told police he ran nude
.through a suburban, Kansas City
office building to catch another
streaker.
Gary Aicard, 51, of Blue
Springs, is due back in court Jan.
21 to answer charges of indecent
exposure after his arrest earlier
_ this month.

Police said Aicard was spotted
by an officer worker after female
co-workers complained of a
streaker. The employee chased
the nude man.
When police arrived, the guard
told them he thought he could
find "the real streaker" by getting naked and befriending him.
Police said they didn't the buy
the story of a second streaker.

solar system).
Launched in 1989 from a
shuttle, Galileo has provided
enough new information that scientists are rewriting textbooks.
It found spectacular thunderstorms on Jupiter with thunderbolts up to 100 times stronger
than those on Earth. Ganymede
surprised scientists with its magnetic field and its magnetosphere,
a surrounding region of charged
particles, making it the seventh
body in the solar system to have
one.
At lo, Galileo found not only
glowing volcanic gases but also
glowing lava hotter than what
flows from terrestrial volcanoes.
It also found metallic cores at
lo, Europa and Ganymede, but
none at Callisto.

FROM PAGE 1
The smallest of Jupiter's four
major moons, Europa is believed
to have both water and internal
heat from the friction of tidal forces and from radioactive sources
such as uranium. But whether
that heat is sufficient for maintaining a "liquid ocean" remains
an open question, said project
scientist Torrence Johnson.
The Europa passes are part of a
$30 million, two-year extension
to Galileo's primary mission of
exploring Jupiter and its moons.
The new mission is making return trips to moons of interest
such as Europa, Ganymede, Callisto (the most heavily cratered
moon in the solar system) and lo
(the most volcanic body in the

Man dies from snake bite,
refuses medical assistance
ARJAY, Ky.(AP) — An eastern Kentucky man died of a
snake bite after his family told
officials medical treatment was
against his religious beliefs.
Daril Ray Collins, 23, was bitten on the right wrist early Sunday at his home in Barbourville,
Kentucky State Police Lt. Mike
Faulconer said. Faulconer said
Collins, a truck driver, went to a
residence at White Mountain near
Arjay in Bell County, where he
was pronounced 'dead at 1:23
a.m. EST Tuesday.
Police initially reported that
Collins was bitten during a religious practice. But while Faulconer said Collins' religious beliefs were the reason for refusal

of treatment, officers were unsure
whether the bite occurred during
a snake-handling ceremony.
"We went to the scene and
found him to be in serious condition, but people there indicated
that he did not request to be
treated, and the family did not
want him to be treated," Faulconer said. "At that time, we
went and obtained a court order
to get medical treatment for him,
and when we returned to the residence, he had expired."
He said about 75 people were
at the home when the ambulance
arrived.
"There were many members of
his congregation there praying for
him," Faulconer said.

MURRAY
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FROM PAGE 1
big markei for U.S. soybean
growers thanks to the North
American Fite Trade Agreement,
which is phasing out Mexican
tariffs on soybeans. Before, Mexico bought most of its soybeans
from Brazil.
On the production' side, the
Freedom to Farm Act has allowed
farmers to raise crops on land
they previously had let lie fallow.
Farmers have responded to higher
demand for soy products with a
surge in soybean acreage.
The growth in the soybean
market prompted Wright to invest
$22 million in 1994 to build the
soy oil refinery at Owensboro
Grain's processing plant. The operation processes 40 million
bushels a year, or 3 percent of all
soybeans crushed in the United
States.
In Kentucky, the market for
soybean-based feeds is growing
in step with the poultry and swine
industries. Owensboro Grain developed an animal feed known as
SoyMax, which, Wright said,
puts meat on livestock faster than
any other feed on the market.
In addition, he said, the animals produce less manure, which
means fewer environmental problems at large-scale poultry and
swine operations. Wright said
poultry giant Tyson Foods is testing SoyMax.
The growth of the poultry industry in western Kentucky and
the convenience of the Ohio
River has attracted other soy products companies. ConAgra Inc. is
expected to build a soybean processing plant in Mount Vernon,
Ind., west of Evansville, before
the end of the century, Wright
and Earhart said.
That bodes well for soybean
growers, Bitzer said.
"Another crushing plant helps
prices," he said. "They have to
bid more because they are competing for the same beans."
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With Highway 80 coming in,
members said they believe 16th
Street is going to continue to be
developed.
"We're going to have other
projects coming," Seargent said.
"I'm trying to protect the city's
financial interest and Howard's
trying to protect his."
Although the commission
voted to table the project, they
did indicate support for the project as a whole.
"The city needs this project,
and this project is crucial," Graham said. "We see an area that is
so valuable, and this is going to
change the whole area."
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TOKYO (AP) — Colors exploded on TV screens across Japan, a cartoon character flashed
his sparkling eyes — and hundreds of young viewers were
felled by, fits of spasms and
nausea.
More than 600 viewers of TV
Tokyo's hit cartoon "Pokemon"
suffered epilepsy-like seizures
about 20 minutes into Tuesday
night's show and were rushed to
the hospital.
The broadcaster said today that
it is canceling the segment on 30
other stations scheduled to show
it. The bizarre sickness has officials considering new programming guidelines and mothers concerned that Japan's wildly popu-
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was like getting a carsick."
lar cartoons could be harmful.
"I'm worried," said Keiko
TV Tokyo said about 650
Murakami, who watched the viewers ages 3 to 20 fell ill, inprogram with her three children cluding some who saw part of the
at their suburban Tokyo home, show on a news program. About
though none of them got sick. "I 150 remained hospitalized today.
have to warn my kids that the
The show, "Pokemon," — a
program could be dangerous."
Japanese
rendering of "pocket
TV Tokyo would not say
monsters"
— is based on characsickened
which scene in the show
ters
in
a
game
produced by Ninthe children. But viewers and
weekly show has
tendo
Co.
The
news reports said a vividly colbeen
broadcast
on
37 TV stations
explosion
with
the
mixed
ored
strobe-light flashing of a charac- nationwide since April and has
ter's eyes seemed to trigger the the highest ratings in the Tokyo
area in its 6:30 p.m. slot.
illness.
"It gave me a headache. Lights
It's not the first time kids have
kept flickering in my eyes, then I been sickened by Japanese anifelt sick," Hiroshi Kobari, 14, mation. Several years ago, a
was quoted by the national Mai- handful of teen-agers suffered
nichi newspaper as saying. "It seizures while playing video

By CHARLES V/OLFE
Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislators who evaluated Kentucky's effort to reform public
schools say a main component —
the system for measuring school
performance — is due for big
changes in the General Assembly.

Associated Press

anihich
iroband
said
test-

A task force issued dozens of
recommendations, many involving the school assessment and accountability system.
"It's clear that this is an area
where the legislators who served
on the task force made a commitment that real change will take
place in the 1998 session of the
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right

In the past, "I think there's
Legislature," Sen. David Karem,
majority leader of the Senate, been a reluctance to move as far
said in a news conference as we needed to," said Sen.
Lindy Casebier, Republican coMonday.
Karem and other legislators, chairman of the Senate Education
backed up by Gov. Paul Patton, Committee.
"But I think the bottom line is,
said assessment and accountability — officially the Kentucky In- this one portion of KERA
structional Results and Informa- threatens the whole reform eftion System — is one provision fort," Casebier said. "We need
of the 1990 law that has not to fix the assessment portion and
gained wide acceptance.
move forward because there are
many components that are workIts inherent controversies,
ing and working well."
made worse by nagging questions
about whether its results are reliThe task force's recommendaable, are detracting from other astions included simplifying the
pects of the 1990 Kentucky EduKIRIS formula and indices, shorcation 'Reform Act, they said.
ter test times and quicker return

ages that children watch on TV. really sorry that the kids got sick
watching their favorite cartoon."
"1 hope broadcasters'would inTV Tokyo spokesman Hiroshi
vestigate it thoroughly and take
precautions to avoid similar prob- Uramoto said the station would
lems in the future," said Mura- investigate.
kami, who complained that TV
"We are shocked to hear many
programs do not provide any children were taken to hospiwarnings about contenL
tals," he told reporters.
Kyoichi Sato, a spokesman for
Toshio Yamauchi, an epilepsy
the Post and Telecommunications expert at Saitama University of
Ministry, which oversees TV and Medicine outside Tokyo, said the
radio broadcasting, said officials viewers' symptoms suggest a
are still investigating, but the one-time attack triggered by opticase could lead to new program- cal stimulus, which is different
ming guidelines.
from epilepsy, Kyodo News said.
Tuesday's "Pokemon" fea"There have been many simitured a child and a monster who lar cartoon programs
the past,.
were inside a computer battling a and I don't unde
why the
program designed to kill viruses. program this time caused so
Program producer Takemoto many attacks," Yamauchi was
Mori said he has used similar quoted as saying. "It's a sign
flashing effects in most of the that Japan will also have to set up
previous "Pokemon" shows, guidelines for TV program
with slight vanauons in color and production."
background combinations.
The reports dominated today's
"During editing, that particular television and newspaper headportion didn't call my attention lines. — Pokemon' panic,"
or bother me," Mori said. "I'm screamed Mainichi.

of test results. The group also
said some way must be found to
hold individual students accountable for KIRIS results; they currently have no personal stake in
the outcome.
Patton, who is chairman of the
Southern Regional Education
Board and chairman-elect of the
Education Commission of the
States, said he constantly hears
Kentucky singled out as a model
for the nation.
"It is apparent that most elements of the (1990 law) are
working well," Patton said. The
most glaring exception is KIRIS.
"We believe that changes there
are essential," he said.

Kentucky Farm Bureau
753-4703
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TOKYO (AP) — In the boldest
move yet to boost Japan's faltering economy, Prime Minister
Ryutaro Hashimoto today proposed a special income tax cut
worth $15.38 billion.
The surprise move came a day
after Hashimoto's Liberal Democratic Party unveiled a $6.54 billion tax cut proposal focused
mostly on corporate tax relief.
Many analysts criticized that plan
as too weak to lift the economy
out of the doldrums.
Immediately after Hashimoto's
announcement, share prices on
the Tokyo Stock Exchange
surged. The benchmark Nikkei
average jumped more than 3 percent after sinking in early
trading.
"I have said both domestically
and abroad that we can't trigger a
worldwide depression beginning
in Japan," Hashimoto said today
at a news conference.
"We decided that a bold policy needed to be considered, and
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we decided to implement an
emergency special tax cut," he
said.
The tax cut proposal is the centerpiece of a larger economic stimulus package drafted by the
governing Liberal Democrats.
The announcement of the full
package was postponed to
Thursday.
The United States welcomed
the tax plan as a step toward
spurring Japan's domestic demand and curbing its burgeoning
trade surplus.
"I believe that the actions
which have been taken this week
are very positive and we applaud
them," U.S. Ambassador Thomas
Foley told reporters in Tokyo.
President Clinton also praised
the plan in a telephone conversation with Hashimoto, local media
reported. The Prime Minister's
office confirmed that the call had
been made but declined to disclose the contents of discussion.
Analysts welcomed the move,

but expressed skepticism that the
tax cut was large enough to spark
a sustained economic recovery.
"Given expectations, it's a
very bold move," said Ron Bevacqua, an economist at Merrill
Lynch. "It's good for sentiment,
because it shows (the government) is more willing to deliver
when it's necessary."
But he added: "I wouldn't say
it's the end of all of (Japan's economic) problems."
The tax break is certain to give
consumers a psychological boost,
but because it is not a permanent
cut it is likely to result more in
higher savings than a significant
increase in spending, analysts
said.
The special income tax cuts
will be included in a supplementary budget for the fiscal year ending next March and will be financed by issuing deficitcovering bonds. The budget will
be debated in Japan's Parliament
next month.

Reid facing death penalty
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Montgomery County prosecutors will seek the death penalty
for a man accused of killing two
Clarksville Baskin-Robbins
workers, as well as five fast-food
employees in Nashville.
Paul Dennis Reid, a 40-yearold Texas parolee who is in a
Nashville jail awaiting trial, is
charged in the April slayings of
Michelle Mace, 16, and Angela
Holmes, 21. Their bodies, with
throats slashed, were found in a
Clarksville park.
Police believe the workers
were kidnapped during a robbery
that netted about $1,500.
Montgomery County District
Attorney John Carney filed notice
Friday that Reid should be sentenced to die for four "aggravating factors" specified by state
law:
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—His record of armed robbery
convictions in Houston.
—The women were killed during the commission of a robbery.
—They were killed so the perpetrator could avoid arrest.
—The way the women died
was "especially heinous, atrocious or cruel."
Reid was scheduled for trial
Jan. 20 in the Clarksville slayings, but the decision to seek the
death penalty triggers a higher set
of legal standards, which likely
will delay proceedings several
months.
Davidson County prosecutors
gave notice two months ago they
would seek the death penalty for
Reid in the shooting deaths of
two Captain D's workers in February and three McDonald's
workers in march.

Santa Claus Is Coming Downtown
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Visit Santa in the
Christmas House
on the North Court
Square lawn.
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Sun., Dec. 14 • 2 p.m.-4 p.m.
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Thurs., Nov. 18 • 6 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
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Everyone bring a
camera to capture this
special day!
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The tax cut will take the form
of a rebate to be paid in February
on taxes already collected for the
fiscal year ended March 31,
1997, the Finance Ministry said.
The average rebate will be $280.
_Financial analysts had strongly
urged the government to slash income taxes, saying such a step
would be the only way to jolt the
economy into shaking off its recent sluggishness.
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Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

Guess:Who's

to Town?!
Come Visit
Santa!
Here is His
Schedule.

Chestnut Street
753-2571 or 753-4110
Openl
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Sunday
12-5
Until Christmas

University Office
Monday, December 22
1-4 p.m.
40).•46
South Manor Office
Tuesday, December 23
1-4 p.m.
B
\bur Cameras To Capture

Open Nightly 'Til 7 p.m.

Come See Our
Selection of...
• Toys
• Christmas Trees
• Housewares
• Bearcats Scanners
• Hoover' Vacuums
• Electric or Gas
Blowers or Trimmers
• Knives
• Chainsaws
• Much More!

Remember We clearly have old
time service., but everything else
is modem and computerized—
So Visit Us!
That Hard To Find Item—
Locate
Can
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In A Day Or Two!)
Have
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Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Main Office
Friday, December 19
3-6 p.m.
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If We Don't Have It...We'll Get It.

Hashimoto proposes tax cut for Japanese
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games sold by Nintendo. The
company now attaches a warning
of epilepsy-like symptoms triggered by the games' optical
stimuli.
In the United States, a woman
said in 1991 that she suffered seizures from the voice of "Entertainment Tonight" co-host Mary
Hart. Dianne Neale's doctors said
Hart's electronically transmitted
voice was triggering the abnormal electrical discharges in her
brain. Neale suffered from a rare
form of epilepsy called temporal
lobe seizure.
In Japan, a country where garishly illustrated and often violent
animation is so popular, some
people are urging the government
to more closely monitor the im-

Patton,legislators: KIRIS needs work
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Hundreds of kids hospitalized after cartoon show
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'Where there is no vision. the people perish:
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FROM OUR READERS

Reader looks for heroes
Dear Editor:
Where have all my heroes gone?
In time of trouble, desperation and despair where do people go to get
comfort, peace and unconditional love? In times like these,I turn to God.
All else is sinking sand. Prayer is communication with God. How many
times in a day, a week, a month,even a year do we face situations that
would completely destroy us if God had not been on our side?
Prayer was important to the shepard-boy-turned-king David. In his
55th psalm this mighty warrior/king was brought to his knees. I submit
that is what we need to do in this community - to get on our knees before
all-powerful, omnipresent God of all creation and confess and repent of
all the sin and dross in our lives. In this psalm, David was trying to
communicate to God that his friends had let him down. We all can expect
the same situation to happen to us when we try to live Godly. The apostle
Paul said _that.
But that doesn't take away the hurt, the pain and yes the anger when
someone we once loved and cared for turns their back on us. Look what
Da‘id said in verses 12, 13 and 14:
"For it was not an enemy that reproached me; then I could have borne
it: neither was it he that hated me that did magnify himself against me;
then I would have hid myself from him. But it was thou,a man my equal,
and my acquaintance. We took sweet counsel together, and walked unto
the house of God in company.
I believe that we,as people of Murray and Calloway County need to
confess our faults to the people we have offered and ask forgiveness
under the leadership of the Lord Jesus Christ. There will be no prosperity
or blessing on this community unless we do this. In verses 16, 17 and 22
David said:
"A for me I will call on God and the Lord shall save me. Evening and
morning and at noon will I pray and cry aloud and God will hear my
voice. Cast your burden on the Lord and God will sustain you. God will
not suffer the righteous to be moved."
When people fail you, and they will, always remember that God is a
mighty stronghold in the time of confusion and trouble. And when you
ask,"Where have all the heroes gone," Jesus Christ bled and died and
rose again to answer that question for you. Heroes never let you down in
times of-need. Jests, my daddy, my mother,and my church family have
never let me down...and they never will. They are my heroes.
John Mark Roberts
174 West Fork Rd.
Murray, Ky 42071

Probe dampens holiday mood
FRANKFORT — It is not going
to be an especially merry holiday for
some members of the General Assembly, and the reason has nothing
to do with the impending start of the
regular legislative session in January.
No,some legislators are bound to
be worrying about their golf games,
in particular golf games they might
have attended that were arranged by
their old buddy Kent Downey,once
head of House Operations for the
Legislative Research Commission
and the co-owner of a business
called Entertainment Outings Ltd or
EOL.
Downey pleaded guilty last week
in U.S. District court to two counts
of illegal gambling and prostitution
involving EOL outings. Under
terms of the deal Downey struck
with federal prosecutors, 15 other
charges against him, including money laundering and crossing state
lines as part of an illegal operation,
were dropped. In exchange, Downey will cooperate with the FBI and
U.S. attorneys in their on-going
investigation. In fact, according to
Downey's attorney, that cooperation began a week before the guilty
plea was made.
The FBI and busy U.S. auorneys
don't spend a year investigating a
couple of golf games where strippers performed their specialties on
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AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
tees and friendly games of chance
were available after the 18th hole
unless they believe they can corner
someone a lot higher up in the
political chain than either Kent
Downey or his business partner,
who pleaded guilty earlier.
They don't make a deal with
Downey so he can give them the
names of a few insurance salesmen
or building contractors no one ever
heard of who liked to get away from
home for a weekend in South
Carolina cavorting with prostitutes.

full-time jobs for sex.
Not pretty. And not likely to get
prettier any time soon.
Those same LRC neighbors of
Downey's also are saying they
warned LRC Director Don Cetrulo
and Cetrulo's chief of staff of what
was going on in House Operations
six months before the FBI raided it,
including allegations of sexual harassment. Nothing came of the harassment charges, because the alleged victims didn't file formal
complaints.

They're after far bigger fish, and
those fish swim in the House of
Representatives chamber on the
third floor of the Capitol, one floor
down from where Downey ran the
House and EOL on taxpayers' time.
And, if his neighbors in the next
office are to be believed — and
there's no reason not to — Downey's
office was Party Central during the
1996 legislative session — strippers, of course, booze and offers of

That's come to be known as the
Bob Arnold Defense. As Franklin
County judge-executive, Arnold
was told of sexual harassment and
sex offenses by then Jailer Hunter
Hay against jail employees. Arnold
said he didn't call in the State Police
because the women would not file
formal complaints.
Hay is in prison for rape and other
sex crimes against his employees.
Franklin County has a $3 million
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KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
News-Enterprise, Elizabethtown
The western Kentucky parnts who so unselfishly donated their
deceased daughter's organs following the recent tragic shooting
near Paducah have demonstrated an incredible example of compassion for the rest of us to follow.
Fourteen-year-old Nicole Hadley's parents donated her organs
after their daughter was declared brain dead and she passed away
after the respirator was turned off.
Despite their profound sense of grief, the Hadleys bravely allowed their daughter's vital organs to be harvested for transplantation. Already, the southern Indiana man who received her lungs in
transplant surgery has gotten out of his hospital bed toward the
long road to recovery.
Another man received Nicole's heart.
The Hadleys — and others who donate organs for transplants —
are courageous modern-day heroes.
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The Courier-Journal, Louisville
The interminable debate over outlaw practices in the coal industry have been muted for a number of years, and for a number of
reasons.
Among other things, federal law and regulation have reduced the
suffering and dying. Hard times in the industry have made many
miners less secure to complain about working conditions and production pressures.
Young miners have no personal memory of the time when the
coal industry's safety and environmental practices were high on the
nation's agenda. Back then, the plight of miners got national attention, especially after one of the periodic underground disasters.
The good news is that those disasters come less frequently these
days, and the number of annual deaths has dwindled. But there remains an invisible scandal, a dark disgrace, in America's coal
mines, which is killing and debilitating the underground work
force.
Unsuppressed, coal dust is lethally explosive. Even in cases
where a mine tragedy is triggered by illegally blasting, as at Hyden,
or methane, as at Scotia, loose dust magnifies and extends the explosion and the carnage. Beyond that, coal dust is implicated in the
debilitations of black lung, emphysema and other miners' respiratory diseases.
Recently, the federal mine-safety agency took some action.
Whether this was to pre-empt the case that is building against dustcontrol practices nationwide, or whether it was an honest, overwhelming recognition that something may be terribly wrong, we
can't say.
What we can say it that more frequent testing of dust levels
underground, and more numerous spot checks of dust conditions,
are welcome gestures of concern from the U.S. Mine Safety and
Health Administration. And more promising developments, including better technology for dust detection and control, are on the horizon. But something more important remains to be done.
Assistant Labor Secretary J. Devitt McAteer, a good man, understood the case when he said recently, "We need to keep fixing the
system."
What is suspected, based on anecdotal evidence from miners, is
something much bigger than a glitch in the system.
Until the full scope of this problem is confronted, those responsible for the outlaw culture will not change their ways.

judgment against it by a jury that
decided the county was liable because officials knew of the allegations and did nothing.
Lawyers undoubtedly are salivating at the possibilities of harassment
suits against the deep pockets of the
Legislative Research Commission.
All of this is the very last thing
LRC and the General Assembly
need on the eve of an important
legislative session. The Boptrot
scandal involving bribery and racketeering by legislators has finally
settled into history, and those responsible for that nadir in legislative
affairs are all gone, either serving
their prison sentences or visiting
their parole officers at regular intervals.
But for all its sleaze, Boptrot was
surprisingly free of sex.
Now we have the prospect ofa lot
of sex and booze and blackjack.
Of particular interest will be
finding out who — or what —
financed EOL's operations, and
whether that financing can be traced
to individuals or special interests
with a particular motive in providing "entertainment" to legislators.
In fact, the sex, for all its sensationalism, may be the least interesting part of the story Downey spills
for expectant prosecutors and investigators.
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Clinton, Congress contentious
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton's relations with
Congress are becoming so
strained that, when he had to
share billing with a top lawmaker
at a banquet last week, he shook
hands but made little eye contact.
The two sat at separate tables,
exchanging no pleasantries. Clinton mostly looked down during
the other's speech.
And that was House Democratic leader Dick Gephardt. Imagine
how difficult his dealings are becoming with Republicans.
Even before those relations
took a nose dive this week with
Clinton's end run on a major civil
rights appointment, he was heading toward the six-year itch — a
difficult period for any secondterm president and his party.
The opposition party knows
you're no longer a political
threat. Power and leverage ebb
away. Nominations and legislation get delayed.
Meanwhile, members of your
own party know they're historically likely to lose seats in the
midterm congressional elections.
They're edgy and want some
distance.
Clinton at a news conference
Tuesday shrugged off the notion
that he was approaching lameduck status. "We had a good
year because we're all working
hard. And all I can tell you is, in
'98 it will be a more vigorous
year We intend to have a very,
very active time."
For Clinton, the dynamic is

POLITICAL NEWS ANALYSIS

Tom Raum
Associated Press Writer
complicated by the fact that Gephardt, D-Mo., the top Democrat
the administration over the past
two years, part of a strategy to
contrast himself with expected rival Vice President Al Gore.
In a speech earlier this month,
Gephardt groused about those
"who now call themselves New
Democrats but who set their compass only off the direction of
others" and who lack "core
values."
At Tuesday's 75-minute news
conference, Clinton made light of
the dispute — but also said he
wouldn't trivialize it. He said he
and Gephardt agreed on most
things.
Last month, Clinton failed to
win his own party's support in
in the House, is jockeying for a
2000 presidential run.
Gephardt has had a series of
high-profile disagreements with
the House for "fast track" trade
negotiating authority, in large
part because of Gephardt's opposition. It was a humiliating
blow.
While Clinton predicts eventual passage when lawmakers return next year, the fight is clearly

an uphill one — against labor unions, environmental groups and
most Democrats in Congress.
Clinton could also find it difficult to move other items —
campaign-finance reform, expanded child-care and education
programs, expansion of NATO
and keeping U.S. troops in Bosnia past the June 1998 deadline.
And the new international
agreement to curb emissions
linked to global warming —
reached last week in Kyoto, Japan, and hailed by Clinton —
faces wide bipartisan opposition
in the Senate.
"Clearly Congress is less willing to cooperate with him now
than before 1996," said GOP
pollster Frank Luntz.
Senate Republicans are seething and hinting at retaliation after
Clinton defied them Monday and
installed Bill Lann Lee, a Los
Angeles NAACP lawyer who
supports affirmative action programs, as acting usistant attorney
general for civil rights. Lee's
nomination had been stalled in
the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Yet political operatives
lives aren't
ready to count
oat.

"Just when you think he's finished, he pops up again," Luntz
said.
And Democratic pollster Mark
Mellman, a key Gephardt adviser,
said Clinton remains "extraordinarily popular. He has an ambitious agenda. People line up behind him. That will prevent him
from becoming a lame duck."
"Clinton is unique in that his
popularity has remained high.
He's more popular than Reagan
was in his sixth year," Mellman
said.
Still, "the sixth year is a tough
year for every two-term president," said Norman Ornstein, a
senior fellow at the American Enterprise Institute. "It's tough
within your own party. The pattern is the president's party suffers significant losses in the midterm." At the banquet Clinton attended with Gephardt — a
$5,000-a-plate fund-raiser at the
Waldorf Astoria hotel in New
York — the disagreements between them did not keep Clinton
from a moment of humor.
When his time came after Gephardt concluded his remarks, the
president said brightly, "Thank
you, Mr. Speaker."
That would be Gephardt's post
if Democrats regain the House in
1998. And it's also a job Gore
boosters would surely like him to
keep.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom
Rauo corers politks and national affairs for The Associated Press.
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S 1 49
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Extra Lean
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Country Style
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Pork Chops

Round Roast

Pork Loin

1- Bone Steak
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Sliced
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Kentucky Farms

Skim Milk
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1
$
Gal.
Breyers

Order Your Pit Baked
Hams, BBQ Shoulders,
or Smoked Turkeys
For Christmas

Ice Cream II
$399
1/2 Gal.
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$1 89
2/5
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Hyde Park
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Sugar

5 Lb.
1/$ 1

Cereals

Green Beans

2/$219

Stokley Mixed

Sweet Peas

14 oz. 3/$

1

Cut In Syrup
Dunbar Cu
'
ft 19
15 oz. 2/$ 1 e

Yams

4 Roll 99'
:110
20 oz. 2/$5 i:41:

Brawny Single Roll

15 oz. 3/$ 1

Corn
2% Milk

Bath Tissue

Owen's Best
Baked or BBQ

Margarine

Golder-1' Ripe

]Lb. 1/4 Sticks

Hyde Park

99'
Pineapple
Peter Pan
Peanut Butter 18 oz 2/$3

Owen's Best

8

Blue Bonnet

.93elt
Owen's Best
Oven Baked

Cream Cheese

"
16 oz $2
Dole Syrup or Juice Pack
20 oz.
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I
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l
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Ralsten Rice, Corn or
Wheat Chex 12-16 oz.
Lucky Leaf Cherry
9
21 oz. 9'
Pie Filling
Philadelphia
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Paper Towels
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Crisco Vegetable

Selected Post

Stokley French Style or Cut
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Stokley C.S. or W.K. Golden
Prairie Farms

Coke, Diet Coke, Cal. Free Coke, Cherry
Coke, Diet Cat. Free Coke 1/2 Liter 6 pk.'23
Northern

$ 1 69

Powdered Sugar

Apple Juice
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Residents light luminaries

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday.
Dec. 15, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Smith baby boy, parents, Sarah and
Michael, Murray;
Groves baby girl, parents, Carrie
and David, Murray;
Myers baby boy, parents. Sherry
and Jon, New Concord.
Dismissals
Alonzo B. Milam, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary Kathryn Wyatt, Almo;
Burgett baby boy and Miss Melissa
Carole Garber, Mayfield; Mrs. Oyna H.
Reeves, Hazel; Mrs Cindy M. Travis
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Susan Cunningham
Independent Sales Director
Career Opportunities Available
502-753-2207 • 1-800-227-3155

JO'S DATEBOOK

and baby boy, Dexter; Jerry Mack
Vaughn, Mrs. Ashley Fay Briggs and
baby boy, and Miss Debra Louise
Hale, all of Murray.
•

•

•

Dinner for
seniors is
scheduled
All senior citizens are invited
to come and enjoy an oldfashioned Christmas dinner at the
Murray/Calloway County Senior
Citizens' Center on Christmas
Day, Dec. 25.
The center will be open from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. with dinner
served at noon.
The menu includes turkey,
dressing, mashed potatoes, yams,
vegetables, rolls, giblet gravy,
cornbread and dessert. There will
be time for card playing, billiards, fun and fellowship.
Randy Smith, executive director, said "come out and join us if
you don't have prior plans this
holiday season." Please call the
center at 753-0929 and let us
know if you will be attending so
we may know how much food to
prepare.
Transportation will be available if needed. Senior Citizns is a
United Way agency
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Thanks

to our many customers
for the opportunity of
serving you this past year.
May you all have a blessed
, Christmas and New Year. '
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Athletic meeting on Thursday
The Calloway County Schools' committee for long range planning
of athletic facilities has changed its meeting from today (Wednesday) to Thursday, Dec. 18, at 7 p.m. in the office of Calloway
County Board of Education. Athletic Director Bill Cowan said the
meeting has been changed to a night meeting so that more parents
will have the opportunity to attend.

Libraries report phone scams
Residents of Olive Boulevard are pictured in top photo as they prepare
to light the luminaries on the nights of Dec. 7 and 8. These are candles
in paper sacks set in sand. The residents have placed and lighted these
along both sides of the boulevard for the past several years. The public
was asked to turn off their lights and drive slowly down the boulevard
to get the best effect of the luminaries. Shown in the bottom photo are
members of the Sigma Chi fraternity who helped the residents in placing the luminaries.

Ben Graves, director of Calloway County Public Library, said a
number of phone scams involving public libraries has been reported
across the United States. In sone such scam the caller represents
himself as a representative of the public library and requests the
called patron to provide credit card and social security numbers,
supposedly to provide verification for renewal of the patrons' library
cards. Graves said this is not a practice of the local library as credit
card and social security numbers are not asked for when getting a
library card.

Grain meeting on Thursday
Calloway County Extension Service will host a Grain Marketing
meeting on Thursday, Dec. 18, at 7 p.m. in the auditorium of Weaks
Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. Dr. Steve Riggins, grain
marketing specialist from the Department of Agricultural Economics
at University of Kentucky, will be the featured speaker, according to
Jay Stone, CEA for Agriculture in Calloway County. Refreshments
will be served.

Christmas in the Park planned
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Hazel club to wrap gifts
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Murray High School has set the following as the final exam schedule for the first semester: Wednesday, Dec. 17, periods 1 and 6;
Thursday, Dec. 18, periods 2 and 4/5; Friday, Dec. 19, periods 3 and
7. MHS Principal Dan Hampton has asked parents to be aware that
their students will be involved in finals on the above dates. No dismissals from these days for students to leave town early will be excused unless a"Prior Plan Form" has been pre-approved and is on
file in the front office.
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Classes plan noon events
Two Sunday School classes at First Baptist Church will have
Christmas luncheons on Thursday, Dec. 18, at noon. Esther Class
will meet at Sirloin Stockade and Dorcas Class will meet at Thomas
England House Restaurant.

"PUBLIC NOTICE

Murray meeting announced

STEPS ARE BEING TAKEN AT

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
TO IMPROVE MANY FACETS OF OUR OVERALL
OPERATION FOR THE BETTERMENT OF THE
FAMILIES WE SERVE.
ONE OF THOSE STEPS IS TO VALIDATE THE
INFORMATION IN OUR CEMETERY FILES WITH
ALL OF OUR PROPERTY OWNERS.

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS
MANAGEMENT ASKS IF YOU ARE AN
OWNER, PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICE AT
753-2654 SO YOU CAN HELP YOU AND
YOUR FAMILY.
FOR APPOINTMENTS PLEASE CALL 753-2654
BETWEEN MON.-FRI. 9 A.M.-5 P.M.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

ANIMAL SHELTER photos

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features some of its many animals now available for adoption. They are from left, a black male DSH
adult cat, and a tan and white puppy, mixed breed, 10 weeks old. Hours
of the shelter are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday,
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, and Closed on Wedr,esday and Sunday. For
more information call the shelter at 759-4141.

Tracy Pervine directs play
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Tracy
Pervinc, Murray High School
graduate and junior at Translyvania University, was one of five
students who made their directorial debut on Monday, Dec. 8.
They presented a one-act play
or scene from 7:3Q to 9 p.m. in
Coleman Recital Hall, Mitchell
Fine Arts Center.

767-0780

"Each play or scene lasted 10
to 15 minutes, and all of the student directors were members of
my Fundamentals of Play Directing Class," said Tim Soulis, associate professor of drama.
Pervine, a drama and sociology
major, directed a scene from the
play, "Dark of the Moon." Pervine is used to being in the spotlight as she performed in Translyvania's productions of "The
Cherry Orchard" and "Fiddler on
the Roof."
Pervine is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Howard Pervine
of Murray.

Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet Thursday, Dec. 18, at 5 p.m. All interested persons are
urged to attend.

Pet Therapy on Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Dec. 18, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. All interested persons are invited. For more
information call Lois Ruiz at 436-2453.

Parents' Night Out planned
First Baptist Church will have Parents' Night Out on Friday, Dec.
19, at 6 p.m. The cost will be $3 per child. For reservations call the
church office, 753-1854.

Auction to benefit Santa project
Silent bids are currently being accepted at the Murray Family/
Youth Resource Center, 814 Poplar St., for "Princess" Beanie Babies during normal business hours, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. through Thursday, Dec. 18. A radio auction of "Princess" Beanie Babies will be
Friday, Dec. 19, from 10 to 10:30 a.m. on WSJP. Vintage Rose Emporium has donated 12 of the beanie babies to benefit the Santa Project. For more information call Glenda at WSJP, 753-2400, Murray
Resource Center at 759-9592, or Calloway Family Resource Center
at 753-3070.

Children's event on Saturday
"Milk and Cookies With Santa" will be Saturday, Dec. 20, from 9
to 11 a.m. at Murray Country Club. This is for members and their
children. For more information call Michelle Whitaker at 753-5206.

Hope Your Christmas
Suits You Perfectly!
Your loss is our gain. Call today and find
out how
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MHS sets exam schedule

MURRAY
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Christmas in the Park by South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will be Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, Dec. 19, 20 and 21,
from 6 to 8:30 p.m. each night at Murray-Calloway County Park.
The program will be in the large pavilion in the park across the
parking lot from the Playhouse in the Park. The public is urged to
see this special event at the local park.
Hazel Woman's Club will have its fundraising project of wrapping
gifts for customers at Wal-Mart of Murray. They will wrap on Dec.
17 starting at 5 p.m.; on Dec. 19 and 20 starting at 10 a.m.; on Dec.
I 21 starting at 1 p.m.; and on Dec. 22 starting at 9 a.m.
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SANTA did it!

Name:
A special gift for you in appreciation for choosing
Ili-Energy Weight Control. We would like to show
our appreciation by giving you a $25.00 gift certificate toward your Weight Control Program. Thanks
for putting your trust on us.
Note: May not be used with any other discounts.

Expiration Date: 12/31/97
University Square • Murray

'Twas the week before Christmas and
all through the house, we've marked
down our prices
On order from Spouse!

20%
off
Most Everything
3 Days Only
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
The East Village (Hwy 91E) • Murray • 753-05.15
Mon.-Mat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Elders help at Need Line

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
— Over 25 Years In Business.—
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Formal Wear and Limousine
'Weddings -Proms •Banquets •Birdidays •Anniversanes •Hubday

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
Book Limousine
(502) 759-4713
Services For
Toll Free
Holiday
Festivities!
1-888-367-6757
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KATHIE GENTRY photo

Eider Nelson, left, and Elder Rhudy, missionaries here with the Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, are pictured helping to shelf the
many cans of food donated to Need Line. Kathie Gentry, executive director of Need Line, expressed appreciation to the men for assisting at
the office.

McKinney family reunion
held at Racer Inn, Murray
The children and grandchildren
of the late R.D.(Dude) and Estell
Donelson McKinney held a reunion on Friday evening, Nov. 28,
at Best Western Racer Inn,
Murray.
Parents of the late Mrs.
McKinney were Lionel Outry
Donelson and Lela Stewart
Donelson. Parents of the late Mr.
McKinney were Chester Boscoe
McKinney and Sallie Lee
McKinney.
Deceased children of the Mr.
and Mrs. McKinney are Mary
Nell Turner Paschall, James E.
McKinney, L.C. McKinney, and
Virginia McKinney.
A potluck meal was served.
Attending the event were the
following:
Mrs. Frank (Edna) Wallace,
Waterford, Mich.; Richard and
Barb Wallace and Aaron, Madison Heights, Mich.; Dave and
Pam Wallace and Shelby, Lindsey and Caitlin, Clinton Township, Mich.; Joy and Cecil Farmer, Harrison Township, Mich.;
Carolyn Beyerlain and Carol and

Robbie, Rose City, Mich.; Dorothy Morrison and Betty and
Phyllis, Piasa, Ill.; Troy and Amy
Beyerlain, Ft. Riley, Kan.;
Robert and Sue McKinney,
Chester and Shirley Uzzle, Albert
and Betty Turner, Robbie Russell, and Florence and Margaret
McKinney, all of Benton;
Bobby and Gena McKinney
and Seth and Lauren, and Gene
and Peggy McKinney, Dexter;
Robin and Sharon Ray and Derek
and Briley, Ledbetter; Nava Lou
McCuiston, New Concord;
Larry and Marilyn McKinney,
and Charles and Evelyn Bowen,
Farmington; Myrtie Davis, Hazel;
Daryl and Karen Coles and Chris,
Bryan, Andrew and Eli, Hazel;
Odell Donelson, Alberta
Donelson, Dwain and Amy
McKinney and Alycia and Shae
Lea, Mitzi Adams and Kysha and
Dustin, Jeff Shields, and Lois
Collie, all of Murray.
Unable to attend was an uncle,
Ira McKinney of Hazel Park,
Mich.
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Unsel and Thorn vows
will be said on Dec. 20

Stop b, for the
refreshments and
sta for the great
customer set-% ice.

Mr. and Mrs. Phelps Unsel Jr. of Arlington, Texas, announce the
upcoming marriage of their daughter, Erin Ann Unsel, to Allen Wayne
Thorn, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy H. Thorn of Almo.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mr.s Phelps Unsel
Sr. of Murray and of Mrs. Margaret DeLombard and the late Andra
DeLambord.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mrs. Helen Carrot of Almo and
the late Hafford Carrot, and of the late Roy, and Allie Thorn.
Miss Unsel will be a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High
School.
Mr. Thorn is a 1994 graduate of Calloway County High School and
is currently employed at Taylor Seed Co., Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, Dec. 20, 1997, at 6 p.m. at Sugar
Creek Baptist Church, located two miles down Faxon Road off Highway 94 East.
A reception will follow the ceremony at the church.
Only out-of-town invitations have been sent. All relatives and
friends are invited to attend the Wedding and the reception.

Together

its possible.

UNITED

COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank
Mr,her I IA •
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15% off

Local YMCA
plans events
for holidays

6:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. at North
Elementary School on Dec. 22,
23, 29, 30 and 31 and Jan. 2.
For more information or to register for the events call
753-0228.
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Erin Ann Unsel
and Allen Wayne Thorn

Murray Family YMCA has
special events planned.
Parents Night Out for 5-yearolds and up will be Friday, Dec.
19, from 6:30 to 10 p.m. at the
YMCA Teen Center.
Parents Day Out will be at
YMCA Teen Center on Saturday,
Dec. 20, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
which will include pizza, movie
and games.
Holiday Child Care Camps for
5 to 12-year-olds will bke from

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

25% off
40% off
Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Stop in today and choose from our
large selection of
• Framed Prints
• Candlesticks
• Picture Frames
• Floral Arrangements
& Much Much More
at great Christmas Savings!

Wallpaper

Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

MURRAY
Next to Days Inn • 519 S 12th St.
753-7575
M-F 9-5 Sa 9-3

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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Children of the late R. D. (Dude) and Weil Donelson McKinney at the
recent reunion were, from left, bottom row, Joy McKinney Farmer, Myrtle McKinney Davis, Dorothy McKinney Morrison, top row, Charles
Eugene McKinney, Robert McKinney, Edna McKinney Wallace, and
Larry McKinney.

The state of Delaware is named
for Lord De La Warr, the governor
of Virginia in 1610.

Keep The
Meaning
of
Christmas

44.1pt
NEW LIFE
CHRISTIAN
BOOKSTORE
Holiday Hours:
Monday-Friday
9:30 - 5:00

Saturday
9:30 - 3:00
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May God's Gift Of Love Be Your
Joy This Christmas
The

GALLERY,
'The Home of the Ultimate in Custom Framing"

The Spirit of Christmas lives within us But
only when we share it with others can we
know its power to brighten the lives of
those we touch with our kind acts and
words of good will and peace.
At Christmas and always, may your heart
find joy in sharing, and may you be
surrounded by those you love.

Best Wishesfor Merry Christmas and
a Bright New rear from...

WAL*MART
SUPERCENTER
Hwy. 641 North • Murray
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Melanie Kay Westbrook and Jeremy Scott Matheny announce their
approaching marriage.
Miss Westbrook is the daughter of William and Tracy Westbrook of
Murray.
Mr. Matheny is the son of Alfred Matheny and Debbie Coursey of
Murray.
Both the bride-elect and the groom-elect are graduates of Calloway
County High School.
The wedding will be Saturday, Dec. 27, 1997, at 3 p.m. at Hardin
Baptist Church, Hardin. Trad York will officiate.
Carla Westbrook will be honor attendant for the bride-elect. Kevin
Spangler will be best man for the groom-elect.
A reception will follow at Hardin Baptist Church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

RAINEY APPERSON orloto

The Rev. Larry Daniels pictured center, was the guest speaker
at
November meeting of Murray Magazine Club. Betty Lowry, right, introduced Rev. Daniel. Eva Morris, club president, is at left. The club will
meet Friday, Dec. 19, at Racer Inn with Katherine Morris as hostess.
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In the rush of the holiday season we
often get so caught up in all the things we
think "must* be done. We believe if we
get these things done well finally be
relaxed and happy. However,often when
e get everything done we still are tense
and irritable.
We think real peace, real joy will be
there when we find the perfect house, get
a promotion, take the fabulous vacation
or find the perfect mate. In the mean time
we forget what it means to be happy in the
here and now.
Real happiness comes from within self
satisfaction, being proud of ourselves and
grateful for what we have now.
Being in the flow or the mental state
when you are totally absorbed in any
activity you enjoy brings exhilaration.
timelessness and a happy state of mind.
When you are in flow your concentration is at it's peak level and you're
unafraid of failure and you forget about
yourself and time.Its also considered by
some to he the key to happiness. Researchers have discovered that the best
way to "get happy" is to get busy.
Try to find the right activity you enjoy,
try something new, open your mind and
look for clues about what gives you
pleasure.
The odd thing about now is you don'l
realize how good you feel until you've
finished the task you were doing. The
hest thing is the flow of your own making
and you can control it. It is not the forces
outside of you that bnng you happiness.
You have the power to create it for
yourself.
Create a happy 'holiday for yourself
and others and get into the flow of the
season. If you just can't seem to gct into
the swing of things, pretend you are
happy. You may feel a little silly at first
hut it will give you a mood boost and you
can fool your subconscious into believing
you are happy and then you really are
happy.
Relax and bring fun into your life.
Experience Christmas through the eyes
of a child.
Chnsunas Eve is only a week away,let
us help put a smile on your face and that
someone special.
We have many wonderful gifts and
surpnses for everyone ors your list. DK
Kelley's is the happiest store in town. Let
us put some joy into your holiday too.
Congratulations to Patsy James who
won the Chnstmas music box at our
Fnday luncheon. Join us this week 11-2
p.m. for good food, personal service and
the perfect gift for everyone on your list
25% - 50% racks, Chnstmas sweaters &
vests 25% off.
Gift certificates are available and are a
great idea. Stay tuned to next week's fun
& fashion Tenon

—
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Murray, KY • 753 -44'
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Balmer girl
born Dec. 4
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Brennon
Balmer of 505 Liberty Rd., Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
, Madeline Clare Balmer, born on
Thursday, Dec. 4, 1997, at 8:35
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
and measured 18% inches. The
mother is the former Stephanie
SDammons. A sister is Laiken
Alysee, 2.
Grandparents are Steve and Susan Sammons of Murray and
LaRue and Nancy Balmer of Orlando, Fla.
Great-grandparents are John
and Sue Sammons and Fannilee
Buchanan, Murray, and Lillian
Balmer and Col. and Nita
George, Florida.

SANDRA'S SCHOOL photo
Students from Sandra's School of Dance recently attended a one-day
workshop at Memphis, Tenn. The faculty included Judy Rice who studied with the Jotfrey Ballet School and now a registered adjudicator for
the National Dance Council; Joe litre, a former Mr. Dance of Texas,
now of New York City. lstre's professional credits include "Hellow
Dolly,& "West Side Story," "Anything Goes," "Show Boat," "Chess" and
"42nd Street." Students attending were Katie Barnett, Samantha Thurman, Jessica Norsworthy, Jessica Norwood, Charlsie Young and Candace Cochrum. Judy Rice is pictured with the students.
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Live Nativity Scene
Presented By The

South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
Dec. 19th, 20th & 21st 6-9 p.m.

Lewis boy is
born Nov. 30
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Glen
Lewis of Wingo are the parents
of a son, Jeffrey Christopher
Hunter Lewis, born on Sunday,
Nov. 30, 1997, at 3:52 a.m. at
Columbia Pinelake Hospital,
Mayfield.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 13 ounces and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Lucinda Ann Sullivan.
Grandparents are Joe and Vivian Lewis of Wingo and Theron
and Debris Sullivan of Paducah.
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Snellen girl
born Dec. 8
•LOSE WEIGHT
Don'tjustjoin the V. use the Y.
Jump Start's personal coaches will personally guide you to wellness. Introductory fee is $49 plus your YMCA membership.
Gift Certificates

Are Available
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Jones boy is
born Nov. 22
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Jones of
Benton are the parents of a ,son,
Aaron Kendall Jones, born on Saturday, Nov. 22, 1997, at 1:07
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds nine ounces and measured
20Y2 inches. The mother is the
former Chrystal Holland. A
brother is Austin Jones.
Grandparents are the Rev. J.
Duane and Carolyn Holland of
Gilbertsville, and Raymond and
Mae Jones of Benton.

<ir e

Chestnut Hill Shopping Center

SAM

COLUMBIA, S.C. — Mary
Sue Sroda of 313 North Sixth St.,
Murray, received her Doctor of
Philosophy degree in winter commencement excerises at the University of South Carolina campus.
Sroda's major was linguistics.

Mr. and Mrs. David Snellen of
7668 St. Rt. 94W, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Laurie
Elizabeth Snellen, born on Monday, Dec. 8, 1997, at 10:46 a.m.
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 12 ounces and measured
20Y. inches. The mother is the
former Mary Jo Bowden. A
brother is Andrew Snellen.
Grandparents are Ronald and
Bonnie Snellen of Louisville and
Marvin and JoAnn Mayhew of
Paducah.
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CALENDAR
, Dec.17 ,
WitdnesCal oway Count 4.biic Library Holiday Open House a.m.-5 p.m.
Athletic Facilities Long Range Planning Committee meeting changed to
Calloway Board office at 7 p.m.
Thursday.
Hazel Woman's Club gift wrapping/5
p.m./Wal-Mart.
Health Express of MCCH/Kroger of
Murray/12:30-3 p.m.
West View Nursing Home Station
Two Christmas party/2 p.m.
Weeks Canter/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church soup
supper/5:30 p.m.; service/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p.m.; Youth Creative
Ministries/6:30 p.m.; Children's
Activity/6:45 p.m.; Youth Alive and
Adult Groups and Studies/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/WOW
and Jur./Sr. High musical rehearsal/5
p.m.; Choir/6 p.m.
First United Methodist Church PreSchool Choir/5 p.m.; Handbell Rehearsal, Tom Turner Prayer Group/6 p.m.;
Sr. High UMYF Bible Study at Cat's/7
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; Prayer and youth
groups, business meeting/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Library open/6
p.m.; Prayer meeting/Bible Study/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career, Youth Bible Studies, Kid's
Klub/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church PY/6:30
p.m.; WWOW, Children's Music, Youth
meeting/7 p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ
service/7:30 p.m.
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
New Uto Christian Center service/T
p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church worshio/7
p.m.
Curds Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Thursday, Dec. 18
Athletic Facilities Long Range Planning Committee/7 p.m./Calloway
County Board of Education office.
Kentucky Lake Kennel Club of West
Kentucky/7 p.m./Calloway Public tibray. Ink:059-4556. ,

Thursday, Dec. 18

Murray IlaaPalthatir_ School._SBDM
Council/5 p.m./school guidance office.
Hazel Woman's Club/6:30 p.m./Brass
Lantern, Aurora.
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club/1:30 p.m./club house.
Pet Therapy/3 p.m./Calloway Public
Library.
BellSouth Volunteers of Paudcah,
Life Member Club Telephone Pioneers
Christmas luncheon at noon/Executive
Inn, Paducah.
Health Express of MCCH/Hickory
Post Office/9-11:30 a.m.; Hoskins Barb-que at Folsomdale/12:30-2:30 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./MCCH Education Unit
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m -4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities. Domino
Club/9 a.m.
Calloway County Public Library Holiday Open House/9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Murray Women of the Moosb/7
p.m./lodge hall.
TOPS KY 0469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-in/6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenville.
West View Nursing Home Rhythm
Band/10 a.m.; Gospel Hour/10:45
a.m.; Station Three Christmas Party/2
p.m.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m/Shoney's.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas.
Memorial Baptist Church Visitation/7
p.m.
First Presbyterian Church Session
meeting/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.

'Yak

THE

204 South 4T" St- Murray

Bunnell is named
Kentucky Lions Clubs, District
43-K, consisting of 36 clubs with
a total of 1,425 members in 18
counties in Western Kentucky,
have a new District Governor
from the Murray Lions Club,
John N. Bunnell.
District Governor Bunnell has
been active member of the Lions
Clubs International for 34 years
and has a record of 100 percent
attendance.
He has served as presdient of
the Medina, Tenn., Humboldt,
Tenn., and the Nashville South
Lions Club for two terms. He has
served in all offices in the local
clubs, also many different positions on the district level. He is

First Baptist Church Mother's Day
Out/9 a.m.; Dorcas Sunday School
Class at Thomas England House Restaurant, and Esther Sunday School
Class at Sirloin Stockade/both at
noon.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Young in Hearts Class/10:30 a.m.
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Calloway County High School Lakers
playing in Tilghman Basketball
Tournament.
Murray High School Tigers host basketball game with Mayfield.
Murray High School Lady Tigers play
basketball game at Lone Oak.
Murray State University Racers hosts
basketball game with Campbellsville/7
p.m.
Murray State University Lady Racers play basketball game at St.
Louis/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curds Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.

Volunteers
plan event
BellSouth Volunteers of Paducah Life Member Club Telephone
Pioneers will have their Christmas luncheon on Thursday, Dec.
18, at noon at Executive Inn,
Paducah.
Members are requested to
bring canned goods for Christmas
giving.

presently serving in the Murray
Lions Club.
Lion Bunnell has been the Lion
of the Year for the Murray Lions
Club for 1995-96 and was Lion
of the Year for the state of Tennessee, 1971-72. He has also
been the Lion of the Decade for
the State of Tennessee, 1972-82.
Bunnell is a Melvin Jones Fellow and a Silver Life Patron. He
has attended 16 International conventions and numerous state
conventions.
Lion Bunnell has served at
several district level positions, including Zone chairman for three
terms, regional-chairman and vice
district governor, 1996-97. He
has attended two USA/Canada
Forums and also Train-theTrainer and other leadership
programs.
Bunnell is presently retired after 33 years in education as a
teacher, counselor and principal,
grades 7-12. He is married to his
wife of 44 years, Margaret, and
has two children.
Lion Bunnell is the 11th member of the Murray Lions Club
since 1946 to hold the office of
District Governor for District
43-K.

Advice given for the holidays
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Christmas is coming and the government wants you to be on your
best behavior, so good advice is
flowing from the Transportation
Department, the post office, and
the Federal Aviation
Administration.
The Postal Service wants your
cards and letters to arrive safely
and the other two agencies want
you -to do the same.
"The best defense in a motor
vehicle crash is a seat belt,"
Transportation Secretary Rodney
Slater said at an event sponsored
by the Air Bag Safety Campaign.
The post office said it is hiring
40,000 temporary workers to help
handle the mail increase, along
with 100 added airplanes and 16
million more sacks and trays for
mail.
Americans are expected to
send more than 5 billion cards
and letters in December, the
agency said. It has established a
special section on its World Wide
Web site — www.usps.gov — to
assist mailers.
Among the advice is the usual.
Mail early and use complete addresses and return addresses, preferably typed.
The department urges checking
ZIP codes, using tape designed
for shipping and cushioning gifts
in Styrofoam, newspaper or unbuttered popcorn.
Packages that weigh more than
a pound must be taken to the post
office for mailing because of sec
urity regulations.
Speaking of security, the FAA
points out that the extra holiday
crowd will tax airport security
screening systems. The FAA's
suggestions to avoid delays:
—Arrive early. Large holiday
crowds coupled with security
measures may increase the time
needed to check in.
—Parking lots may be full, so
consider using public transportation or having a friend drop you
off. If driving, add extra time to
your schedule.
—Don't leave your car unattended in front of the terminal. At
some airports, it may be towed.
—Have your photo identification handy; you will he asked to
show it.
—Put your name on your bags
and be prepared to answer questions about who packed them and

ART STUDIO

MURRAY LIONS CLUB photo

Newly elected Lions Club District Governor, District 43-K, John N. Bunnell of Murray Lions Club, Is pictured with immediate past District Governor Gerald McClain of the Mayfield Lions Club.

153-7201

—Do not joke about having a
bomb or firearm in your possession. Penalties can be severe,
possibly prison time or fines.
—Watch your luggage. Keep
your eyes open for unattended
packages and baggage, and report
them to authorities. Don't accept
packages from strangers.

What are three little words that everyone
loves to hear during the Holiday Season?

NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED!
This year let English Farms handle the
Assembly with a

SPECIALTY BASKET
for everyone on your list!
Choose from delicious edibles including imported
chocolates, cookies, snacks, teas, coffees, and a
variety of jams, jellies, candies, mustards or
popcorns made right on the premises.

ENGLISH FARMS7
SPECIALTY FOODS'
,!..1...eg
10th & Arcadia Sta
Murray • 753-0921
M•F 9-5 p.m. • Sat 10-5 p.m.
Sun 1-5 p.m.
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whether you left them
unattended.
—Both carry-on and checked
bags are subject to being handsearched, so it's a good idea to
leave gifts unwrapped until after
you reach your destination. If airline security personnel cannot determine by X-ray the contents of
a package, they can and will open
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•LADIES' DRESS & CASUAL SHOES
BY: NINE WEST
MIA
LIFE STRIDE '
4)
BAN DOLENO

BMy McConnell, Marion
$100,600 USN'5

5
39

95

Sandy Smith, Henderson
$8,000 WILD 8's

bailie Porker, ModlsonAle
S3,000 LUCKY Jek FR

-MEN'S DRESS & CASUAL SHOES
BY: NUNN BUSH
STREET CAR $
DUCK HEAD
STACY ADAMS
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'MEN'S BOOTS
BY: RED WING
GEORGIA

R E,DVIJI41"G
S
-571,1
Made in U S
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Marvin Agee Fredonia
S1,000 9 LIVES

Alexander Brooks, Pork City
5700 PICK 3
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Steve White,
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Undo Porkies,
Mayfield $700 MK 3
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Nurses Uniforms
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Joyce Cbeepeen,
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Hours
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Calloway students
selected for workshop

Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m. • Sat. 11 a.m.-3:30 pm.

753-0045

Murray, Ky.
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Chestnut St.

J
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"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Fast Service

Convenient Location * Handy Drive-Up Window

Please Place Your Bar-B-0 Order Ahead
For Your Holiday Dinner!
Great Weekly Special
Large Hamburger, $349
Fries &
Medium Drink
For The Holiday With Our Family We Will Be
Closing Dec. 24 at 2:00 p.m. - Reopening Dec. 29

MISTLETOE &
MERRIMENT...

Kenlake Foods generous donation helped boost the United Way's annual
campaign to the halfway point The campaign goal is set at $285,000.
Kenlake's donation Is up from last year. Joe Donato reports, "We're at over
$36,000 now and we are still receiving donation cards."The campaign total at
Kenlake includes employee and corporate donations. Donato and Kathey
Patterson headed the campaign at Keniake Foods and are pictured above
with the United Way thermometer. The picture was taken with a camera
donated by Wal-Mart Supercenter in Murray.

may they abound
this holiday season.

Clinton finally gives
First Dog his name
WASHINGTON (AP)- With
a new dog named "Buddy,"
President CI•inten made himself a
true-blue pal.
"If you want a friend in
Washington, you need to get a
dog," Clinton said, quoting President Truman in today's muchawaited announcement that the
puppy was named after a favorite
great-uncle.
Three days after being given
the chocolate Labrador puppy,
Clinton disclosed its name at an
afternoon news conference.
Buddy was the nickname of Clinton's great-uncle Henry Oren
Grisham, a father figure who died
in June.

Residential • Commer,;- a1 •
Service Reparr

Tele/Fax 753-4736
David Ryan
Darren Howard
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Peppers Christmas Sale on
Select Used Cars Trucks
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'Your Christmas i
Stock # Sale Price E
971385 $22,495
980331 $21,995 ;
980981 $24,495 i
$9,495 I;
52153
5233 $24,495 i
.... ..975161 $11,995 i:
976241 $10,995 ;
982001 $11,995 r:
981972 $14,495 t
975032 $10,795 ;:.

I; 1997 Toyota 1100 4x4 Xtra - Low miles
1-, 1997 Chevrolet Blazer LT 4x4 .
I
14
II 1997 Toyota 4Runner SR5 11
I: 1996 Chevrolet Beretta
1.:
1: 1996 Cadillac DeVille - L3'ii Miles
1,
t• 1995 Chevrolet Monte Carlo LS 1.,
1.7 1995 Chevrolet S10 i.
1:
i-, 1995 Pontiac Bonneville 1 -,
0, 1995 Dodge D150 SLT 1.,
I, 1995 Mercury Cougar XR7 I.
o' 1995 Chevrolet Astro Conversion 980661 $13,995 k
ii
i; 1995 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera 980572
$8,995 i:
974581
$10,795
i
,-. 1995 Ford Thunderbird LX V-8 I.
9111
74
977191
T
1; 1995 Dodge Dakota SLT 4X4 :
44
:: :i
1: 1994 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme 1•L,
975931 $12,495
:1994 GMAC Conversion Van - Low miles
981171 $11,995 ;
:1994 Plymouth Grand Voyager LE - Leather
980992 $10,395 i
'1994 Chevrolet Astro LT 981641
$9,995
:1994 Chrysler Concorde 976671 $12,995
:1994 Lincoln Continental Signature i
982081
$8,995
] 1994 Dodge Grand Caravan LE 5236 $10,895
:1994 Nissan Maxima 976121 $13,495 i
1994 Ford Explorer 40 4x4 XLT 982341 $13,895 t
:1994 Chevrolet K1500 4x4 $8,995 i
:1993 Toyota Camry LE -...........................5211
974811
; 1993 Chevrolet Conversion Van $10,995 t
973411
$8,495
; 1993 Ford F150 XLT 981681
$9,495 ;:.
:1993 Toyota Pickup 4x4 V-6 974391 $11,995 t
:1993 Cadillac DeVille - Low Miles
982151
$9,895 ;
; 1993 Buick LeSabre 980731 $11,895 !:
;
1 1993 Chevrolet Blazer 4x4 - 4 Dr
982121
$7,495 ;
:1993 Nissan Altima :
975321 $11,895 i
:1993 Jeep Cherokee 4x4 Country 981041
; 1992 Ford F150 XLT $5,995
981082
3 1991 Ford Explorer 4x4 XLT $9,495
I. 1990 Buick LeSabre - Low miles
980082
$6,495 t
:1990 Dodge W150 4x4 Pickup 976931
$5,695 t
:
..
:
("Whatever it takes, we want to be your car & truck company.') C
r
r
:
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2420 E. Wood St., Paris
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"It's a personal thing," Clinton explained today. Besides, he
added, "It was the name ... (the
dog) responded best to of all the
names we tried out on him."
Clinton reveled in the guessing
game that preceded his announcement. Briefly introducing the dog
to reporters earlier in the day, he
was careful not to let the name
slip. "C'mon, kiddo," Clinton
said to the dog, who chomped on
the Rose Garden grass. "Don't
eat that; you just had lunch."

On Monday, first lady Hillary
Rodham Clinton called the naming "an ongoing high-level effort." The president, who had put
out a national call for suggestions, said he and his wife and
daughter "had so much fun"
sorting through possibilities that
included references to his home
state of Arkansas - "Barkansas" and "Ark-n-paws" among
them.
Aides described the housebroken, 3-month-old dog as already
an Oval Office regular, with
Clinton himself walking the
puppy back and forth between the
mansion and its West Wing.
One aide expressed amusement
that daily Secret Service "movement logs," which normally record quiet mornings for the president, have this week shown a
flurry of trips to the back lawn.
Socks, the Clinton family cat,
was reserving judgment on the
canine interloper. "We're working on that," said Mrs. Clinton.
"But we have every reason to believe that there will be a peaceful
reconciliation during the holiday
season here at the White House
between Socks and the puppy."

Calloway County Middle and
High school students were selected
to teach other students and educators, from this region, about energy
concepts and energy conservation
through the NEED (National
Energy Education Development)
Project. A NEED workshop was
held on Nov. 13, at the Jackson
Purchase Electric Company.
This event was hosted by Karen
Reagor, the Kentucky State NEED
Director, with assistance from
Emily Thomas of Calloway County
High School. Helping to make this
event possible were Stephanie
Wyatt, district programs specialist
for Calloway County and Cloyd J.
Bumgardner, CCMS principal.
Students and educators, representing five schools from across the
region,attended this workshop to be
educated by Calloway students.
Calloway Middle School students
who presented at the workshop
include: Elizabeth Dandeneau,
Bridget Swatzell, Mark Chamberlain, Madeline Philpot, Jim Donelson, and Bryan Furches, as well as
Lisa McCree, CCMS science
teacher.
Students from Callotvay are optimistic about the NEED Project and
feel that through the project theme,
"kids teaching kids", they can make
a difference.
"I feel that it is a wonderful
opportunity to be able to not only
teach kids my age, but also to tell
teachers what I know aboutenergy,"
states Elizabeth Dandeneau.
"In my opinion," says Bridget
Swatzell, "This is a great chance to
learn about how we can help our
future generations by conserving
energy."
In addition, Jim Donelson stated,
"I feel those who partook in the

event enjoyed a very educational
occurrence and will remember it for
years to come."
Students who participated in the
event used the Science of Energy
kits to learn about the forms of
energy. Other activities students
participated with included Energy
Jeopardy, Energy Chants, Energy
Rock Performances, Energy Bingo,
and Energy skits. The final activity
of the day was the Energy Carnival,
the students had so much fun playing the games, it was hard for them
to realize that they were also learning. "It was a very fun and educational," states Bryan Furches. The
students also presented energy
chants expressing the types of
energy and examples of each. Students were able to test their newly
attained energy knowledge by playing games such as Wheel of Energy,
Energy Taboo, Energy Math Challenge, Energy Sleuth, Source Separation, Top Five, Energy Jumble,
and Energy Pictionary.
The students participating in the
NEED Energy project are also beginning a scrap book. In this scrap
book they will put photos of all the
activities they have participated in.
With this scrap book they will be
competing with other schools participating in the NEED project. The
winner will receive a trip to Frankfort, Kentucky.
As stated by Emily Thomas,"The
NEED Project encourages energy
awareness and energy conservation
through energy education. The project calls on students to be resources
for the community. Students learn
about energy and share their energy
knowledge with others. There is,
after all, no better way to learn than
to teach."

Former sex slave dies
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)Kim Hak-soon, the first South
Korean woman to openly identify
herself as a former sex slave of
Japanese soldiers during World
War II, died today. She was 74.
In August 1991, Kim told in
gruesome detail how during the
war she was abducted and forced
to carry ammunition for Japanese
soldiers by day and serve as a
prostitute at a military-run
brothel by night. She was 17 at
the time.
Her testimony helped break an

embarrassed silence and brought
forth more former sex slaves,
commonly known as "comfort
women." An advocacy group
was formed to demand compensation from the Japanese
government.
Until she was hospitalized earlier this year, Kim tirelessly campaigned to bring Japan to account
for its wartime brutality against
Asian women, leading a rally every Wednesday in front of the Japanese Embassy in Seoul.

"Sure we may have suits and
ties on when you come into the
bank for a loan..."
"...but, we'll roll up our sleeves and work right
beside you to keep your business
moving in the right direction!"
Whether you're clearing ground, expanding or just remodeling
your business's success is iinportant to us. And at
United Commonwealth Bank, we have the
financial strength, expertise and experience to
help you move your business to the next level.

Danny Evitts
Commercial
Lending
& Executive
Vice
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See Danny Evitts when your business needs an
extra edge. With 27 years of knowledge and
experience, Danny is a professional dedicated
to fulfilling his customers' needs.
Or call on John Peck...an experienced
professional devoted to stimulating
growth in Murray and Calloway
County.

a
1(

United Commonwealth Bank
& You. Together it's Possible.

11/110 UREALI
M
A Fedirrel Savings Illank
Member FDIC • Equal Housing Lender GI

John Peck
President & CEO
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Hong Kong expects
two more flu cases
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HONG KONG (AP) — Two
young cousins of a child with a
deadly bird flu apparently have
contracted the mystery disease,
heightening suspicions it is now
spreading from both birds and
humans, health workers said
today.
Hong Kong announced new
measures to monitor and contain
the outbreak, including flu alert
broadcasts, a flu hot line and
tighter policing of the import,
marketing and preparation of
poultry.
Medical experts now have confirmed six cases of human infection by the virus A H5N1, previously found only in poultry and
other birds, and suspect three
more. Two people have died, although one death apparently was
related to complications from
treatment.
The latest suspected victims, a
2-year-old boy and a 3-year-old
girl, are hospitalized in satisfactory condition, Dr. Margaret
Chan, director of health, told a
news conference.
The children are cousins of a
5-year-old girl who has the virus,
and who is also hospitalized in
satisfactory condition. It is the
first time several members of one
family have been sickened, and
reinforced concern that the virus
can be spread not just from live
birds to humans but from person
to person.
"We feel it is possible that
both modes of transmission are
occurring," Chan said.
A total of 65 people who were
in contact with victims reported
flu-like symptoms but recovered,
she said, adding that it was too
early to say if any had the A
H5N1 virus.
The virus has not spread very
fast since the first known human
infection, of a 3-year-old boy last
May, Chan said.
But that is not necessarily any
comfort, said Dr. Keiji Fukuda,
one of five experts from the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-

vention in the United States who
are helping in the investigation.
"New influenza viruses have
that potential to spread around
the world and cause large numbers of deaths," he said. An influenza pandemic early in the
century killed more than 500,000
people in the United States in one
year alone.
"Whenever a new virus like
this appears ... then it's cause of
tremendous concern among scientists and that's what you're seeing now," he said.
Of the nine confirmed or suspected human victims, six have
been children.
That may be because kids
"tend to be all over each other,
and playing with each other, and
tend to be sharing toys and
coughing in each other's faces,"
Fukuda said.
That intimate contact means
"you tend to see infection occur
a little bit earlier in that group of
people than in older populations," he said.
A committee drawn from nine
government departments met for
the first time today and announced measures to combat the
virus.
They include increasing laboratory capacity for detecting new
cases, making sure health officials monitor Chinese chicken
farms that supply Hong Kong,
and improving hygiene at restaurants, bird markets and meat
stores, said its chairman, Dr. Paul
Saw.
Many Hong Kong people buy
their chicken live or freshly
slaughtered from warehouse-like
markets.
Some 4,500 chickens are
known to have died of the A
H5N1 virus on Hong Kong farms
in April, and isolated cases have
been reported in November and
December.
Experts don't know yet how
widespread the disease is in
China, the source of 75 percent
of chickens sold in Hong Kong.

Mother of 680-pound girl
wants judge to decide case
MARTINEZ, Calif. (AP) —
Thirteen-year-old Christina Corrigan spent the final days of her
life lying in front of a television,
occasionally dragging her
5-foot-3, 680-pound body off the
floor to go to the bathroom.
She was found dead in November 1996. Her nude body, ravaged by open bedsores, lay on a
filthy sheet surrounded by empty
food cartons and human waste. A
medical examiner ruled she died
from heart failure due to obesity.
Her mother is about to go on
trial for one count of felony child
abuse. Authorities brought
charges not for Christina's size,
but for the conditions in which
she had lived — among the waste
and the trash.
Marlene Corrigan has said she
did her best with her daughter,
but Christina just demanded food
and refused to see a doctor. Family members have said the working single mother simply was
overwhelmed.

ior Court Judge Richard Amason
to decide the case himself.
Cardoza prefers the judge over
a jury because of the emotional
nature of some evidence, including photographs that recorded
that sad state of Christina's final
days.
"When you look initially at
these photos, they are shocking,"
Cardoza said.
Prosecutor Brian Haynes
agreed: "These are emotional
issues and these are shocking
photos."
Cardoza maintains Corrigan
did not neglect her daughter.
"The mother did not know about these bedsores. The little girl
didn't tell her," he said.

We want to take this time to say
"thanks"for doing business with us these
past 52 years. For the past three generations we have served you and we still
remain the family operated business you
have always known. We are pleased to
have you as customers and proud to call
you our friends. You can always put your
confidence in us!

Shea Stonecipher, daughter of Joe and Dena Stonecipher, has been
named Student of the Week. A cheerleader, member of the Pep Club
and Bets Club, Shea is a member of First United Methodist Church.

Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year from all of us at...

Buck's Body Shop

Lion spotted from air;
Terrain prevents capture
KISSIMMEE, Fla. (AP) — A
full-grown lion that escaped from
a roadside zoo near Disney
World was spotted today in a cypress swamp by wildlife officials
trying to recapture the 450-pound
cat.
The full-grown female lion,
named Nala after a character in
"The Lion King," escaped Monday from JungleLand while her
handlers tried to fix her cage to
raise her above flooded ground.
The lion was spotted from a
helicopter around midday, only
about 100 yards from the zoo, but
the swampy terrain and thick
vegetation made it impossible to
reach her. quickly from the
ground. By early this afternoon,
the animal was no longer visible
from the air, said Harley Cook,
agent from Florida's Game and
Fresh Water Fish Commission.
Deputies from the Osceola
County Sheriff's Office had
joined zoo employees and agents
from Florida's Game and Fresh
Water Fish Commission in the
hunt.
Residents and tourists in the
area surrounded by hotels and restaurants were put on alert, but
officials described the
2% -year-old lioness as handraised, declawed and very
sociable.
"She loves the public," said
Kathy Bacon, the zoo's marketing director. "She loves the kids.
When they come here, she hams
it up."
Because of recent heavy rain, a
crew tried to construct a platform
in Nala's cage Monday so she
and other lions could stay dry,

said Cynthia Potter, JungleLand
spokeswoman. "She was startled,
and she bolted and squeezed
through a narrow opening," Ms.
Potter said.
JungleLand is located on Highway 192 in the heart of a busy
tourist district of hotels and restaurants near Disney World.

'7n Business Since 1945"

900 Sycamore • 753-5142
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SHOP MURRAY FIRST
A Wolff Tanning Bed Can Be The
Perfect Christmas Gift.

THE TROPICS TOO
Offers...
Payment!
-No Down
-No Payment For 90 Days!
-Payments As Low As $69.67 per month
Stop By Our Warehouse And
Visit Our Showroom Today.
901 Coldwater Road/Murray, Ky.
Behind The Tropics Tanning Salon

753-4299 or 1-800-633-3459
Delivery And Set Up Available
All Models In Stock
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YOUR HOLIDAY FOOTWEAR
HEADQUARTERS FOR MEN

The first U.S. silver dollars
were coined in 1794.

12 Month Personalized Full Color Photo Calendars
Bring us 12 of your favorite family photos, and well
print up a large 11" x 17"calendar just for you!
Now you can have a one-of-a-kind personalized calendar printed for
you and your family to enjoy. Each photo becomes a giant 8" x 10" coliir
print on a large 11' x 17" mady-to-hang calendar. Makes a fabulous
hnstmas gift that lasts all year long.

Jury selection in Corrigan's
trial was scheduled to begin
Monday, but the case was delayed until Wednesday. Defense
attorney Michael Cardoza he will
ask Contra Costa County Super-
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1301 Chestnut Street Murray KY 4207'
(502)753-7117

DEERSTAGS

$39.97
Compare at $61,1.00

THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE CO.

FACTORY DISCOUNT SALE
Stop by and look over our
full line of quilting machines
& quilting cloth, batting and
supplies.

"Why pay more & get less..
NEW HOME Machines come
with a 25 Year Warranty!!
Over 90 Machines in stock but
at these prices they won't last
longs!"

Financing Available! 90 Days Same As Cash
r
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Stuck drivers need finesse
Motorists who find themselves
stuck in snow this winter should
remember that finesse can be more
effective than power, according to
AAA.
"Hard acceleration usually won't
help," said Roger Boyd, Director of
Public Affairs. "In fact, it's likely to
-worsen-the situation-by causing the
tires to spin, digging the car deeper
into the snow."
Instead, AAA Kentucky recom.tnends motorists follow these tips:
• "Clear away as much as possible
from around the tires and under the
- 'vehicle.
To help improve traction, scatter
sand, cat litter or some other abra: sive material around the front
wheels for front-wheel-drive cars or
around the rear wheels for rearwheel-drive cars. Special traction
mats are also good for this purpose.
Floor mats can be used.
"Place car in low gear(automatic
transmissions)or second gear(manual transmissions) and apply gentle
pressure to the accelerator. Ease off
if the tires begin to spin.
-Ifstill unable to move,try slowly
rocking the car. Ease forward with
the car in low gear (automatic
transmissions)or second gear(manual transmissions). When the car
will no longer go forward, release
the accelerator to allow the car to
roll back. When the vehicle stops its
backward motion apply minimum
pressure on the accelerator again.
Repeat these actions in rapid succession. If the vehicle remains

stuck, do not continue rocking for
prolonged periods. Serious damage
to automatic transmissions may occur.
'If others are available to help,
have them push to assist the car's
rocking motion.
,
•People pushing the vehicle
should not stand directly behind the
wheels because of potential risk
from flying gravel, sand or ice.
Also, they should be aware of their
own physical limitations. Footing
can be hazardous and overexertion
can be especially dangerous in cold
weather.
'If you are unable to get your car
unstuck, carefully assess weather
conditions before abandoning your
vehicle. In extreme cold or in heavy
snow, stay with your car until you
can be rescued or someone can call
AAA Kentucky for you.
"If you stay in your car, pop the
hood or tie a bright cloth to your
antenna to alert rescuers. If running
the engine for warmth, make sure
snow does not block the exhaust
pipe, which could cause dangerous
fumes to backup inside the car.

19th An nual
Watt/

TMOn

All New Toyotas In
Stock To Be Discounted!
Including Sienna Van & 4Runners & RAV4

38 Toyotas Available Including:
Chris Sefcovic, president of the Murray State chapter of the National
Broadcasting Society/Alpha Epsilon Rho, presents a check for $300 to Rev.
Kerry Lambert of the Salvation Army. The check came from part of the
proceeds of the annual NBS/AERho TV auction held In November In the MSU
TV Studios. The rest of the proceeds go toward scholarships, professional
travel, and equipment for the studios. From the left, Cohen Klein, auction
coordinator; Lambert, Secovic, and Jeff Prater, operations manager for TV
11 and co-adviser to NBS.

VoIunteed

10 Camry's
2 Sienna Vans
6 4Runners
1 Landcruiser

Shop Early
Before They're
All Gone
Special Leases* on All Toyotas
As Low As 3.9%* APR Available on 98 Camty's
'Leases and special 36 mo. Camry APR's. Subject to credit approval.

-Whatever It Takes. We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."
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For more information call
toll-free 1-800-ACS-2345

2420 E. Wood St, Paris•642-3900
1-800-325-3229

CHEVIMIET

CD Oldsmobile

Social Security
claims can be
made by phone
at 1-800-772-1213
Telesemce is the fastest and
easiest way to take care of your
Social Security business:
You can even file your claim by
telephone and save yourself a lot of
time and trouble. Social Security's
toll free number is 1-800-772-1213.
You may also call the Mayfield
office directly for an appointment at
a time and date convenient for you
at 502-247-8095.
You can visit the Mayfield office
any day, Monday through Friday,9
- a.m.-4 p.m. The office is located at
904. Paducah Road. Mayfield, KY
42066.
If you cannot call .or visit the
office, you may contact our representative at the Calloway County
Library on the second and fourth
Thursday: Jan. 8 & 22; Feb. 12 &
26; Mar. 12 & 26; Apr.9& 23; May
14 & 28; June 11 & 25; July 9 & 23;
Mg. 13 & 27; Sep. 10 & 24; Oct. 8
& 22; Nov. 12 and Dec. 10.
The Mayfield office will soon be
relocating to 318 S. 7th St., Mayfield, KY 42066 sometime early in
1998. An exact move date has not
yet been determined.

Let Us
Pray
For
Peace
On
Earth
May this
Christmas season
find you and your
families secure
and at peace.
Many thanks for
your business over
the year.

Dees
Bank
of
Hazel

Add up to two additional cellular lines
forjust $9.95 a month each,with
BellSouth Mobility's New Partner Plan.
Now she can call to say she's running late,

111.Ne

$995

.

"Partner" line for just $9.95 each per

he can call to catch a ride, and you can

month,39t a minute. It's clear and simple

call to check on both of them. Because

for you and for your partners! Plus it

now you can get a second and third

all comes with one-bill convenience.

Sign up for single-line service for as little as
$18.95 a month,including 30 minutes of airtime!

Son or Daughter

\ Month

$995
A Month

Extended Holiday Hours!
For more information,call or visit any of these BellSouth Mobility locations.
MADISONVILLE
30 North Main Street
821-1111

WAL*MART
PADUCAH
West Side
5130 Hinldeville Road

PADUC,AH
1733 Kentucky Avenue
444-0084

South Side
3220 Irvin Cobb Drive

MURRAY
906A S. 12th Street

MURRAY
809 N. 12th Street

MADISONVILLE
1756 E. Center
PRINCETON
500 Highway 62 W
MAYFIELD
1225 Paris Road

© BELLSOUTH Mobility
Count On It.
LonqltstanoP cha,rpos tray apply Recii,ps a
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Farm bureau announces award winners
A Butler County farmer who has
been active in Farm Bureau for 73
years is this year's recipient of the
annual award for distinguished service to Kentucky Farm Bureau.
Raburn Hood of Morgantown
was honored during Farm Bureau's
78th annual convention at the Galt
House Hotel in Louisville, receiving an engraved watch and a plaque
from KFB President Bill Sprague.
Sprague said honoring the 91year old Hood was one of the most
gratifying occasions he had experienced in his many years with the
organization.
The Lincoln County Farm Bureau has won top honors in the
county Farm Bureau awards competition for the third consecutive
year.
Lincoln County, with 3,839
members and a variety of effective
service programs, was presented
with a trophy during an Awards
Breakfast at the Kentucky Farm
Bureau convention in Louisville.
Ronnie Cooper, president of Lincoln County FB, accepted the
award.
The top county award was the
most prestigious of more than 90
membership, program and insurance awards handed out during the
breakfast program. Lincoln County
also garnered an award as the
outstanding county in the largest
membership classification, those
counties with more than 3,100
members. Owen County was named
best among the small counties
(2,000 members or less) while Monroe County was judged best in
Category 2 (2,001 to 3,099
members).
With more than 389,000 member
families statewide, Farm Bureau is
the state's largest farm organization.
More than 1,000 members attended
this year's 78th annual convention
to recognize this year's achievements and adopt policy for 1998.
A long-time agriculture extension agent who went beyond that

Corporation plans
west Kentucky
thanklou night
The West Kentucky Caucus will
host the second "West Kentucky
Thank You Night," a dinner held for
the state's legislators and West Kentucky community members.
Rep.Jimmie Lee, West Kentucky
Legislative Caucus chairman is
working hard to see that the traditional West Kentucky Thank You
Night is as successful in 1998 as it
was two years ago.
The event is scheduled for 5 p.m.
on Tuesday, Feb. 3, at the Farnham
Dudgeon Civic Center in Frankfort.
"We have tried to schedule our
event early in the session in order to
be among the first to hold such an
event.."
"I really want to encourage political and business leaders from this
region and everyone interested to
attend. I think that it's important to
show the rest of the state that we
have strong support in West Kentucky," Lee said.
Anyone interested in purchasing
tickets ($10) for the dinner may do
so by contacting the West Kentucky
Corporation at 502-762-3294

role to emerge as a community
development leader in this year's
recipient of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Distinguished Service to
Agriculture Award.
Gene Brown, who earlier this
year retired after nearly 30 years as
Union County's agriculture extension agent, was honored at the 78th
annual Kentucky Farm Bureau convention at the Galt House Hotel in
Louisville.
Brown, 63, was raised on a
Muhlenberg County farm and
earned a B.S. Degree in Agriculture
from Murray State University and a
Masters Degree in Animal Science
from the University of Kentucky.
A Carlisle County couple with a
progressive row crop and swine
operation have been named winners
of Kentucky Farm Bureau's annual
Outstanding Young Farm Family
contest.

VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER,
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.

LOW LOW PRICES
Kelly With Bears

Coke Diet Coke Sprite

Chili

Roundlet;

Cream Cheese

8 oz.

Lipton '

59'
99

IS
Tea Bags loo Ct. Box $1
Duncan Hines Cake Mix
18'12 oz. Box

Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite 12 pk. 12 oz. can $2.99
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite so 09
a• 161

1/2 Liter Bottle 6 Pk.

Roundy's Veqietable Oil

79*

49

48 Oz. Bottle $1•

Roundy's

Corn, Green Beans
or Sweet Peas

The Calloway County Farm Bureau was recognized for outstanding
membership and program achievement during the recent 78th annual
Kentucky Farm Bureau convention in Louisville. Here,Tripp Furches accepts
the award from David S. Beck, right, Kentucky Farm Bureau executive vice
president, and Roger L. Simpson,executive vice president of Kentucky Farm
Bureau Insurance Companies at a Dec. 12 recognition and awards program.

Come

Sweet Pickles
Mon.-Sat.
11-8:30

Charbroiled

BBQ
Ribs
Chicken
Mutton

Chicken
Burgers
‘
,‘,0 Pond Raised
Catfish

Daily Lunch Specials 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

rillirS INIMPlin
i
r1106.•••w• ,••• Mil MINI

16 oz Jar $

Blue Bonnet

oz. Can
ndy's Peal
151/2

•49 Chocolate Chips
49c Peaches

2

For $

99*
79°

12 oz. Bag

Argo

Margarine

1 Lb. Stick

QUALITY MEATS

1

(.1

Assorted

Whole Boneless Roundy's

Pork Chis

Ham

$1 2
Lb.
Boston Butt

Center Cut

Pork Chops
Slice Slab

Bacon

91
$1.29
$1.89

$1.99 Lb. Pork Roast
$
lag Lb. Pork Steak

•19 Lb

100% Pure

$11.39 Lb.
A Es
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless s

Pork Cutlets

Chuck Roast

Ribs

Ground Chuck

*V
I(

Lb.

$11•49 Lb

At this joyous time of
year we wish you love,
happiness and good
health in the
new year to come!

Yellow Ripe

Bananas

Lbs.

PeoplesBank
Of Murray,Kentucky
--nic I loinetown l'on1,-

0

Red or Golden 100 c-1 size

Red 48 ct. size

Apples

Grapefruit

$24.88
$24.88
Pears
100
$24.88
Tangerines
size
Navel Oranges case
case
D'Anjou 100 c1 size

Large Head

case

Broccoli

Cl Size

Sunkist

113 ct

Sno White

CEISO

$13.88
88°
28
78'

Cauliflower Large Head 1•
t.are Head

Lettuce

4.

-*

Lb

Country Style

—17111111101110r

•

Lb. -

FRESH PRODUCE

CaSP

Cal tell-free
1-800-ACS-2345

Del Monte Pineapple

Our E xpatuled Menu

Hickory Smoked

Help Us Help Others

Sunflower Flour
5 Lb. Bag 87°
Paramount

ckory
BBQ _

lel'
ii,Ay 121
Et? pas.s
,53.39x5

Paul L. Dunbar High School in
Lexington is the state champion of
the 1997 State Drama Festival held
at Western Kentucky University in
December.
Murray High School in Murray
finished second while Model Lab
School of Richmond placed third.
Ten students were named to the
All Star Cast. They were: Nathan
Hughes and Mark Stockton of Murray; James Lee of Model; Adam
Loader and David Smotherman of
Bardstown High School in Bardstown; Rakisha Pollard and Jeremy
Sapp of Perry County Central High
School in Hazard; and Holly Sweat
of Davies.s County High School in
Owensboro.

CANCER
soctuy

U117 18 19 20
22 2311111.1111

• Outstanding county Farm Bureaus were designated in each of 11
districts. The winners were Calloway, Union, Hardin, Monroe, Fayette, Owen,Pulaski, Lincoln,Clark,
Bath and Letcher counties.

Murray High
takes second
at drama fest

AMERICAN
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William and Jackie Stermon, of
Arlington, received the first-place
award today at Farm Bureau's annual convention at the Galt House
Hotel. An innovative agricultural
extension agent has been selected
for the llth annual Kentucky Farm
Bureau Farm Public Relations
Award.
Mark Reese, Scott County's extension agent for 17 years, was
honored during today's session of
Kentucky Farm Bureau convention
in Louisville. The award,consisting
of a plaque and S300, recognizes a
Kentuckian who has contributed
significantly to generating a better
public understanding of agriculture.

FOODS

December 1997
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Lakers soar past
Fulton City 79-64
II Calloway outscores Bulldogs •
41-19 over middle quarters to
overcome deficit, move to 2-2
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
The start may have been a little
slow, but once Calloway County got
rolling, there was no stopping them.
Calloway trailed Fulton City 16-9 in
the early going Tuesday night, but
pulled within 16-14 at the first quarter's end and outscored the Bulldogs
41-19 over the next two periods and
went on to take a 79-64 win at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
"More than anything we need games,
and the only way we'll get that is to go
play them; I hope we can learn every
time out," Calloway coach Ron Greene
said as his team improved to 2-2. "Fulton City is a very quick team, and this
should help us get better."
Calloway opened the second quarter
with a 14-2 run to take a 28-18 lead
and never trailed again. The margin
was 31-24 at halftime.
But the real damage came in the
third quarter as Calloway time and
again broke through Fulton's full-court
press for easy buckets, outscoring the
Lakers 23-11 to own a 55-35 edge.

Harrell to
step down
as coach at
Tenn. Tech

LAKERS 79, Fulton City 64
FULTON CITY
16 24 35 —S4
CALLOWAY COUNTY
14 31 55 —75
FULTON CITY (64)
Gearhart 15, Pettgrew 13, Mitchell 12, Dickerson
7, N. 7, Elliott 6, Davis 4, Pale, Rose, Taylor.
TOTALS: FG-A: 22-60. Three-point: 7-21 (Gearhart 3, Mitchel 2, Neal 2). FT-A: 13-18. Rebounds: 2$.
CALLOWAY COUNTY (79)
A. Wyatt 27, Underhill 17, Yezerski 16, Patterson
10, Jones 5, Tracy 4, Stubblefield, M. Wyatt.
TOTALS: FG-A: 25-43. Three-point: 2-6 (Tracy,
Yezerski). FT-A: 27-38. Rebounds: 39 (Yezerski
II). Record: 2-2.
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COOICEVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Tennessee Tech basketball coach
Frank Harrell has decided to
resign.
The 47-year-old made the announcement Tuesday.
Harrell is in his 10th year as
head coach of the Golden Eagles
and 18th year overall at the Ohio
Valley Conference school. He is
the second winningest coach in
school history with an overall record of 122-137, including 3-4
this season.
Harrell, whose resignation is
effective at the end of the season,
said Tuesday his other duties as
Tech's compliance officer were
too much to handle along with
coaching.
He has been the school's director of compliance with NCAA
regulations for 12 years, and will
continue in that capacity.
"The requirements of the compliance part of the job were getting bigger and bigger, and I
came to the realization that it was

"When there's two people on the
ball somebody is open," Greene said.
"Sometimes he's a little hard to find,
but we found the open man pretty well
tonight."
The Laker defense, meanwhile, challenged every Bulldog shot and crashed
the boards on every miss. Calloway
wound up with a 39-25 rebounding
edge.
"Our board work and defense were
both good," Greene said. "Fulton City
• See Page 38
MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Tones photo

Calloway's John Eric Yezerski works
the ball upcourt Tuesday. Yezerski finished with 16 points and 11 rebounds.
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Norsworthy's absence felt
as Fulton tops Lady Lakers
4

Fulton City 74
LADY LAKERS 53

FC uses 15-0 run
to post 74-53 win
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
The value of Jessica Norsworthy's presence on the court could
be easily seen against Fulton City
Tuesday.
With Norsworthy scoring eight
points in the third quarter, Calloway had narrowed a 15-point first
half deficit to just five.
But when the junior forward
picked up her fourth foul with
3:35 to go in the period, Calloway's offensive game took a turn
for the worse.
MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway's Marcie Williams (left)
tries for a steal against Fulton
City's Angie Smith in Tuesday's
game. Williams scored 10 points
for the Lady Lakers.

Struggling Cards
looking to recover
against Morehead
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville gets a break from the
Top 25 grind when it entertains
struggling Morehead State
tonight.
The Cardinals (2-4) have lost
four straight games, all to ranked
teams, and they still have dates
with No. 4 Kentucky and No. 18
Mississippi before the end of the
month.
Louisville was able to work on
defense in beating Athletes in
Action 96-79 in an exhibition
game Saturday night in
Louisville.
"I thought we did some things
a little better," Louisville coach
Denny Crum said. "We've been
working to try and stop penetration. When you play the level of
competition that we play, defense
is really important. You win with
your defense, and that is what
have been trying to tell the
team."
Defensively against AIA, the
Cardinals converted 27 turnovers
into 34 points and came up with
13 steals.

FULTON CITY
22 37 56 —74
CALLOWAY COUNTY 10 27 40 —53
FULTON CITY (74)
C. Johnson 24, Taylor 20, White 11, A.
Smith 7, Bard 6, T. Brown 6, V. Brown,
Burns, Cory, Hartz, J. Johnson, R.„Johnson, R. Smith. TOTALS: FG-A: 30-50.
Three-point 7-13 (C. Johnson 5, Bard, A.
Smith). FT-A: 7-11. Rebounds: 18.
CALLOWAY COUNTY (53)
Norsworthy 23, Lassiter 10, Williams 10,
O'Rourke 7, Cunningham 3, Cleaver, Norman, Pigg, Thomas. TOTALS: FG-A:
22-52. Three-point: 1-4 (Cunningham).
FT-A: 8-16. Rebounds: 28 (Norsworthy
10). Record: 2-6.

dry on a couple of foul calls in
the first half. We'll have to watch
the film."
Norsworthy was unstoppable in
the third, working her way
through the Fulton defense to
bring the Lady Lakers to within
43-38 with an offensive putback
midway through the quarter.
But on the next trip down the
court, Norsworthy, playing behind Fulton's Keka Taylor, came
over Taylor's back trying to defend an entry pass and was thus
whistled for her fourth foul.
Calloway (2-6) trailed only
45-40 moments later when Fulton
began to pull away, scoring the
last 11 points of the period. The
Lady Bulldogs' Charlotte Johnson drilled a three-point shot at
the buzzer to make it 56-40 heading into the fourth.
"I thought we got a hand up on
that last shot, but we're still a
step slow," O'Rourke said. "We

With Norsworthy out, Fulton
City went on a 15-0 run bridging
the third and fourth periods,
building its lead to 20 en route to
a 74-53 win at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
"We've got to have Jessie on
the floor," Lady Laker coach Peter O'Rourke said of Norsworthy,
who finished with 23 points and
10 rebounds, but only two in the
fourth quarter. "She's got to do it
for us. I think she got hung out to • See Page 3B

Tigers outmanned
by Henry County;
Fall to 1-5 on year

Crum hopes freshman guard
Marques Maybin, who played
just nine minutes each in losses
to North Carolina and Arkansas
and sat out against AIA because
of muscle spasms in his back,
will be ready for Morehead State.
"That's a big key for us,"
Crum said. "We need to be 100
percent healthy because we have
no breaks in our schedule."
Center Alex Sanders leads four
Cardinals averaging scoring in
double figures with 12.3 points a
game. Cameron Murray follows
with 10.7 points per game, Maybin is averaging 10.5 and Nate
Johnson is averaging 10.
Morehead State (1-6) is coming off a 65-60 victory over Marshall, giving Kyle Macy his first
win as head coach of the Eagles.
Aaron Knight came off the bench
to score 16 points and grab 11 rebounds for the winners.
The Eagles, who are averaging
just 59.3 points a game and are
giving up 77, are led in scoring
by Dewayne Krom with 9.5
points per game.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
When the Murray High Tigers
reflect on the first half of the
1997-98 season, Tuesday night's
tilt with Henry County (Tenn.)
will be a game they would like to
forget.
Outmanned and overmatched,
the Tigers (1-5) struggled often
in a 77-46 loss to the Patriots
(5-1) at Murray High School.
"This wasn't the type of effort
that I wanted from our players,"
said Murray head coach Stan
Waller. "They're a very athletic
team. I don't know if we'll see a
better team this year. We were
just totally outmanned."
Henry County took the Tigers
out of this contest early as it
raced to a 15-8 lead with 3:16 re-

toRlm

SCOTT NANNEWLodger 1 Times photo

Murray High's O'Shea Hudspeth
attempts a shot during Tuesday's
77-44 loos to Henry County. Hudspeth scored five points for the Tigers, who tell to 1-5 on the
HO.

Henry Co. 77
TIGERS
46
HENRY CO.
MURRAY

21
39
54 — 77
16 23 31 — 46
MURRAY (46)
Hammonds 11, Hunt 9, Holton 6, Andrus
5, Hudspeth 5, Groves 4, Brown 2, Garland 2, Young 2. TOTALS: FO: 15-43.
Three-point: 0. FT-A: 16-22. Rebounds:
21. Record: 1-5.
HENRY CO. (77)
Stephens IS, Gray 15, Todd 14, Thorpe
12, Williams 7, Barnhill 2, Olive 2, Oliver
2, Teague 2, Gallimore 1. TOTALS: FO:
31-61 (Gray). Three-point 1-6 (. FT-A:
8-14. Rebounds: 27. Record: 5-1.

maining in the first quarter.
Murray took a quick 6-2 lead
with free throws from Kenny
Hammonds and O'Shea Hudspeth
and a jumper by Shane Andrus.
But a 13-2 run put the Patriots
ahead for good as they lead by a
21-16 margin at the end of one
period.
The Patriots continued the onslaught with a 16-7 second-quarter
run to lead 39-23 at halftime.
Kyle Stephens and William Gray
led the Henry County attack with
four points apiece in the run.
II See Page 38
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Sports

FROM PAGE 2B

BRIEFS
CCMS girls' teams post wins this week

1
at
:b.11
kP) —
coach
led to

BENTON — Calloway County Middle School's 7th grade girls basketball
team defeated Benton 26-14 Tuesday night. Lauren Crowfoot led the Lady
Lakers (3-3) with 10 points while Felicia Prescott added six.
On Monday. Calloway swept a pair of girls' games from North Marshall at
CC MS.
The 7th grade Lady Laker* won 16-13. Lauren Crowfoot and Canis Williams led Calloway with four points each.
The 8th grade girls edged North Marshall 39-37 to irnprove to 5-2. Whitney
Ragsdale led the way with 19 points while Kacee Stonecipher added eight
points and Heather k4acha seven.
Calloway's 8th grade girls' and boys' teams play at Murray Thursday night
at 6

Calloway athletic committee meets Thursday
The Calloway County long-range athletic planning committee will meet
Thursday night at 7 at the Calloway Board of Education building.
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looked tired from last night (a
game against Graves County), but
it's no excuse."
Calloway's offense went sour
in the latter stages of the third as
Fulton City's quickness, combined with some soft passes by
the Lady Lakers, served to doom
Calloway's chances.
"We talked at halftime about
eliminating our turnovers; we
wanted them to slow the game
down, but we made some lollipop
passes; you have to work twice as
hard against a team with as much
speed as they have," O'Rourke
said. "You can't beat a team
when you commit 19 turnovers."
Fulton bolted to a 22-8 lead in
the first quarter as Johnson
canned two 3-pointers. The Lady
Bulldogs led by 15 on several occasions in the second frame before Norsworthy scored all of
Calloway's points in a late 7-2
run that brought the Lady Lakers
to within 37-27 at halftime.
Tiffany Lassiter and Marcie
Williams backed up Norsworthy
with 10 points each. The Lady
Lakers were 22 of 52 from the

field, 1-of-4 from 3-point range
and 8-of-16 at the free throw line
while outrebounding Fulton
28-18.
Johnson finished with 24
points, including five threes, to
lead Fulton while Taylor had 20
and LaDonna White scored 11.
The Lady Bulldogs were a smoking 30 of 50 from the field,
7-of-13 from 3-point range and
7-of-11 at the free throw line.
"Taylor and Johnson shot the
lights out," O'Rourke said. "They
had a chaser on Kiki (Cunningham) the whole night and she
only had three points. She never
got a good look at the basket.
"Playing Graves County (Monday) took a lot out of us, but we
want to play a tough schedule to
make us better," he said.
Calloway hosts Daviess
County Saturday. The JV girls'
game begins at 1:30 with the varsity to follow.
• Calloway won Tuesday's junior varsity game 42-23. Jena
Thomas led the way with 10
points while Emily Cleaver added
nine.

SCOREBOARD

I

is capable on a given night of
beating just about anybody.
They're a really dangerous
3-point shooting team, but we
had a good effort defending that
and we didn't give up any cheap
baskets. They earned the threes
they got."
Calloway shot a smoking 13 of
19 from the field in the second
half and was also proficient at the
free throw line, making 19 of 28
.in the final two quarters and 27
of 38 for the game. The Lakers
missed their last five attempts,
but all were inside the final 30
seconds when the game was well
in hand.
"We shot our free throws
pretty good, but we missed some
there at the end, and that's not
what you want to do down the
stretch," Greene said.
Fulton City outscored Calloway 29-24 in the final quarter to
close the final margin to 15.
Calloway's Austin Wyatt led
all scorers with 27 points while
Ben Underhill added 17; John
Eric Yezerski added 16 points, 11
rebounds and five assists with
just one turnover; and Payton
Patterson scored 10 points. pie
Lakers were a hot 25 of 43 (- 58
percent) from the field and 2-of-6
from 3-point range.
"I thought John Eric played a
really good floor game," Greene
said. "And Austin shot like he's
capable. It was good to have four
-
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency.'
David King

901 Sycamore

NBA STANDINGS
Al Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L Pet DB
15 7 .602 —
Marl
16 0 067 —
Orlando
14 9 .609 1.4
New York
12 10 545 3
New Jersey
10 12 455 5
Boston
10 14 .417 6
Washington
Philadelphia
6 15 .296 rh
Central Division
18 5 783 —
Atlanta
15 7 692 2'4
Claystand
14 7 .067 3
Charlotte
14 II 636 3'4
Indiana
14 9 609 4
Chicago
11 11 91
\r4
1Ahrsaulies
TA
11 13 .4
Detroit
2 21 067 • 6
Toronto
WESTERN CONFERENCE
1
Midwest Diviskin
W L Pet GB
13 7 650 —
Housbn
14 9 609
'A
Utah
13 10 565 14
San Antonio
lAnnesola
9 13 .409 5
Vancouver
9 15 375 6
5 Is 217 9'4
Oaks
2 20 091 12
Denver
Pacific Division
19 5 792 —
Seethe
LA.Laken'
'4
18 5 7113
13
.619 4.4
Phoenix
5
13 9 591
Portland
Sacramento
• 16 333 11
5 16 230 174
Golden State
4 20 167 15
LA Clovers

Tuelday's Games
Utah 103, Marra 95
Cleveland 103, PhoeNx 90
L.A. Laken 109, lAinnesota 96
New York 83, Detroit 78
Houston 118, Vancouver 91
San AntoNo 99, Denver 55
Seattle 109, L.A. Clippers 94
Golden State 103. Dallas 92
Sacramento 44, Portland 87
Wednesday's Games
Marra at Washington. 6 p.m.
BoNon at Twonlo, 6 pm.
New York *Indiana. 6 p.m.
Detroit at New Jersey. 6:30 pm.
lAnnesota at Philadelphia, 630 p.m.
kileraukes at Charlotte. 6.30 p.m.
Cloveland at Atlanta. 6:30 p.m
L.A. Laken at Chicago, 7 p.m.
Vancouver at San Antonio, 730 p.m
Thursday's Games
Utah at Orlando. 630 p.m.
Phoenix at Dales. 7:30 p.m
Denver at Seattle. 9 p.m.
Golden Slaw vs LA Oxon at Anaheim, Calf.
9 30 p m.
Friday's Games
Charlone at Washrigion, 6 p m.
Dolton at Indiana. 6 p.m.
L A Laken at Atlanta, 630 p.m.
New York at Cleveland, 630 pm
lAlissokee at Toronb. 7 p m
WWII at PNIadeipiva. 7 pm
Sacramento at Houston. 7.30 p.m
Vancouver at Portland, 9 pm

amoRR

Andrus
2. Gar15-43.
bounds:

Tharp*
!. Oliver
LS: FG:
FT-A:

III Harrell...
FROM PAGE 28
taking away from my coaching,"
Harrell said. "I haven't lost my
enthusiasm for coaching. If anything, I'll work harder .than
ever."
Harrell's teams have been consistently middle-of-the-pack in
the OVC. They've never finished
better than second in the league
in the regular season, and no better than fourth the last six years.
The Golden Eagles have never
advanced beyond the semifinals
of the league's post-season tournament under Harrell, nor have
they ever gone to either the
NCAA or NIT tournament.

F,110)4_ PAGE 28
Stephens paced the Patriots
with a game-high 16 points followed by Gray's 15. Brandon
Todd added 14 points.
Hammonds led the Tigers with
11 points. Jeremy Hunt scored
nine points while Drew Holton
added six.
According to Waller, the Tigers were taken out of their game
plan by Henry County.
"They blocked a couple of our
shots and we kind of backed off
and let them intimidate us.
Against a team like this, you
have to be smarter on the floor
than we were tonight," he said.
In the second half,. Henry
County picked up right where it
left off by outscoring the Tigers
15-6 in third quarter. Dominic
Tharpe led the Patriots with six
points in the run.
Henry County also led the
fourth-quarter scoring by a 21-15
edge for the 77-46 win.
The Patriots won the rebounding battle by a 27-21 margin. It
marked only the second time this
season the Tigers were
outrebouncled.
"Two things, we had to do tonight was rebound and use a lot
of ball fakes," Waller explained.
"But we tried to do things individually, not as a team."
Murray also used a zone defense for the first time this
season.

"We haven't played a half
court zone defense all year," said
Waller. "I think we'll probably
look at playing some zone defense when we go down there
(the Tigers will travel to Paris,
Tenn. Jan. 6)."
The Tigers were hampered by
the loss of Sophomore Jeremy
Workman, who recently suffered
a hyper-extended elbow.
Waller said that Workman
would be unable to practice for
about two weeks and is out of the
Tigers' lineup indefinitely.
Despite the loss, Waller looks
foward to the remainder of the
season and a chance to get some
quality practice time. Because of
the success of the MHS football
team, the Tigers' whole roster
has practiced together only four
times.
"Our next practice will be the
first one we've had in 11 days,"
Waller noted."We can't get a lot
accomplished if we don't
practice.
"I think this team will bounce
back. We're not an experienced
team, but we're a veteran team.
We've had guys on successful
soccer and football teams that
have been in tough games like
this, and they've bounced back. I
feel like we will too."
The Tigers will return to action
Thursday night with a home contest against Mayfield.
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players in .doebie_figures." —
Grant Gearhart led Fulton City
with 15 points while Duron Pettigrew added 13 and Ben Mitchell
12. The Bulldogs were 22 of 60
from the field, 7-of-21 from
3-point range and 13 of 18 at the
free throw line.
Calloway's next outing is Friday in the Paducah Tilghman
Christmas Tournament, where the
Lakers will face St. Mary at 7.
"I hope you'll see as much improvement with this team as any
we've had," Greene said. "We
showed more composure under
stress tonight, and as the season
goes along, you'll see even
more."
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NIKE SPECIAL
Crew Fleece

NIKE SPECIAL
Hooded Fleece

8 Colors $24
.99

8 Colors $29.99

20-40% OFF
Over 100 Selected Styles Of
Athletic Shoes
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DENNISON-HUNT
OPEN Monday - Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m. • Sunday 1-5 p.m. through Christmas
1203 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
753-8844
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eNFL Jackets
*Fleece Separates eAll Purpose Jackets
*Nylon Windwear eV-Neck Pullovers
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Limited edition Beanie
Babies to be auctioned
The busiest international telephone route is between the U.S. and
Canada: over three billion minutes of two-way traffic a year.

rim ,- \RTRR.\)' FAN'11,Y YNIC,\
CO
cz WHO IS THE YMCA?.
W., After-School Care

Julio Start to Fitness
Youth Stength Training
Day & Summer Camps
Teen Center
Parent/Child sports
CAI ,Parent's Night/Day Out
Aerobic Classes
Corporate Cup Events
CO ,Water Exercise
Adult Basketball
CI ,, Personal Training
Call 753-4295/759-YMCA
CO :• MSU Overnighter
I
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Holland Tire Co. MR°
East Main •

753-5606
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Classified Advertising...
The Key To Your Success.
ROP Display
Advertising Deadlines:
Including Yard Sales
Monday Run
11 a.m. Friday
Tuesday Run

3 p.m. Friday

Wednesday Run.........

p.m. Monday

Thursday Run
Friday Run

3 p.m. Tuesday
3 p.m. Wednesday

Saturday Run

IT'S TIME TO WINE 8 DINE
CHRISTMAS TIME
Assorted Christmas
Gift Sets

• 75 L $28
"

75 ,

• 75 ,
ii 79

Seagrams
Gin
$1"
6
Jim Beam
4 Yr.

$25"

St. BrendanS
Irish Cream
'50 rrl

$1 1 71

Ballatore
Spumate
750 RI

'4"

Firestone
Cabernet
Si

1 -5 L

• '5 _

$18"

Crown Royal
750 ml

$16"

Beefeater
Gin

$26"
George
Dickel
• 75 U

$2056

J&B Scotch
1 75

$29"

Kahlua
$3366
Dewars
Scotch
1 75 L

$32"

Bailys
Irish Cream
1

5

Jacobs Creek
Merlot, Cab.
& Chardonnay

38

Peter Vella
Boxed Wines
$ON

750 ml

'4"

Martini & Rossi
Asti

$109

$22"
Lindemans
Merlot
750 mil

$8"

Callaghan
Zinfandel

$"
UI

750r#

Bud & Bud
Lt.

Miller
Lite

S CMOS $1 598

su•caa. $1566

Marlboro
Cigarettes
$146

Kegs In
Stock

has faced a wave of lawsuits in
the United States accusing it of
selling cigarettes even though it
knew they may be addictive and
could cause fatal diseases.
The government has joined in
the attack by seeking recovery of
its costs of caring for sick
smokers.
The industry has agreed to a
legal settlement with its critics
under which it would pay more
than $360 billion and accept limitations on how it markets cigarettes. That pact is subject to
congressional approval.
The industry generally faces
fewer restrictions abroad. But
there are signs that may be
changing as well as the European
Union's health ministers recently
adopted rules that will phase out
most tobacco advertising there
over the next eight years.
The cuts come a week after
Philip Morris Cos., its chief rival
in tobacco and the world's lead-

ing tobacco company, announced
it was eliminating 2,500 jobs
from its international food
business.
Steven F. Goldstone, RJR Nabisco chairman and chief executive, said the restructuring will
result in savings in excess of
$170 million a year starting in
2000.
But the move will result in
one-time expenses that will reduce RJR's earnings in the fourth
quarter by about $310 million, or
95 cents a share.
RJR earned 73 cents a share in
the fourth quarter last year and
analysts were expecting earnings
for the October-December period
this year of about 84 cents a
share before any special charges.
RJR is the second-biggest
domestic tobacco company behind Philip Morris; it ranks
fourth internationally.
Goldstone said international tobacco has become an increasingly

Bacardi Rum
Light or Dar
1.75L

$1664

St. Brendans
Irish Cream

'22"
Johnny Walker
Red
1 75 L

$32"

Canadian
Mist

NEW YORK (AP) — Three of
the nation's top cities with legalized gambling have higher suicide rates than comparably sized
Cities without gambling, a study
of both resident and visitor
deaths concludes.
David Phillips, a sociology
professor at the University of California, San Diego, analyzed
death certificates in Las Vegas,
Atlantic City, N.J., and Reno,
Nev., over various time periods.
Las Vegas, which has the highest suicide rate in the nation, had
497 suicides in 1990 — 187 more
than expected in a city that size,
Phillips said. The city had a 1990
population of 258,000.
Visitors to Las Vegas also kill
themselves at a higher rate, Phillips found. Of every 25 visitors
who die, one is a suicide, a rate
four times the national average,
he found. In Atlantic City, one in
every 53 visitor deaths was a suicide. Visitors were defined as
somebody in town from another
state.
Results of the study, published
in this month's issue of Suicide
and Life-Threatening Behavior,

were reported today by The New
York Times.
The study found a similar pattern of overall suicides in Atlantic City, which legalized gambling in 1978. In 1975, the expected number of suicides in a
city that size was 45; Atlantic
City had 52, a statistically insignificant difference.
By 1990, with gambling in
place for 12 years, the expected
number of suicides was still 45,
but the actual number jumped to
64, Phillips said.
Phillips said before-and-after
analyses couldn't be done for
Reno and Las Vegas because they
have had legalized gambling
since 1931, and mortality statistics in those cities do not go back
that far.
Earlier studies show that compulsive gamblers have such problems as alcoholism and drug abuse that contribute to suicidal behavior, the Times said.
The American Association of
Suicidology in Washington
praised the study. Its executive
director, Dr. Lanny Berman, said
the next step would be to com-

pare gamblers and non-gamblers
of similar backgrounds over time
to determine if gambling is a direct cause of suicide.
Frank Fahrenkopf, president of
the American Gaming Association — which represents major
hotel and casino companies —
disputed any link.
He said other studies showed
generally higher suicide rates
among people moving to the
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important source of profit and is
expected to be "the most significant driver of our future tobacco
earnings growth."
RJR said it hasn't made final
decisions on exactly where the
international cutbacks will be
made.
The international restructuring
will improve the division's prospects, allowing it to cut costs and
freeing the division to invest
more aggressively behind "its
best growth opportunities,"
Goldstone said.
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Domestically, the job cuts will
involve about 190 full-time positions at R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
headquarters in Winston-Salem,
N.C., and 200 seasonal posts at
the North Carolina leaf processing facility at Brook Cove, N.C.
In trading on the New York
Stock Exchange this morning,
RJR was up 18.75 cents a share
at $36.561/4 .
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NEW YORK (AP) — A multimillionaire stock trader sued his
ex-girlfriend, model Ines Misan,
to reclaim $500,000 worth of
jewelry he gave her.
John Lattanzio claims the two
were engaged before they ended
an on-again, off-again two-year
relationship last month. He wants
Ms. Misan to give back the gifts.
Ms. Misan, who once starred in a

All Types
of Mixers
Over 50
Specialty
Beers

0c())

Beringer
White Zin.

'4"

4

Seagrams 7
1 75 L $1 7
99

Jack Daniels
Black
1 75 L $2999

Ancient
Age 80

'16"
Very Old
Barton 80
1 75 L

$13"

Martell V.S.
Cognac

'
19"

750i11

0
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Wishing you and yours
all the joys the world
has to offer.
*Gift Certificates Available*

7534111

901-642-7714

1413 Olive
Blvd.
Murray

901-642-7366
West Wood Street, Hwy. 54 & 69 • Paris, TN
Open 8 a m -11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • Mastercard • American Express • -Discover
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Phillips said that because of
the lag in compiling death certificates nationwide, he could not
determine whether 24 other states
with legalized casino-type gambling have experienced a similar
suicide-rate increase.

movie called "Inside the Gold
Mine," said she was never Lattanzio's fiancee and has no intention of returning his more than $3
million in gifts.
"This is an insult for him to
ask me for the jewelry back,"
Ms. Misan, who once worked for
the Ford modeling agency, said in
today's New York Post. "It's
like giving a child a candy and
ripping it out of his mouth once
he's sucking it. I get attached to
gifts, especially diamonds. I'm a
beautiful woman."
In court papers, Lattanzi°, 49,
demanded the 20-something Ms.
Misan return a nine-carat diamond ring valued at about
$290,000, a Cartier diamond
necklace worth $147.220 and a
Hermes crocodile leather purse
worth $27,000.
Lattanzio was a head trader at
Steinhardt Partners until 1995.
Last year, he set up his own Lattanzi° Group.
The question of whether the
two were engaged is important
because it is easier under state
law to reclaim gifts "given in
contemplation" of a marriage
that doesn't happen.

Call Today

West Wood Wines & Liquors
West Wood Warehouse Party Block

West. Their sense of isolation
helps spur any tendency to suicide, not gambling, Fahrenkopf
said.

Wall Street tycoon sues
ex-girlfriend for gifts

1 75 L $1 399

Stags Leap
Merlot

5L

Totts
Champagnes

NEW YORK (AP) — RJR Nabisco Holdings Corp., under fire
at home and abroad for the health
consequences of smoking, said
today it was eliminating nearly
3,000 jobs, or about 10 percent of
its worldwide tobacco work
force.
The bulk of the cuts will come
from its international operations,
where about 2,600 jobs are being
eliminated.
An additional 390 jobs are being eliminated in the United
States at its domestic headquarters and at a leaf processing
plant, both in North Carolina.
RJR said its cutbacks are part
of a restructuring aimed at making its tobacco business more
profitable by cutting costs and redirecting its spending to where
prospects are more appealing for
selling Camels, Winstons and its
other cigarette brands.
The tobacco industry has been
looking overseas for growth as it

Study: Suicide rate higher in three gambling cities
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auction on Friday and one
through an auction next week on
the "Froggy" Station.
Santa Project staff reserve the
right to refuse bids less than current market value.
The "Princess" Beanie Baby
displayed at the Dinner with
Santa last Saturday was presented
to Mitzi Adams on behalf of her
son Dustin. Dustin's name was
drawn from all who attended the
dinner to support the Santa
Project.
For more information about the
"Princess" auctions, call Glenda
at WSJP at 753-2400; the Murray
Resource Center at 759-9592; or
the Calloway Family Resource
Center at 753-3070.
The Santa Project serves needy
children in both city and county
schools as well as younger-thanschool-age children.

RJR Nabisco to cut 10 percent of tobacco jobs
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Mitzi Adams (left) and Donna Herndon hold a limited edition Beanie
Baby, which commemorates the life of Princess Diana. Mitzi's two-yearold son Dustin won the Beanie Baby during a drawing at the Santa
Project's "Dinner With Santa" Dec. 13. The collector's item is one of 12
donated to the Santa Project by Vlotage Rose Emporium of Murray. The
other 11 will be auctioned off or given away on WSJP radio. All proceeds go to help the Santa Project.

Collectors of Beanie Babies
will have the opportunity to acquire the highly sought limited
edition "Princess" Beanie Baby
this week thanks to the generosity
and community spirit of the Vintage Rose Emporium.
Vintage Rose has donated 12
of the little purple bears embroidered with a white rose that have
been issued by the TY Company
in tribute to Princess Diana.
A silent auction is currently
under way. Sealed bids are being
accepted at the Murray Family/
Youth Resource Center at 814
Poplar St. from 8 a.m. to noon
and 1 to 4 p.m. until Thursday.
A live radio auction will be
held from 10 to 10:30 a.m. Friday
on WSJP-FM. Current plans call
for selling five "Princess" Beanie
Babies through the silent auction
process, five through the radio

The mint family of plants
Includes more than 3,000 kinds
of mint, Including saga, thyme,
rosemary,lavender and basil.
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Palestinians to screen access for Christmas
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A group of Calloway County High School chemistry students have spent
several Saturdays this semester doing upper level experiments at Murray
State University. Dr. F.N. Lugemwa,assistant professor of chemistry at MSU,
Opened up the labs and offered special assistance to the students who are
enrolled in the advance placement class taught by CCHS faculty member
Yvette Pyle. Those participating Include Spencer Chambers, Ty Fieblg and
Jennifer Kaminski. Pictured Is Jennifer Kaminski.
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CCHS advanced chemistry
students get taste of college
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Students from the advanced
placement chemistry class at Calloway County High School have been
getting a peek at some things they
might experience later in the atmosphere of a college laboratory. With
cooperation from faculty in MSU's
department of chemistry, the high
school students have been on the
campus of Murray State University
at least four times this semester to do
chemistry labs.
Members of the class have been
participating in organic chemistry
laboratory experiments under the
guidance of Dr. F.N. Lugemwa,
assistant professor in the department of chemistry. Dr. Judy Ratliff,
fellow departmental assistant professor, said that Dr. Lugemwa is
enthusiastic about working with the
students because he enjoys sharing
the excitement of organic chemistry
with anyone who will listen.
These special lab experiences are
held on Saturdays and include various experiments like performing an
acid-base extraction and purification of benzoic acid from p-nitroanaline.
At CCHS, the students are in-
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structed by Yvette Pyle, an MSU
graduate (B.S. '76, M.A.'79), who
Ratliff says is regarded as one of the
best chemistry teachers in the region.
"Her students always do well in
chemistry at the college level. The
students really seem to enjoy themselves and love learning about an
aspect of chemistry that isn't part of
the usual high school curriculum,"
said Ratliff.
Eight students from Pyle's class
chose to participate in this special
activity in addition to their regular
class assignments. They include
two juniors, Spencer Chambers and
Lee Ann Crider, along with seniors
Shane Burkeen, Ty Fiebig, Jayrne
Gibson,Jennifer Kaminski and Kay
Ellen Norman.
"This is the first year that my
students have had a chance to
participate in anything like this,"
said Pyle. "It came from a suggestion by Dr. Lugemwa and has turned
into a wonderful opportunity. We
are having a great time being involved and definitely hope to continue the activity with other classes."

Producers who sold or bought land needed
Any producer who has sold or
purchased land during the past year
needs to come to the Farm Service
Agency Office on Johnny Robertson Road as soon as possible.
In order that all corrections can be
made to the farm records, all producers affected must bring a copy of

their deed with them in order that
any necessary changes can be made.
Before coming to the FSA Office,
buyers and sellers need to agree on
the division of contract acres which
includes wheat, corn, grain sorghum and also the division of any
tobacco allotments or quotas.

BETHLEHEM, West Bank
(AP) — Trying to give Christmas
celebrations a more religious
tone, Palestinian police will restrict access to Manger Square
this year to mainly pilgrims and
local Christians.
In the last two years, since the
end of Israeli occupation in December 1995, Christmas had been
as much a celebration of Palestinian nationalism as a religious
holiday, with Manger Square decked out in Palestinian flags and
posters of Yasser Arafat.
"National feelings were on top
of all celebrations, but I think
this year, it will be a much more
religious celebration," Mayor
Hanna Nasser told foreign repor

ters Tuesday
Pilgrims who Cilitnot lit inside
the Church of the Nativity for the
celebration of Midnight Mass on
Christmas Eve will be able to
watch the service on a large TV
screen being set up in the adjacent Manger Squeve, Nasser said
"We have planned that only
those who are wishing and willing to pray will be present in the
square this year," Nasser said.
Christians make up only 35
percent of Bethlehem's 50,000
people. Some had complained
that the annual Christmas celebrations had become rowdier since
the Palestinian Authority took
power and stopped screening vis
itors as Israeli officials had done

Report:Income gap widening
in nearly every U.S. state
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
gap between rich and poor has
widened in nearly every state
since the 1970s, a liberal research
group says.
In 44 states, the richest 20 percent of families got richer while
the poorest 20 percent got poorer
between the late 1970s and the
mid-1990s, said the report released Tuesday by the Center for
Budget and Policy Priorities.
In four states, both groups
gained income but the rich group
gained more.
Two states, Alaska and North
Dakota, saw income of the poor
growing faster than income of the
rich.
"People have a perception that
economic trends affect different
regions differently," said Kathy
Larin, who co-wrote the report.
"This just shows how pervasive
(income inequality) really is."
The report is based on data about families from the Census Bureau,, which has also reported about growing income inequality.
Among the findings of Tuesday's report:
—On average, the top 20 percent of families with children saw
their income increase by 30 percent, or nearly $27,000, to
$117,500 since the late 1970s. By
contrast, the bottom 20 percent
saw their wages, in inflationadjusted dollars, decrease by 21
percent, to $9,250. That's a drop
of $2,500.
—The income gap grew the
most in Connecticut, followed by
New York, West Virginia, Arizona, Kentucky, Pennsylvania,
Oklahoma, Ohio, California and
Kansas.
—In 1994-96, New York had

the largest difference between incomes of the rich and the poor.
The groups' incomes were closest
in Utah.
--Looking at changing in
comes from the mid-1980s to the
mid-1990s, the report found the
income gap widening in 37 states,
home to 86 percent of the nation's population.
In September, the Census Bureau reported that last year, the
top 20 percent of American families earned 49 percent of the money, up from 43.8 percent in
1967.
Those in the bottom 20 percent
earned just 3.7 percent of the nation's income last year, down
from 4 percent in 1967.
[he middle 60 percent —
households earning roughly
$15,000 to $68,000 a year
have Also lost out during this period They used to earn 52.3 percent of the money but now take
just 47.4 percent.

Looking ahead to the millennium celebrations, Nasser said
the Palestinian Authority expected as many as 5 million visitors, including 1 million from
Russia, among them possibly
Russian Orthodox Patriarch
Alexy 11.
To be ready for the 2000
celebrations, the Palestinian Au
thority will need about $170 million, with $55 million already
pledged by the World Bank and
another $12 million promised by
Sweden, France, Greek, Spain
and Japan. Nasser said he hoped
the remainder would be raised at
a donor conference in Brussels in
March.
Most of the money will be
used for infrastructure projects,
such as sewage lines, electricity
and roads.
Bethlehem is also far short of
the 6,000 hotel rooms it needs,
Nasser said. The city now has
only 900.
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Some complained that young
Muslim men used the festivities
as an excuse to let loose.
The mayor said visitors would
be screened, but denied that Muslims would be kept away. "It's
not a matter of keeping the Muslims out. It's a question of leadmg tne way and giving pilgrims a
chance to attend Midnight Mass
better than in other years," he
said. About 5,000 visitors are expected on Christmas Eve and
10,000 to 12,000 on Christmas
Day — the same as in previous
years. In all, Nasser expected that
Bethlehem would end 1997 with
a slight increase in tourists, up
from the 1 25 million visitors
who came in 1996.
Finland and Slovakia have volunteered to decorate Christmas
trees near the Church of the Nativity, which is built over the
grotto where tradition says Jesus
was born.
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Joining Dr. Zweig in his practice is
Carol Kimura-Zweig, RNP. As a nurse practitioner,
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Clinton: U.S. may need to ease Asian crisis
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By RON FOURNIER
Associated Press Miter
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
the Asian financial crisis mounting, President Clinton said today
the United States and rich nations
"may- need to do more" to help
the troubled economies regain
their footing.
In an end-of-the-year news
conference. Clinton also said he
could embrace a form of tax
simplification, would consider segregating male and female soldiers for basic training and
strongly defended Vice President
Al Gore

And, ending a weeklong national guessing game, he announced the name of his new
dog: "Middy."
Clinton declared that
America's economy is solid, but
warned that U.S. financial fortunes depend on healthy markets
worldwide. The growth in exports
amounts to one-third of the
growth in America's economy —
and Asia accounts for more than
40 percent of U.S. sales overseas.
Clinton suggested that the
SI(X) billion-plus assembled so
far by the International Monetary
Fund may not be enough to stem
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come to terms with his' international obligations" to open
weapons-making sites.
He warned that if there are
further obstructions to the U.N.
inspectors, he would explore
other options. "I wouldn't rule
out anything. I never have and I
won't," Clinton. declared.
On Bosnia, the president said
he would announce before his departure for Bosnia this weekend
whether to extend the United
States' mission in Bosnia beyond
its June deadline. He said the
issue is being debated within the
administration. .
In Brussels, Secretary of State
Madeleine Albright and her
NATO colleagues today directed
military planners to consider a
smaller, more flexible force that
would remain after the current
mission ends in June.
"Much remains to be done,"
he said.
He denied suggests that he
snubbed Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu by not
meeting with him during the

prime minister's recent American
Clinton also:
visit. Saying he planned to meet
—Grew testy when a reporter
Netanyahu early next year, the
compared his race initiative and
president said, "You never heard
related town halls to TV talk
me say anything about some cal- stows
. "I believe it is working,
culated decision to snub the peoit's
takin
g shape," I* said. Clinple of Israel," Clinton said.
ton complained that he can't
But some have suggested that "sha
dow box" with people who
the failure of Clinton and Neta- compl
ain anonymously to repornyahu to meet signaled Washingters about the initiative.
ton's displeasure with progress
He said criticism was inevitable
when he decided to launch
toward Middle East peace.
On domestic polities, Clinton the initiative with no racial crisis
presented a strong defense of looming.
—Announced that his family
Gore against Republican and
Democratic critics. "He needs no had decided to name their labradefense from me," Clinton said, dor puppy, "Buddy" after a beloved uncle and in recognition
but then he went on to defend
that former President Truman
Gore saying he has "performed
was correct when he said that if
superbly" in a full partnership.
you want a friend in Washington,
Clinton said he would consider
get a dog.
a Pentagon report that says men
—Said he would not rule out a
and women in the military should
substantial simplification of the
be segregated more in basic traintax code as long as its fair to
ing in order to improve their abilmiddle-class taxpayers, fiscally
ity to wage war. But he said
he
responsible, good for the ecowould not embrace any proposal
nomy and truly easier for Amerithat hurt the ability of women
to
cans
to grasp. Republicans want a
advance in the military.
massive overhaul.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Microsoft Corp. said many technology companies stand to suffer
unless a federal appeals court
quickly overturns a lower court
order that temporarily separates
Microsoft's Internet browser
from its Windows software.
"It is no exaggeration to say
that the public generally has a
significant interest in the prompt
disposition of this appeal,"
Microsoft said in papers filed
Tuesday with the U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia. The documents
urge the appeals court to quickly
overturn last week's ruling by
U.S. District Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson.
Microsoft may be facing legal
attack on another front. Some of
the nation's largest states held a
closed three-day meeting in Chicago last week to consider their
own antitrust suit against Microsoft's marketing practices, The
New York Times reported today.
The newspaper said attorneys
general from states including
Florida, Illinois, Minnesota and

New York attended the meeting
and have subpoenaed information
from Microsoft competitors about
business practices in the industry.
The multistate effort is reminiscent of a similar attack on the tobacco industry for reimbursement
for spending on smoking-related
illnesses.
In its federal court filing,
Microsoft charged Jackson's decision spawned market speculation that the next generation of
Windows — Windows 98 —
won't be shipped on schedule in
the spring. Microsoft said the
stock market had been rattled in
late June 1995 on a rumor that
Windows 95 wouldn't go out on
time.
"Indeed, significant segments
of the United States economy
may be affected by doubt surrounding the release of Windows
98," the court papers said.
Jackson issued a preliminary
injunction ordering Microsoft to
quit requiring computer-makers
to distribute its Internet-browsing
program when they install the po-

pular Windows operating system
software on their PCs. Microsoft
appealed the order Monday.
Jackson's ruling stemmed from
a Justice Deparunent lawsuit contending Microsoft violated a 1995
court order aimed at preventing
anti-competitive practices. The
government sought a $1 milliona-day fine if the company refused
to obey a contempt finding.
Despite the injunction, Jackson
made no such decision. He appointed 2 technology law expert
to review the highly technical
case and present a report by May
31.
Microsoft contended that Jackson's order went far beyond what
the Justice Department sought
and "radically altered the status
quo" by requiring Microsoft to
offer to computer-makers a
stripped-down version of Windows 95 without the Internet Explorer browser software.
Browsers, such as Explorer and
Netscape Communication Corp.'s
Navigator, enable computer users
to find and retrieve information
on the Internet.
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according to a New Jersey couple
that filed a class-action suit over
the discrepancy.
The lawsuit, filed by Christopher and Delores Wilhelms of
Hunterdon County, says the
groups that played Harrah's Ca-
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The Redmond, Wash.-based
software company strongly disputed Jackson's assertion that
Microsoft won't face "a significant hardship" by separately selling Internet Explorer and Windows 95 since versions of these
products can be bought
separately.
Microsoft has long contended
that Internet Explorer was an integral feature of Windows 95. In
the new court filing, it said Jackson's decision was "an tinprecedented judicial intrusion into
basic product design."
It added that the court's injunction would create considerable
uncertainty about the design and
release schedule for Windows 98.
the successor to the Windows 95
operating system.
Microsoft said a large number
of computer software and hardware companies are "far along in
the process" of designing new
versions of their products to work
with Windows 98. An operating
system controls a computer's
screen, printer, file storage and
other basic functions.
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the tide in Asia.
"Do I think we need more? I
think we may need to do more
through the framework that has
been established but that has to
be made on a case-by-case basis," Clinton said.
The IMF has arranged a $57
billion rescue package for South
Korea. Clinton commended South
Korean President Kim Youngsam for meeting with opposition
leaders and getting their approval
of the package.
"I am very encouraged by the
steps that they are taking to try to
implement the IMF plan," the
president said. He did not provide
specifics about what the United
States or other rich countries
should do next.
On another foreign policy matter, President Clinton reiterated
that he will insist on compliance
from Saddam Hussein before
agreeing to lift United Nations
sanctions against Iraq.
"I feel that we have to be very
firm," the president said. "It is
clear to me that he still has not
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sino Hotel on Oct. 14 through
Oct. 26 featured no performers
associated with the "unique and
original sounds" of groups that
hit the charts' with "This Magic
Moment," "On Broadway" and
"Charlie Brown."
"The persons ... were merely
performers pretending to be the
real Coasters, Drifters and Platters who enhanced the illusion of
their authenticity by making reference to 'our hits' during the
show even though none of these
persons were in any way associated with those original and popular recordings," the suit said.
It named Harrah's and "John
Does 1 through 100" as defendants, saying the latter represented the people or business entities that profited from the
concerts.
Harrah's spokesman Michael
DiLeva said casino officials
hadn't seen the suit Tuesday. He
referred comment to a New York area agent, Stan Seidenberg of
Star On Entertainment, who did
not return a telephone message.
There have been no other complaints about the show or the authenticity of the performers, DiLeva said.
The lawsuit was filed Dec. 10
in Superior Court in Bergen
County on behalf of 25,000 people who attended the shows. Ira J.
Levine, the lawyer who filed it,
said he would seek more than $2
million in damages.
Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You •
A Basketful of Free Gifts
Over the years, the Welcome Wagon'
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of peopk. New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services and local businesses.
For you. it's a new day. Why not stan it
by making a new friend? We'd love to
hear from you
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Years and millions of dollars later,
Getty Center opens with a flourish
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LOS ANGELES (AP)- Thirteen years in the making, the
Getty Center is not your typical
art museum - boulders for the
kids to play on, an electric tram
from the parking lot, astonishing
views or snowy mountains and
the Pacific Ocean.
Organizers are counting on its
24 acres of uniqueness to attract
everyone, not just the mostly old
and mostly white who used to
visit the old Getty Center. Judging by the reaction at Tuesday's
public opening, the $1 billion
center already has new fans.
"It's been decades of anticipation," said Ian Fraser, a paintings
curator at the Indianapolis Museum of Art. "I'm extremely impressed with the galleries.
"The intensity of the closed
galleries," he added, "then you
go along up a hallway where
there are these wonderful views
over the city, that's just breathtaking, and it refreshes the
spirit."
From antiquities aficionados in
coats and ties to museum newcomers in T-shirts and shorts,
more than 3,000 people turned
out for one of the most anticipated art events in U.S. history.
A guitar quartet played flamenco
music as hundreds lined up to
take trams from the crowded
parking structure to the center,
which sits atop a hill in the Santa
Monica Mountains.
The center was planned and
constructed over 13 years from a
trust founded by the late oil baron J. Paul Getty. Admission is
free, but parking reservations cost
$5.
Designed by architect Richard
Meier, the center houses a collection of, mostly pre-20th century
European paintings, Roman and
Greek antiquities, tapestries,

PITTSBURGH (AP)- He
looks likes* woman, acts like a
woman and has lived as a woman for 22 years. Now Brian
Harris can be addressed as a
woman.
A three-judge panel of the
Superior Court granted Harris
the right to change his first
name to Lisa.
Harris took estrogen and
underwent surgery for breast
implants and to feminize his
face, but cannot afford genital
sex-change surgery.
A county judge refused to
permit the name change, but
the Superior Court panel said
Harris has done what he can to
merit it.
"As Tammy Wynette so
aptly observed, sometimes it's
hard to be a woman," Judge
Peter Paul Olszewski wrote
last week for the majority in
the 2-1 ruling.
Harris, 39, filed for the
name change last year, and his
counselor, Dr. Constance
Saunders, said he frequently
tuns into problems because his
driver's license identifies him
as a man.
Harris told Judge Gerard
Long that be has used the
name Lisa socially for 22,,
years. He said taking the name
legally would avoid confusing
others and embarrassment
when'
. asked to produce
identification.
Long rejected the request,
noting a state Supreme Court
decision that denied name
changes to two other transsexuals who had received hormone therapy but not surgery
to feminize their faces, torsos
or enitalia.

photographs, furniture and manuscripts. Overlooking the busy San
Diego Freeway, almost half of
the center is underground, built to
withstand even the most powerful
earthquake.
Instead of labeling its 50 galleries by era - Baroque, Renaissance - signs clearly state the
years and the countries from
which the art originates. And
while other museums put information desks at the entrance, the
Geuy Center has dedicated space
in each of the museum's pavilions to arts education rooms.
Most of the cream-colored,
lightly angled buildings surround
a huge central courtyard where
visitors and staff arrive. The center includes the galleries, a research facility, a conservation institute, an education institute, an
information facility and trust
offices.
Huge glass sliding doors allow
people to move seamlessly from
the galleries to the outdoors,
where those kid-friendly • rocks
are placed.
The busiest gallery on the first
day was the one housing Impressionist such artists as Monet,
Manet, Cezanne and Renoir.
Many visitors unfamiliar with
museum etiquette tried to snap
flash pictures of the classic
works, sip soda in the galleries or
touch the priceless sculptures.
Fraser's friend, Annette Kaufman, said the lighting for the
paintings was extraordinary. Galleries are awash in Southern California sunlight admitted through
computer-controlled skylights.
"On the whole, I think the collection is of very fine quality,"
she said. "The building is quite
an achievement. They made_it
very user-friendly and it's a wonderful addition to the cultural life

Worrie ? Ca !
1-800-A(S-2345

of Los Angeles."
Among the guests were 9-yearolds Christina Asebedo and her
friend Brenda Aguilar.
"I read about this in the newspaper," Christina said. "But I
don't know who Picasso or Van
Gogh are. I asked permission
from my teacher and she said it
was worth skipping school for
this."

reached as early as today, the
newspaper said, citing people familiar with the situation.
AT&T in October announced
that it was selling its Jacksonville, Fla.-based credit-card operation, then the eighth-largest in
the nation. AT&T Universal Card
is one of the largest issuers of

MasterCards and has more than
18 million cardholders for its
combined credit card and telephone calling card.
The credit-card arm recently
completed a financial turnaround
by reducing credit losses below
industry levels, decreasing operating costs and expanding its
managed receivables to $14 billion. The company has about
3,000 employees in Jacksonville,
750 in Salt Lake City and 250 in
Columbus, Ga.
Since last fall, AT&T has sold
businesses worth more than $2
billion as part of a strategy to focus more on its core telecommunications business.
But since the Universal Card
was introduced in 1990 with a
guarantee of no annual fees, profitability has fallen off, the Journal reported. The business earned
$24 million in the third quarter,
half of the previous quarter's
earnings.
As competition in the industry
increased, the no-annual-fee
pledge_ meant AT&T had to rely
only on Universal Card interest
payments. The Journal said only
8.7 million of 19 million accounts were active last year.
Citicorp, with a U.S. creditcard portfolio of $46 billion, is
trying to stay competitive with
smaller but aggressive rivals such
as Chase Manhattan Corp. and
Banc One Corp. Its credit-card
profits have remained high, but
have fallen off.

Collins, Miller selected
winners at youth contest
Kate Collins, Richmond, and
Aaron Miller, Campbellsville, were
selected winners of an Outstanding
Farm Bureau Youth contest at the
78th Kentucky Farm Bureau
convention.
The two youths won $2,000 college scholarships and trips to
Washington D.C. on the 1998 Kentucky Farm Bureau Congressional
Tour in February.
Runners-up in the contest were
Jennifer O'Banion, Campbellsville,
and Matthew Ingram, Owingsville.
They received $200 cash awards
and cameras. The two also won
congeniality awards, voted by their
fellow contestants.
The award winners were selected
from 20 district finalists out of an
estimated 250 young people who
competed in county and district
contests over the past several
months. Judging for the contests
was done in personal and on-stage

interviews conducted during afternoon and evening convention sessions. Points were awarded for
contestants' leadership record, conversational ability and scholastic
achievement.
One contestant among the finalists was Kaci Greer, of Murray.
In other Farm Bureau women's
activities, 24 county women's committees were honored as Gold Star
Award winners during a Women's
Luncheon and Gold Star Awards
Program held during the convention.
The winning counties and their
committee chairmen included Calloway, Sharon Furches.
The county women's programs
were judged on their participation in
a range of projects including Ag in
the Classroom, rural health, safety,
public relations and agricultural
promotion.

LAKEWAY
Pforkage Store & Party shop tit
1417 EAST WOOD STREET • LAKE HIGHWAY 79-E

Seagram's
7
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$17.99

Canadian
Club
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1.75 Liter

$20.99
1.75 Liter

.
:-.7::

750 ML

$14.99

$15.99

1.75 Liter

Bud, Bud Light,
Miller Lite
Suitcases $15.99

17.99
750 ML

R

Beringer White
Very Old
Barton 800 !) Zinfandel

$13.89

,

1.75 Liter •
Domaine Ste. Michelle
Cuyee Brut Champagne
$9.99 750 ml
Bacardi 10 Pk.
Light & Dark
ML
$4.9950
X
,
Ridge
Litton Springs
$25.99 750 ML

Markham
$Merlot

Old Charter 8 Yr.

$9.99

V
Smirnoff /11
Vodka

Gift Sets
In
Goldschlager
Kahlua
Wild Turkey
Ameretta
Cutty Sark
Jack Daniels
Crown Royal
Canadian Club

PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

4
, $18.99

Canadian
Mist
1.75 Liter

BE MERRY te
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George
Dicke!
$20.49 8 yr.
1.75 Liter
Beringer
. Cab. Say.
Knights Valley

$4.99

a
1.75 Liter "
750 ML
Rosemont
T&F Yendange
White Zin
Shiraz
$2.99 750 ML $11.99 750 ML

Napa Ridge
Cabernet Say.
$10.99 750 ML
Raymond
Chardonnay Reserve
$15.99 750 ML

Fosters
Suitcases $15.99
Australia

Walnut Crest
Merlot
$5.99 750 ML
Fetzer
Gewurztramlner
$7.99 750 ML

Rent Our Wine Or Champagne
Glasses or Plates For Your
Holiday Parties!

$21.99
750 ML
Crawford
Scotch

$16.49
175 Liter

Let Us
Do Your
Christmas
Shopping
We Gift
Wrap
FREE!
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Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price
tf FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *
Open Monday-Friday 7-5

D WAREHOUSE TIRE

Sr

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

MID AMERICA GARAGE BUILDERS
Mother, Ky. • Owner - Terry Burnett • 502-874-5779
"Our Goal? Service That Exceeds Your Expectations"
2x6 Rafters

Shingle Roofing
Variety of Cotors

Steel Overhead
Door

1 2" Plywood Decking
Fascia Aluminum
or Wood Covered

,44110
Nomoomin

Treated
Bottom
Plates

a.,.
Masonite
or Vinyl
Siding
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4" Reinforced
Concrete
Slab

12" Blandex
Under Vinyl Siding

Service Door
Anchor Bolts In Concrete

PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT

I
i

FREE ESTIMATES

CARPENTER BUILT - NOT PRE-FABS!
ACT FAST...SAVE BIG ON THE GARAGE OF YOUR CHOICE
Standard Models with Hardboard Siding
1 1/2 Car (12x20)
2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
°
21/2 Car (24x24)
Large 2V2 Car (24x30)

$3,680
$4,380
$4,680
$4,880

$5,380

Deluxe Models with Vinyl Siding
1'/: Car (12x20)
2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2V2 Car (24x24)
Large 2Vz Car (24x30)

$4,080
$4,780
$5,180
$5,380
$5,880

We Do Not Charge Sales Taxes We Absorb That Expense...Compare Bottom Lino Prices!
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Citicorp poised to acquire AT&T
NEW YORK (AP)- The nation's largest credit-card issuer,
Citicorp, is on the verge of adding AT&T Corp.'s Universal
Card to its portfolio for a price of
between $3 billion and $4 billion,
The Wall Street Journal reported
today.
The agreement could be

mars ammo

1010119110

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!

Former Auschwitz
guard deported
to native Slovakia
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - A
retired tool and die maker who
was a guard at Auschwitz and
Buchenwald during World War II
has been ordered deported to his
homeland, the Republic of Slovakia, officials said.
A federal immigration judge
found that Johann Breyer, 72, assisted in the Nazi program of persecution based on race, religion,
political opinion and national origin while a guard at the concentration camps, the Justice Department said Tuesday.
Breyer's involvement with the
Waffen-SS service made him a
member of a movement hostile to
the United States, rendering him
ineligible to emigrate to this
country, U.S. Immigration Judge
Craig DeBernardis ruled Monday.
Breyer's attorney, Willan
Joseph, said he plans to appeal.
He would not comment further, at
the request of his client.
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Experts are calling
"Cardio-Karate" Classes
the Fitness Wave
of the Future.

•
•„4"•

. Cardio-Karate takes the music, excitement and energy of an
aerobics workout and combines it with self defense techniques!

at'Muscle Toning

7531111

to

ar Ultimate Thigh Burner
Calorie Burning &
Cardiovascular Workout 1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray

CALL TODAY
Unleash Your Potential!
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...of Christmas!
You're invited to attend an

OPEN- HOUSE
of Cherishing Memories
at

Miller Funeral Home
Sunday, Dec. 21, 1997 • 2:00-4:00 p.m.

.
44St.
2,;
74,

This service is in honor of loved ones who have passed away during the
year of 1997. On our Christmas tree at Miller Funeral Home in Murray,
Kentucky we have placed a dove ornament engraved with your loved ones
name. We want you to have the ornament for your tree as well.
We will serve refreshments, enjoy music by Freda Jones and Susan
Darnell and be encouraged by Rev. Scott Bivens. After the service, you may
take your special ornament home.

Merry Christmas and may God
bless you aft!
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HOG MARKET
Federal Sisk Mutat Nem Service December 17,
11097 beatacky heehaw Are Hag Martel Report
Mclean 2 Baylos Mathias Receipts: Act 375 Ed. 51
Ramon & Gills .2.3-31 Weber Sens 31.11-52.11 lower
• 37.25
IS 13 231-261
$32 511, - 35-51
IS 1.3 213-231
S34.61 • 36.50
IS 3-4 2011.21111 lbs.
S24.50 - 21541
IS 1 2211-215 Ibr._

Seas
IS 1-2 274-3541
US 1.3 301-451 lbs...
AS 1-3451-523
lbs.
IDS 1-3 52S &
US 2-3 3413-5•• lba
Boars $22-511-23.114

Verdie H. Miller.

Overstocked
On Top of the Line JVC CD Players
Most stores sell for *329"'
our closeout price is

$27995

SAVE $50
JVC CD Players Starting at

DEATHS

$IAM - 25.40
525.111/ - ZN
$24M • 2atia
S31.M - 34.••
$23.11 • 24.110

6199°5

World of Sound
222 S. 4th • Murray • 753-5865

Investments Since 1854.

Stock Market Report

Verdie H. Miller, 91, of Clay, died Sunday, Dec. 14, 1997, at Blake
Hospital, Bradenton, Fla.
He had been a member of First Baptist Church, Clay, for 49 years.
He was also a member of Woodmen of the World.
His first wife, Mrs. hell Miller, died in 1986, and one daughter,
Lou Wanda Martin, died in 1992.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruby H. Miller; one daughter, Mrs.
Marilyn Williams, and one son, Gene Miller, all of Clay; eight grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren; two stepgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Vanover
Funeral Home, 9000 State Rt. 132 West, Clay. The Rev. Bob White
and the Rev. Mark Martin will officiate.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove Cemetery, Highway 94 East,
Murray.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday) and after 8 a.m. Thursday.

Prices as
of 9 a.m.

•0`.

Dow Jones Ind. Mg.$005.90 + 2939
- 'is
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+ 'is K U Energy
347/26 +
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1"/I6
2
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Time Warner
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NC no change in dm*
Millard I. V0116
COliri ',quartMurray, KY 4207i*
(502) 753-3366
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Edward D. Ladd II
Edward D. Ladd II, 42, Murray, died Tuesday, Dec. 16, 1997, at
4:05 a.m. in Little Rock, Ark. His death was from an apparent heart
attack.
A truck driver, he was born Oct. 27, 1955, at Fort Campbell.
Survivors include one son, Nicholas Ladd, Kissimmee, Fla.; his parents, Edward Dr. Ladd Sr., Murray, and Mrs. Patricia Stewart Ladd,
Princeton; two sisters, Mrs. Lode Marrie Bennett, Lantana, Fla., and
Mrs. Diane Milton, Murray.
Graveside services will be Friday at 1 p.m. at- Millwood Cemetery,
Princeton.
Morgan's Funeral Home of Princeton is in charge of arrangements,
but no visitation will be scheduled.

Phillip Paul Williams
Services for Phillip Paul Williams will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. John Dale will officiate.
Burial and full military rites will be Thursday at 9 a.m. at Middle
Tennessee State Veterans Center, Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Williams, 59, Gore Road, Puryear, Tenn., died Saturday, Dec:
13, 1997, at 5:38 a.m. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.

Our Best Investment Is You.

Mrs. Elizabeth Henson

J.J.I. Inked, W.L Lyons, Ine. • Ilharlser NYSE end MK

"Does your spouse
know how you really
feel about your
funeral...?"
Talking about your own
funeral may be uncomfortable for you. But if
you don't talk about it ..
now, your spouse ‘vill
have to take care of it
alone. Isn't it good to
know you can arrange
your funeral ahead of
time with Forethought
funeral planning')
•

When the time comes, a single all to our
funeral home is all that's needed.
Call us today...

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home
713 S. 4th St. • 753-6800
Forethought funeral planning is funded ihroW covera::e
Forethought Life Insurance Compan‘
21 5-1-0 1

tn

Services for Mrs. Elizabeth Henson will be today at 2:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Filbeck & Cann Funeral Home, Benton. O.D. McKendree
and Tim Appert will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall County
Memory Gardens.
Mrs. Henson, 74, Benton, died Sunday, Dec. 14, 1997, at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
One soli, Bill Henson, and one sister, Mrs. Francis McNeely, preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Ernest W. Hutson
and Myrtle Baker Hutson.
Survivors include her husband, WilburrtHenson; one daughter, Mrs.
Susan Hough, Mayfield; five grandchildren, Keith Henson, Crystal
Comer, and Gerad Corner, all of Benton, Shanrah Jackson, Hardin,
and Bridgette Corner, Paducah; four great-grandchildren.

Federal judge strikes
Oregon term limit law
SALEM, Ore. (AP) — A federal magistrate has thrown out
Oregon's term limits law, saying
it violates the constitutional
rights of voters who want to elect
experienced candidates.
-No right is more precious in
a free country than that of having
a voice in the election of those
who make the laws under which
... we must live,- U.S. Magistrate Tom Coffin wrote Tuesday
The ruling could allow two dozen lawmakers who appeared
headed for forced retirement to
run for re-election next year. The
state attorney general's office
said it would appeal and wanted
the 22 representatives and two se-

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

;

40513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

f

MAKE YOUR LOAD LIGHTER

ci
* If you've gone overboard filling SanLas sack this year, let us help.
The holidays are a time for giving,and
that can be expensive. We can wrap
up your holiday money problems in
one convenient visit.
If you have an active checking account
we will give you cash for your check
today and deposit in 12 days or your/
tocie
next payday!

Mrs. Leavie Elizabeth Novell
The funeral for Mrs. Leavie Elizabeth Novell will be Thursday at 1
p.m. at Milburn Baptist Church, Milburn. The Rev. Denis Burns will
officiate. Burial will follow in Milburn Cemetery.
Friends may call at Orr Funeral Home, Arlington, after 6 p.m. tonight (Wednesday) and after 11 a m. Thursday at the church.
Mrs. Novell, 100, formerly of Milburn and Calloway County, died
Sunday, Dec. 14, 1997, at 8:25 a.m. at the Lutheran Home, Toledo,
Ohio.
Her husband, the Rev. Loyd Novell, one son, Charles Novell, two
daughters, Mrs. Ruby Martin, and Mrs. Rebecca Reeves, two grandchildren, one sister and one brother preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late Tom McGary and Harriet Jackson McGary.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Peggy Novell, Toledo, Ohio;
11 grandchildren; 26 great grandchildren; three great-greatgrandchildren; three 'nieces; two nephews.

Masthay named new
director for Red Cross
'I he American Red Cross recently appointed Jean Masthay as execuuve director of the Calloway
County chapter.
She grew up in Denver, where
she egned a degree in business
administration from the University
of Colorado at Boulder. She also
participated in graduate studies in
public administration at Drake Uni
versity in Des Moines. Masthay
spend many years working with
Campus Crusade for Christ, an
interdenominational Christian mission organization.
She served with Campus Crusade
in Honolulu, Hawaii as an international student specialist and codirector of campus ministries. She
also co-directed the ministry at the
University of California at Berkeley
and gained human resources experience at the International School of
Theology located in San Bernardino, California. She also served
with teams of staff and volunteers
assigned to work in North Africa,
inner city Chicago ilk United Nations in New York City and Virginia
Beach, Virginia. Her move to this
area was due to her husband's

JEAN MASTHAY
acceptance of a position in the
chemistry department at Murray
Stale University.
Masthay and her husband, Dr
Mark Masthay, along with their six
children, reside in Murray and are
active participants in our schools
and communify. She is committed
to ilk goals of the Red Cross to
serve the people of Calloway
County through a variety of prog
rams.

Phone book completely
misses Sierra Madre
SIERRA MADRE, Calif. (AP)
— If there are no directory listings for Sierra Madre, does that
mean the city doesn't exist?
A year after infuriating this
Los Angeles suburb by pairing it
with Angeles National Forest,
GTE distributed 17,000 Sierra
Madre telephone books with almost no city phone numbers.
"They said there were 'Some
white pages missing' — I think
they meant all," said Ann Luke,
president of the Chamber of
Commerce in the community of
11,000 about 15 miles east of Los
Angeles on the foothills of the
San Gabriel Mountains.
The pages were accidentally
omitted during the first printing,

said phone company spokesman
Kevin Reid.
"Actually, it's a shame. We
worked a lot with the city to put
together a really good product
this year, and then this error
happened."
Sierra Madre listings were inadvcrtantly removed when other
cities such as El Monte and Industry were taken out of the book
to "suit local tastes," GTE wrote
in a letter to the chamber.
The phone company is distributing reprinted books this week.
Sierra Madre took offense last
year when the phone company removed it from the Pasadena-area
business listings and lumped it in
with the mountainous national
forest.

Custom cut
Thornton Tile
and Marble
612 S. 9th SL • 753-5719

•

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

AMERICA'S PREMIUM SPRING WATER

Bottled only at the original spring source
in Hot Springs, Arkansas.
• Naturally mineral-rich and sodium free.
• Geologically protected, consistently inspected.

1/1"
*
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The funeral mass for Mrs. Eva Jean Holloway will be Friday at 11
a m. at St. Leo Catholic Church. fhe Rev. Ray Goetz will officiate.
Music will be by Susan Kane, soloist, and Joan Bowker, organist.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Ladies Guild at St. Leo
Catholic Church, Murray.
Mrs. Holloway, 76, Oxford Drive, Murray, died Tuesday, Dec. 16,
1997, at 4:15 a.m. at her home.
She was a member of St. Leo Catholic Church, Ladies Guild of St.
Leo, Euchanistic Minister at St. Leo, and Oaks Country Club. She was
a pvt member of Murray Woman's Club and Newcomers Club of
Murray.
Born Dec. 29, 1920, in Shawneetown, Ill., she was the daughter of
the late George P. Clayton and Madeline Lottmann Clayton.
Survivors include her husband, Leonard M. Holloway; three daughters, Mrs. Marilyn Holloway Bilbrey, Hendersonville, Tenn., Mrs. Ann
Holloway Coleman, Louisville, and Mrs. Marian Holloway Dillard,
Murray; four grandchildren, Medeleine Lorraine Dillard, Murray, Jennifer Lynn -Bilbrey, Nashville, Tenn., Kate Anne Moss, Hendersonville, Tenn., and LeAnne Coleman, Louisville; one great-grandchild,
Lauren Elizabeth Deguire, Nashville.
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nators to be barred from running
until the case is concluded.
"There's no sense in rushing
to let these folks file to run when
there's so much more at stake
than just this election cycle,"
said office spokeswoman Kristen
Grainger.
Oregon's law was approved
overwhelmingly by voters in
1992, touted as a way to keep out
career politicians and bring in
fresh ideas. It limits legislators to
three two-year House terms and
tv..o tour-year Senate terms, not
to exceed 12 years overall.
1 he term limits prompted a
lawsuit from the legislature's
longest-serving member, 15-terni
Rep. Bill Markham of Riddle.
The Republican is one of about a
half-dozen of affected lawmakers
who said they may run for reelection if allowed.
"They asked me to be the
guinea pig on this lawsuit. I'm
out front on it," he said. "It
would be doggone disingenuous
on my part if I didn't consider
running again."
The lawsuit takes particular
aim at the law's lifetime ban, a
provision that says once legislators reach the legal limit of service they never can run for the
office again. A similar section of
California's law led a federal
judge in that state to rule the law
unconstitutional, a decision under
review by the 9th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals.

MIRRORS
MIRRORS
AND MORE
MIRRORS!

Social Security Customers Welcome

Personal Check Advance
Olympic Plaza • Murray
763-1020

Mrs. Eva Jean Holloway

—.Ore

•Dimereenta apply to sow esatoweers only

CHRISTMAS SVECIAI.
2 FREE FIVE GALLONS! Kent or purchase
a dispenser & get two 5 Gallons FREE!
1-800-448-0221 New customers only!
FREE DELIVERY!
210 Main • 783.0.1111 • Fair 759.15/11
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
3y at 11
iffic tate.
)(Taoist.
)8 p.m.
St. Leo

$6.25 Column Inch
40% alscounf 2nd Run.
60% Discount 3rd Run.
(A1 .1 Ads Must litri Wt/hei I Due Period/

Card of Thanks

$2 25 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

Reader Adt
3ec. 16,
Id of St.
She was
Club of
ghter of
on.
daughtlrs. Ann
Dillard,
'ay, Jenndersontndchild,

30c per word, $600 minimum
1st day.64 per word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $200 extra tog Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads

.YstlillakiLlf12VPCtitt
A $2 oo r•-• wilt b•requarod to mote
any cttangos to ad °saw deadline.

010

010
020
025
040
050
060
070
090

Legal Notice

140

Nceice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
......... Position Wanted

150
155

100
110
120
130

Business Opportunity
instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade

Lewd
Moth*

INVITATION TO BID
The Murray Public Works & Utilities, Sani-

day at I
ims will
p.m. touch.
ity, died
Toledo,

ell, two
) grandwas the
IcGary.
), Ohio;
t great-

tation division, will accept sealed bids on
gasoline and low sulphur diesel fuel for city
operations. Specifications are available at
the City Clerk's office, 207 S. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentuky 42071. Sealed bids will be
received at the qty clerk's office until 2:30
p.m. on Monday;Viecember 22, 1997. The
Murray City Council reserves the right to
accept the lowest or best bid or reject any or
all bids.
n2n
Notice

Foster Parents
Wanted
Full or Part Time
• Single or Marred
• Compensation PrordeC

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

in the
Murray

and, Dr.
their six
and are
schools
onmitted
Cross to
:alloway
of prog

CONCERT TICKET GIFT
IDEAS- KY Opry Country
Christmas Dec 18th, $10;
Van Dells, New Years Eve,
$49439, lodging pkg available Joe Diffie, Jan. 3rd,
$26119, David Allan Co.,
Jan 17th, $19/$14; Delbert
McClinton, Jan 24th,
519/516. EXECUTIVE INN
Paducah,
KY
1-800-866-3636

100% reinsured'
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
FOR lease for 1998. 1.3
Acres of dark fire tobacco
base Bids accepted until
1-10-98. P.O.Box 463,
Murray, KY 42071.
HOUSE of Clothes Open
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1105
Nice consignment clothing
$1 00 Buys mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

HALEY'S
rt
Ugly puck
Laa Rental and Sales

)kesman

ne We
y to put
product
is error

were inn other
and In
he book
'E wrote

s disuiis week
.nse last
pany re:..na -area
)ed it in
national

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 SO. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

/ ALPINE
)ockrordrosqab
,

Clarion
OA. I% ILA C.70

C:73,

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

/53-0113

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'i2,
according to Federal Law, they are all guaran
teed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should bet Price 2 Company stability. 3. Service
We represent 7 'A M Best A or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year We have
been serving West Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent

es
-

0.0

ER

190
195
200................
210
220

Lawn
Farm
Heavy
Sports

& Garden
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment
Firewood

300
310
320
330
340

420

Musical

360

Articles
For Sale

HAVE opening for 3 or 4yr
old Have references. Almo
Heights area 759-8509

JOLLYTIME bouncer seat
excellent condition, $10 2
lap trays, excellent condi
ton, $10 Call 759-9215
ask for Sherry

SULLIVAN'S Louisville
Stoneware, Possible
Dream Santa's, Wusthof
Knives, Cookbooks, Anichin! Linens. 20%40% off
303 South 6th 753-9887.

nso
Lost
And Found
REWARD Given for return
of Christmas money in Peoples First bank envelope.
No questions asked. Send
response to. PO Box
1040-L, Murray, KY 42071.
LOST: Female Himalayan
cat, -Crystal*. Family indoor
pet. Reward 753-5551 or
762-1500.

HOME or OFFICE CLEANING! One time cleaning or
done on a regular basis
Dependable with references Free estimates' Call
762-4769
HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning. Call Lori
474-8340.
WILL sit with elderly. $6 an
hour. 10 yrs experience
Call 753-2637
WILL sit with elderly Experienced
Phone
436-5228.
100
Business
Opportunity
RESTAURANT for sale
lease 753-8856

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore

Murray, KY 751-1199
Nationwide toil free
1-800-4.55-4199

Computers
COLORTYME now hiring
manager trainee's and entry level positions Must be
enthusiastic and self motivated. Apply at 408 N 12th
St. No phone calls please.
EOE.

o

ANTIQUE white wedding
dress, train, & veil Laced
w/pearls, size 8, $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 4 00
BEANIE Babies for sale
Peace, Doodle, Tank & The
Holiday Beanies. Also have
P-200 & P-150 CPU'S for
sale. Call 753-8871 ask for
Jay.
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
has a great selection at
Decades Ago antique store
in Hazel We also appraise
& buy coins & paper money
753-4161
DINING table with 6 chars,
$100; Queen size hide-abed $50; Mobile home
frame with two axles $300,
Model 97 Winchester 12
Gauge, Full Choke $250,
85 FORD S W, V-8, Auto
$500. Phone 753-4268.

$1399.00 PENTIUM
166MMX Multi-media 24x FAST Track exerciser, $75
CD Computer, 16 MB Ram, 753-4169
2.5GB Harddrive, MS
Home Bundle Software and FOR Sale Extra good hay,
15 Digital Monitor, See covered round or square
Hawkins Research. 1304 bales, suitable for horses or
Chestnut Street, Murray. cattle. 753-6567
COMPUTER Users
753-7001
FOR Sale Invisible dog
needed. Work own hrs
$20K to $50K/yr. $1799.00 PENTIUM 200 fence & collar Approx 15
1-800-348-7186 x 486.
MMX Multi-media 24x CD rabbit & quail cages Call
Computer,
32 MB Ram, 759-1151, after 6pm for
FULL time Graphic Desigprices
ner position Must know 3.2GB Harddrive, MS
Illustrator or Free Hand to Home Bundle Software and LEER topper for Dodge Da17- Digital Monitor.
apply. Apply in person at
kota short wheel base
Copy Plus, 1301 Chestnut $1999.00 PENTIUM 23,3 truck 474-8340
St, Murray.
MMX Multi-media 24x CD LP GAS REFILL SPECIAL
INSIDE sale & Warehouse Computer, 64 MB Ram, wad 20Ib cyl $4 95 100Ib
3 2GB Harddrive, MS Of- cyl $2795 B&B Brokers
WOr
POSITION , on fice 97 Software and 17" 701 So 12th 753-4389
9.
orld
Digital Monitor 753-7001.
FILLED
US
een
MOVING sale: 62' buffet,
MEMORY Special! 16Meg Medinerean style, $150. 2
NOW taking applications of EDO 72 Pin memory Arm chairs, $75/ea. Whirlfor all positions at Break- installed, $70. Upgrade pool 20cu ft refrigerator w/
Special! New 200 MHZ icemaker, perfect working
time Billiards 759-9303
CPU, motherboard with condition, $150 759-8252.
OTR Driver needed Dedi- 512K, fan & heat sink incated runs from Jackson, cluded $289 installed. Call SEE us for your barn or roof
TN to Wisconsin Round Cyber Elite at 759-3251.
metal. Cut to length. Covtrip Home weekends Call
ers 36 inches. many colors.
(901)247-5856
Economy Metal & Supply
140
Co. 489-2722.
Want
POSTAL JOBS $12.68Thr
To Buy
SOUTH Bend metal turning
to start, plus benefits Carriers, sorters, clerks, com- ANTIQUES- piece or es- lathe, 10- swing power
puter trainees. For tates Call Larry Elkins cross feed 2 HP air compressor Bell saw sharpenapplication/ exam informa- 492-8646 or 753-1418
ing machine, never used
tion, call 1-800-267-5715,
ext 550, 8am-8pm, 7 days. CASH paid tor good, used 502-767-9787
rifles, shotguns, and pisU-PICK Christmas Trees,
RESPONSIBLE adult tols Benson Sporting
needed to babysit in my Goods, 519 S. 12th, $15. East of Murray,5 miles
on 94 near Duncan's Grochome. Transportation & re- Murray.
ery. 753-7580.
ferences required. Call
WANTED riding mowers &
492-8553
4-wheelers that need work
SALES- CEMETERY Be 436-2867
155
one of the highest paid in
America. Call 11am-4pm,
Appliances
Mon-Sat, 753-2971.
Articles
For Sale
WBLN- WNGO is looking to
expand their sales staff If 100LB LP Cylinders for
you have an interest or sale LP GAS REFILLS
experience in sales. Send Lowest prices in town B&B
160
your resume to PO Box Brokers, 701 So 12th
Horne
679, Mayfield, KY 42066
753-4389
Furnishings

Fern Terrace
Lodge is now
accepting applications for nurses
aids & cooks.
Prefer experience
but will train.
Pleasant
atmosphere &
good working
conditions.
Apply in person al

Motorcy tie s
Auto Semces
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks

Home Loans

510

Campers

430..Real Estate

520
530
550
.560

Boas & Motors
'Services Offered
Produce

570

Wanted

435

Lake Property

440

Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

450
460

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

EASTSIDE

POWER-RIDER, like new,
$125 obo Call 753-8197,
after 5pm
210

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

14X22 OFFICE plus storFirewood
age space 4 miles north of
Murray. $200/mo
FIREWOOD
Cal
436-5014 & leave (901)668-4065
message .ier
4 CAR shop with air compressor 753-4509
FIREWOOD, $35/rick
753-6747
COMMERCIAL suite of ofSEASONED firewood de- fices for rent. Located at 6th
livered 436-2779
& Main, National Hotel
Lease terms negotiable
Call 753-0757 for further
270
information.
Moblis
Homes For Set
OFFICE space for lease,
1998 16* WIDE 2br with. Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
plywood floors, water cut- 753-8302 or 753-9621.
offs T/0, glamour bath, &
more 517,88800. Only at
Wilson Home Center, MurAll Sizes
ray, KY. Open Sunday
1 pm- 5 pm.
Available
1-800-540-7956

641 Storage

32FT Wide. Widest double
available in Kentucky &
Tennessee. 21%1 X18'4
Irving room, large bedroom.
Plenty of storage space.
Must See to believe' Only
at Wilson Home Center,
Murray, KY. Open Sunday
1 pm- 5pm
1-800-540-7956
BAD Credit, Bankruptcy,
Repo's & Charge Offs.
Been turned down over &
over? Don't give up! We
specialize in credit problems. One phone call can
be the turning point to putting you in that new home of
your dreams. Don't Wait!
Call Now! Wilson Home
Center, Inc., Murray, KY.
Open Sunday 1pm-5pm.
( 5 0 2 )7 6 7 - 0 0 0 0 /
1-800-540-7956, Ext. 101

070

Domestic
Childcare
CALL Me Mrs V for you
house cleaning needs Re
liable courteous service'
M F most weekends
436 5995
CLEAN-UP shim new construction. Commercial
and residential. Experienced and references
Phone Valerie 436-5914.
evening hours

753-5585
320
Apartments
For Rent
1BR, available now, stove,
refrigerator, all utilities,
furnished. Coleman RE
753-9898.
1BR Diuguid Or, new Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898
1BR, low utilities, 1209 N
12th St, references & deposit required $235/mo.
753-3949 or 748-5924
1 OR 2br, 1 bath, large
newly remodeled All utilities included 354-8130,
ask for Darleen
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray Equal Opportunity Housing, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted.
753-4109.

COMPLETE Turn Key
Package! We will finance
your land, well, septic, 1 ROOM furnished effielectric, driveway, porches, aeny apt, $195/mo, water
etc as well as your new paid. No pets 753-1203
doubiewide home all in one
easy payment. Call Wilson 2BR, 1 bath with carport,
Home Center, Murray, KY. central h/a, appliances
Open Sunday 1pm-5pm. furnished, w/d hookup,
1-800-540-7956 for free $475/mo, 1yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets,
details.
753-2905 or 753-7536
READY for you to move in!
12X60 mobile home Cen- 2BR, 1 bath duplex,
$375/mo. $375 deposit
tral h/a, front porch, 2br
bath May leave setup or 435-4003
move Close to MSU cam- 2BR duplex in Northwood
pus $4,000 obo Call $400/mo. 753-3964
492-8103
2BR, duplex, central h/a
REPO'S- REPO'S- stove, refrigerator, dis
REPO'S! Yes we've got hwasher, w/d hook-up Col
'em! Late model, like new eman RE 753-9898
with low down & unbelievable low payments. Come 3BR. 2 bath New in 1996,
see 'em at Wilson Home very nice, new university
Center, Murray, KY. Open All appliances furnished.
Sunday 1pm-5pm
$600/mo 767-0493
1-800-540-7956.
38R apt, stove & refrigerator furnished central tVa
1303 Chestnut St
Mobile
759 4696
Homes For Rent
3 ROOM apartment Avail14X70 3br, 1'4 bath
18" DISH SATELLITE WOODEN chest of draw
able immediately
Crystal clear picture, only ers, $20 Wooden nigh $300/mo 12X65 2br,
759-2174
$199 Programming as low stand, $20 White dresser $260/mo Deposits, references
&
lease
753-6012
as $15 a month' Also get 6 with 3drawers, 2 shelves, &
CABIN Apartments on the
HBO Channels $10 Call cabinet, like new $50 Call 2BR
trailer No pets Refer- lake, Cypress community
753-7419
759-3240
ences needed
Call Furnished utilities in
cluded
$450/mo
753 9866
436 5099
3BR New Concord, private
EFFICIENCY apartment,
lot Phone 753-1385
partially furnished, some
NICE 2br, 2 bath all electric, utilities paid No pets
$350/mo plus deposit. In- 767-9037
Ky free AiVA'S Bost KO{N S.crer
cludes water & trash pickEFFICIENCIES & 1br furn* 55. resolves are social ID us * Ammonites ol sse st000rtive
up In small trailer park
ished apartments 1 block
*Bewnsui new 2 bedroom portion fences
Available now 2br,
horns eiperuhwee
* Scheduled trarespodaten
$275/mo Available Jan from MSU Lease & deposit
* Sawed porches & airports * Grocery and beauty salon
required No pets Partial
1st Call 492.8488
availed,
* Computer warning arSW
utilities paid Plenty of free
* Achetes & Monism R•ocesm
RENT to own 14X80. 2br. parking 753-0932 or
Benue *arty weals recehre 1W month's rsril corsplInverSars Cam
2 bath in Grogans Trailer 753-5898
grow wth us In •oaf14, SKIMS, War Med rellrernerd community
Park
Coleman RE,
EXTRA nice 1br, 1 bath
Open House Nils 10-4
753-9898
1177 1114Yer Rd MS Kenton, KY 42025
central h/a, all appliances
Peens *NM • TOO I .150247.2570
included, $375/mo. 1yr
tease, 1 month deposit No
Mobile
pets Call 753-2905 or
Horn* Lots For Rent
753-7536
LOT for rent for RV or
FOR LEASE, 2br/ 1 bath in
mobile home 492 6159
Sherry Lane Estates Apart
For the best possible prices with FREE
rnents $495/mo, lease, no
delivery and setup go to
pets Has all appliances
Business
plus stack washer & dryer
Rentals
Will have fresh paint and
carpet cleaned Call Lynda
at Grey's Properties
2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
Neon Beach
759 2001
(across from Memorial

Lakeland Wesley Village
Retirement Community

Need Furniture? Bedding?

Wiggins Furniture
Gardens)

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri.. Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Mini-Storage
AN Size Units
Available

753-3853

Column

Advertisers are requested
to check the first Insertion
of Moir acts for any error.
Murray Lediler & Times will
be responsible for only one
Incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections
cart be made.

OFFICE HOURS;
Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed
• Deadlines are 2 days
in advance!

320
Business
Rentals

(

Fern Terrace
Lodge
1505 Stadium
View Dr.
EOE

,.Free

300

Domestic
8 Childcare

Notice
STERLING Silver Jewelry
at affordable prices, San
Marco & other unique designs Hair Art, Dixieland
Center 753-6745

Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent Or Lease

365

5f1

070

Monthly income
available'

elf!'

ly

165.........
170
180

120

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981
AVON- I am here for all
your Avon needs. Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or Just want to
look through a book to see
what Avon offers, give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya inclislWrep

Happy Birthday
For Sale or Lease 410
480
370..Commercial Property for Sale
380
Pets & Supplies 485
490
390........ .....Livestock & Supplies
495
400
Yard Sale
410
500
Public Sale

Guaranteed 5 years

Call Darlene Taylor at
(502) 442-0457
or (502) 825-2191
Families for teens
especially neede41
Famoy Fosier Cares a service
of Kentucky Rapist Homes lot
chodren

In Memory
240
Miscellaneous
260....Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270........... Mobile Homes For Sale
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285... Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290.
Heating 'And Cooling

Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
.................. Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners

n211

010
UPI
Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

'AIME CALL 753-1916

121.1PIQY ASLI

NOW renting lbr apart
ments 1608 College Farm
Rd Stove & refrigerator
furnished $215/mo Call
753-6716, after 5pm

320
Apartments
For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY now taking applications
You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled Rent
based on income Handicapped accessible Equal
Housing Opportunity
TDDS 1-800-247-2510
527-8574 or 492-8721

VERY nice 2br, 1V• baths
Townhouse. Appliances
furnished w/washer &
dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease,
1 mo deposit. No pets
753-2905, 753-7536.

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westley Village. 1br
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888
NATIONAL HOTEL
APARTMENTS, Main at
6th, now accepting applications for 1br & 2br, utilities
included. Rent based on
income Elderly or disabled. Equal Housing Opportunity. 502-753-0762
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house wiwasher &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm
NICE 2br duplex with carport, gas heat & appliances. Deposit. Lease
No pets 1821 Ridgewood
$450/mo 753-7457
NOW renting 1,2 & 3 bedroom apartments. Mur-Cal
Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr, Murray, KY
759-4984. Equal Housing
Opportunity

VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex. Appliances with
washer & dryer furnished.
Central h/a. Extra storage
space. $550/mo. 1 into deposit 6yr lease. No pets.
Call 753-2905 or 753-7536.
3.1n
Rooms
For Rent
room.
SLEEPING
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898

1BR house on Hwy 280,
minutes from lake Deposit/
lease, $300/mo. Available
early Jan 436-2506
23BR house, central gas
heat, stove & refrigerator
furnished $375/mo, 6mo
lease, 1mo deposit. No
pets. 753-2905, 753-7536.
2BR, gas heat $365mo,
plus deposit 753-9826
2BR in Lynngrove & 3br in
Murray. Lease & deposit
required. Equal Housing
Opportunity, HUD/ KHC
certificates accepted.
753-4109.

-ii
Oc
E) Are You Looking For Security? 01
cl Are you in need of a place to store your
5z valuables? There's no need to look any
tl further — we have what you need;
Securrty Gate • Low Rates

E3
E3
E3
E3I
E31

E3
Call Today At
E3
[E3 KEY MINI WAREHOUSES el
el
8 '850 State Route 121 South

E3

Murray, KY 42071

753-5562
1
—of11
J

_444:C

Licensed & Insured

'Local And
Out Of State Moving'

Morris Mobile Home Movers
Setup & Underpinning

(502) 767-9630
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CARRER IN MURRAY —
CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I

have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 to 4 extremely talented
& successful in home closers

$45,000 + Per Year
supplied preset appointments.
No credit refusals Company raining Hours worked
days 8 evenings

klaior benefits Company

Call If you are serious
about a career & are +fano° work 11,1 TIRED OF INTER
VIEWING mccile who only wars to earn 1300-S400 per week
art that dont want to won • Call between 114 Mon Sal

Full-Time On! • Must Be 25 • 753-0580
"IF

JOB OPENING
Murray Middle School Kids' Company
Date: To Begin immediately
Position: Director
Where to Apply: Murray Board of Education
Complete Application
With Resume'

•

Flours: 20 HoursWeek During the Scheel Year
40 Hours/Week During the Summer Program
Preferred Credentials Include: Bachelor's or
Master's Degree in Education, or Associate
Degree in Early Childhood Development, or
Three years experience in a school related
program Or a Licensed (Sr Certified Child Den
Care Child Development Associate

-*
4.. •

Some Responsiblities Include: Monitoring and
meeting all Type I Day Care Requirements,
laming the budget, Asskting In program
development, Hiring Staff
This position will be flied as soon as pos
sible. A criminal record check and e
113
skin test must be completed.

_-416

'-'•••••••••••••••• 411.160
,
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£70

£30

Reel
Estate

530
likeorcycles

28R near university No
pets $350/rno, security deposit 492-8393

HALEY Appraisals. -Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

1989 YAMAHA BLASTER
Good condition $1,000
436-6026

2BR with garage 121
South I mile from city
$3501mo + deposit
753-6444

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by (Mice at 711 Main St

1995 YAMAHA Timberwolf, $2795
Nice
753-3021 days, or
623-8890

LAND For Sale $2200 an
acre North of Murray
Won't lase, 767-9435 or
759-0404

MUST sell 1988 Taurus
new transmission, new
tires, good condition,
$1500 519-1444

3BR, 1%1 baths, appliances
furnished, central hia
$550/mo plus deposit
753-5592.
3BR,2 baths. 2 car garage
nice quiet area 753 1709
see by appointment
3BR, 2 bath
753 8292

$350/mo
45

Lae
3BR 2 bath with central
Property
gas hia, appliances furnished, ceiling fans, 2BR at Kentucky Lake with
$450/mo References
deeded lake access, firelease & deposit required
place, attached garage
No pets 753-1059
$41,900 (502)436-5927
3BR Available immedi
ately 759-2174
•
3BR brick, central haa
Hazel Coleman RE
753 9898
LARGE 3br 1 bath home in
town ac, carpeted appliances & washer in
eluded No pets $350mo
$350 deposit 759-1519

Storage
Rentals

3STORY A-FRAME (within
walking distance) of Kentucky Lake 2/3 Bedroom, 1
bath, apprx 1600sq ft,
2430 detached 2 car garage, 2432 carport, 8x10
shed, all on apron( 1 acre of
ground 3 Decks with view
of lake 2 Lake accesses (1
private. 1 public) nearby
Apprx 14 miles East of Murray $95.000 Serious inquiries only Shown by appointment Call 474-8704
after 5pm. or leave
message

1990 BONNEVI
dark blue,
minu
ed.
obo Days
ask for Mike or
759-3366
1990 DODGE Dynasty
Good condition 759-3484
1990 PROBE GL, ac,
cruise, auto transmission
new tires red
Call
362-8157

530

530

Sink's
Offered

Services
()tiered

ADAM'S FLOME IMP ROVEMENTS.
Remodeling/ Repairs Inside & Out No Job Too
Small 759-9906

HARDWOOD FLOOR in
staliation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860

AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud of,
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
Siding, porches, decks,
fencing. concrete & masonry And home repairs
Free estimates 753-8007,
Elite Building
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGO
certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

1993 MAZDA Miata 5sp
red, 69,xxx miles, 1 owner,
adult driver $9,600
759-4480,

APPLIANCE REPAIR AU
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.

1995 MUSTANG GT convertible, 5 0 Liter, 43,XXX
miles, loaded Greera tan
$17,800 759-9953

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL D EPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.

1996 KIA Sephia, 26,XXX
miles, automatic, amitm
cassette, air, still under
warranty Nice' $6 900
Must sell' 759-3894

BACKHOE Service- small
jobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835

Serviced
Offered
PLUMBING repairs
service 436-5255

SAVE all your computer
information on one cd to
prevent loss Only $75 Call
Justin at 759 8662

LAMB Brother Home lm
provements, remodeling
additions, roofing siding
free estimates 436-2269

STOCKWELL INC. Maintenance FREE Home Systems Metal Roofs vinyl
siding, windows CALL
NOW, 753-6585

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & Insured
Luke Lamb
502-436-5950

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753 5484

LEAF RAKING, trenching
& extras Satisfaction guaranteed 436-2102, ask for
Joseph Lamb
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Carpets Upholstery Free
estimates 302 S 12th
753-5827
MCDANIEL Construction
specializes in custom home
construction, planning, design modifications and general construction Over
15yrs experience Fully insured Free Estimates Call
502-436-2766

fast

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759-4690
WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592

MICHAEL'S Transmission
complete overhaul On late
model, domestic, overdrive
transmissions ASE Certified in automatic & manual WOOD VCR- repairing
drive transmissions Call VCR's, Microwaves. Free
estimates Authorized
753-0152
dealer for 18 inch Digital
PAINTING & staining In- Satellite & Dish Network
terior & exterior Call Free info. Mon-Fri, 1-5-30.
436-2101
753-0530

Researcher convicted of
extortion for using rat tail
NEW YORK (AP) — A medical researcher who claimed he
found a fried rat's tail in a
McDonald's Happy Meal he
bought for his 2-year-old son was
convicted of trying to extort $5
million from the restaurant chain.
A federal jury on Monday
found Michael F. Zanakis, of
Harding, N.J., guilty of three
counts of mail fraud, six counts
of wire fraud and two counts of
extortion for the scheme targeting
McDonald's and Tr -Mac Management Inc., which owned the
franchise restaurant.
Zanakis took a rat's tail from
the medical research laboratory
where he worked, had it fried and
then placed it in a package of
french fries he bought at a Long
Island McDonald's on Jan. 15,
1996, prosecutors said.
They said he threatened to go
public with accusations that
McDonald's served the fried rat's

tail to his son, who he said had
bitten into and swallowed part of
the tail.
Prosecutors became convinced
Zanakis had planted the tail when
they discovered that it came from
the same species he worked with
as an associate professor at the
New York College of Osteopathic
Medicine in East Orange, N.J.
Zanakis also was convicted
Monday in a 1993 scheme to defraud Coca-Cola and the CocaCola Bottling Co. of New York
by falsely telling them he had ingested "small bits of greasy particles" when he drank from a can
of Coca-Cola Classic.
Zanakis, who now works at the
Kessler Institute for Rehabilitation in East Orange, N.J., planned
to appeal the verdicts. He was
free pending sentencing on Feb.
20, when he could receive up to
46 to 57 months in prison.

HOROSCOPES

DOUBLE lot with new septic system ready for home
or trailer Located in lake
front subdivision with private boat ramp $9,900
firm 759-4696
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BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

want to. Caring abounds, and you
see your ultimate wishes fulfilled.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Clean off your desk, get cards in the
mail and finish work.Opt for several
Dec. 18, 1997:
BACKHOE Service - ROY
You are buoyant, expressive and to- days off. Tonight: Be happy.
1996 MERCURY Cougar
C-STORAGE. 10x15 storHILL Septic system. driveGuaranteed Auto Loans
V8 loaded 21,XXX miles ways hauling, foundations,
age units, 4th St & Sycagether this yea)-. You exhibit a new SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
"Financing For Every One"
Sell for payoff 492-6138
more E Next to Cunningstyle and confidence.Others respond **** Responsibilities call; you feel
etc 436-2113
* Bad Credit
ham Auto Repair
LAKE cottage plus vacant
* Charge Offs
to you;life seems like a cornucopia of pulled between home and work. The
lot Will trade for rental AUTO LOANS Wheeler BOB S Plumbing Service
753-3571
*
No Credit
* Tax Liens
opportu
nities. If you are single, your pressure is high, and you are defiMcClain
Ford
will
arrange
All
work
guarante
ed Free
property in Murray Call
* Bankrupt
* 1st Time Buyers
NORTHWOOD storage
wit, alertness and magnetism draw nitely in the pressure cooker. EstabDallas at Grey's 759-2001 financing even if you have estimates 753-1134,
presently has units availbeen turned down before 492-8584
* Repossessions
others. Still, you might decide to lish limits; after all, the holidays are
* Medical Bills
or 767-0493
able
753-2905 or
Loans available for 1st time
*
play the field. Ifattached,comrnuni- also important for you. Buy a holiSlow Pays
* Divorced
BRIAN'S
LANDSC
APING
753-7536
buyers, bad credit, repo's,
cations
are wonderful,though some- day present just for yourself. ToWE
CAN
HELP!
Tree
removal, dead limbs,
or bankruptcy Call Kenny,
times excessively vocal. You have a night: Race around!
trimming 759-5353, leave
Lots
1-800-45
7-4866
Call
•
Shawn
2 4 7- 9 300
Or
unique opportunity to create excel- SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
For Sale
message
800-874-0256
Or
- lence this year. Long-distance travel, ***** The true meaning of the
% ACRE lots for sale 6
CARPET AND UPHOL24 Hour Credit Hotline 1-800-748-8357
education and a new philosophical, holidays touches you on a deep level.
gq
miles North of Murray
STERY CLEANED by CerNew or Used We've Got One For You!
LAND for lease 9 acres 753-2592
spiritual perspective open you up Caring flourishes, and you are very
tified Technicians with
Buchanan
area
even more. LEO teaches you.
much in control of your expectations
MURRAY CARPET & UPVane
901 247 3716
and desires. You are about to greet a
HOLSTERY CLEANING
1984 CHEVY van, hi-top
753-6300 Anytime for Free
The Stars Show the Kind of Day special experience.Take action,move
Farms
custom Needs transmes
Estimates)
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive; a project, stay in control. Tonight:
For Sale
sion work $3500 obo
Pets
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult. .
Spread holiday cheer.
CARPE
436-5269
T
CLEAN
& Supplies
ING
34 ACRES tendable farm
Serving Murray for over
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
land
$2000/
acre
Pales
1986 DODGE Caravan,
AKC German Rottweiler
25yrs Certified techniARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Conferring with a partner is
8mos old, trained and tine Church Rd Cal (needs a new head) cians Carpets,
upholstery
***** With the holiday season in helpful. You gain a different
house broken Great head 753-8606 or 753-5234 Student- Must Seill $300 Free estimate
per50.2-4.343-574.41
s We accept
full gear, you are driven; the goal is spective, and decide to take action.
anytime
obo Call 762-4794
and muscle definement
2.-111100-154.8-5.2.6.2
all major credit cards Lee's
to have a great time. Choices seem to You are inspired to go shopping
Hasn't yet reached maxiand
Cleaning
1987 150 ECONOLINE, Carpet
mark your path. Your sense of direc- tend to various holiday errands
mum potential, $400 obo
INSURED
LICENSED
Free
Eatinsates
TIMMY/
Tret
IR
.
full-size, short wheel base, 753-5827
Call 759-9215 Serious intion is key; there is so much going on Consider blowing the money you have
24 Hr Service
Cleanup Senn,
6cyl $1900 753-0115
CARPORTS for cars and
quirers only If no one anHedge Tramming
that you could easily get distracted. left on a special gift. Tonight:
Fall LOW of
You
trucks Special sizes for
Tree Spraying
I
swers, leave message
Equipnweit
Make an important call. Tonight: are in prime company.
3BR,2 baths, 2 car garage
-7:7, Tree
Stamp
motor home, boats, RVs
Extra nice Call 753-2577
Add a personal touch to the fun.
0.21" Semi(/'
Removal
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
and etc Excellent protecAKC
MINIATURE after 6pm or 759-192
TAURUS(April 20-May 201
6
***** You are a Live wire, and
tion, high quality, excellent
PINSCHERS- Adorable days
**** Understand how important somewhat difficult to stop. But
pups SW, ready to go by
1971 CHEVY truck can be value Roy Hill 436-2113
then,
your priorities are,specifically about who wants to? Remember, though,
Christmas Also have great 48R,2 bath log home,2100 seen a 600 Meadow Lane
CHIM Chim Chimney
work.
Stop sitting on your duff con- that a strong, magnetic friend also
young house pets avail- sq ft living 4 kits Lakeway For information call Sweep
'SEPTIC TANKS
chimney cleaning
WATER DRAINAGE'
shores $72,500 Call A- 753-6249
templating change;take action.Some likes to be the lead actor, so defer to
able
Reasonable
service 10% senior disPlus Realty, 753-3100,
'LANDSCAPING
901-593-0061
of the upheaval might unnerve you, him. You seem to get a lot done. You
HAULING.
counts 435-4006
1984 CHEVY Silverado
759-9132
but it is time. Conversations with are personality-plus. Tonight:Dance
AKC Registered Golden
loaded, overdrive trans
COLSON Home Repairs
close friends are reassuring.Tonight: the night away.
Retriever pups Will be BY Owner 3br, 1ai baths
Nab 58,XXX actual miles
Additions, garages, decks,
Make it cozy at home.
ready Dec 22nd Call after 2700 sq ft under roof 2 Very nice truck 435-4486, remodeling, vinyl
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
siding
miles
from
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Murray
after 5pm or leave 20yrs experience
5pm $150 759-8963
**** Emphasize work, and clear
753-0444
***** Reach out for another,give your desk. Maintain a high profile,
message
753-5592
BASSETT pups Healthy.
BACKHOE 8. EXCAVATION
your opinion,share feelings and pio- and let the boss lean on you. You
BY Owner 3br brick 1
cute 1st, shots & wormed
1986 CHEVY S-10 cruise, CONSTRUCTI
are
ON &
neer a new path. Conversations with more important than you know.
bath matching brick on air sharp local truck,
Ready Dec 21st $200
ReBrad
REPAIR Free estimates
Jim
storage
a partner are lively. Express what is sponsibilities call. Discuss frustrabuilding 1 5 acre 52.XXX actual miles
901)642-3954
Remodeling, fencing, deck436-5790
Free Estimates
lot great location with $3300 753-5921
436-5363
on your mind. Make calls,clear your tion before you get angry. This
ing, roofing & electrical
DOG obedience classes or shade trees Immedia
is
te
desk and get ready to enjoy.Tonight: important in the next month. Toprivate Serving Murray 17 possession 4-89-2756
1988 DODGE Dakota, 489-2832
Tend to last-minute details.
night: Finish up as much as you can.
years 436-2858
good condition Call CUSTOM BUILT
wooden
PRICE REDUCED, Can- 753-5136, leave message
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
decks, fencing, pole barns
BORN
TODAY
MALE AKC English terbury, 1523 Beckett
*** You have a lot to get done.
Dr
sheds, carports Also repair
Movie critic Leonard Maltin (1950)
Pointer 753-3078
Approximately 2600sq ft 1995 CHEVY 510, 4 7L V6
There
is no time like the present to
23,XXX miles Excellent & rebuild Excellent workREGISTERED Border Col- plus 2 car garage
manship Affordable rates
dig
in
and make what you want
conditio
$9500
n
Call
NO EQUITY REQUIRED
$139,90
0 759-4801 or
lie puppies 3mos old
753-7860
753-7175
happen. A slow but steady pace is
753-1152 work
Now scheduling winter
$150 354-8998
key to handling details. You do not
CUSTOM bulldozing and
COUNTRYSIDE Winner, 1995 NISSAN plu, ext cab
work. Immediate openneed anything lurking in your mind.
backhoe work septic sys3br, 2 baths sets on 13+ 4wd. XEV6, 39,XXX miles
Shop during your lunch break. To$15,500 (502)759-1668. tems 354-8161 after 4pm
ings for interior painting.
acres
Nearly new
Horace Sholar
night: Shop again!
$130,000 Hurry or its after 5pm Leave message
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
gone, Call Barbara Barnett, if no answer
Please call Paul for
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser2 WESTERN show saddles Century 21 Loretta Jobs 1996
***** There are many choices,
DODGE Ram 1500 vices "Cleaning vinyl sidfree estimate at
& 1 English saddle outfit
Realtors, 753-1492
and you have the pleasure of making
Series. If you can afford ing, homes, mobile homes,
Call after 6pm 753-0298
*4000694
them. Excellent communications
about $150 a month just to boats, brick driveways,
mark your interactions, with a flirkeep the transmission in parking lots, all exterior
UNITY Hybrid Seed Corn, NEW
Homes for sale North
this truck, I have the truck cleaning, acid cleaning
tatious tone popping in. Is this new?
$48. Single Cross 80 000 Villa Subdivis
ion Extra
available
David Borders,
for you, Purchased new in
Kernel bag, sold at SAMS
No,your charisma melts others. Let
CONSOLIDATE
nice decorative brick, cus
Insured, Completely MoParis, TN Call 492-8488
Club or buy direct For more
your
imagination pick your directorn 4tor, 3 bath,
d/r, den,
bile
Phone
502-7594734
info call 1-800 338 4558
tion. Tonight: Lucky you!
3200sq ft living area, plus 2
Cellular 502-853-1108
510
$10,000 - $110/mo
car garage Also nice 3br, 2
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
ELECTRICIAN- R&R
to
bath tray ceilings Financ*** Take a back seat, and remain
Campers
ELECTRIC New construcing available Lee Starks
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
detache
$50,0
d,
even
00
$550/mo
though
you feel over1995 JAYCO fold down tion, rewiring, mobile home
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Custom Homes 492 8238
whelme
d
by
what
is
about
camper
hookups,
to
Like
hapelectrical
new
mainteA/C
All Types Of,
ATTN Homeowners Bor- office, 759-5475 home
1-800-228-9052
pen. You will get more done if you
sleeps 6+ Call 753-6562 to nance and repair Call anyCusto
Woodworking
row $25,000 $100,000 PRICE
m
Homeowners Only
REDUCED TO %WWI
time Murray, 762-0001,
don't
worry.
Be
careful
about
movToo many bills/ Pay off
GREAT
SELL )
cella
519-159
ing
2
too
quickly
;
FLORIDA
you could twist your
this winter? 31ft
high interest credit cards LOCATION 804S
NATIONWIDE
16th St
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
ankle. You are accident prone. ToAir Stream extra nice & EMERGENCY Water
LE ND1NC, CORPORATION
Home Improvements
Re105X250 beautiful wooded
• Drop by and see our showroom
ready to go Call 753-3672, moval 24hrs Lee's
night: Get a good night's sleep.
Apply by phone/ 24hr Ap- lot 2,850 sq ft (with possiCarpet
Hours:
- Sprn
SUFSIELfiv
Ru-try D/oad)
after 5pm
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Cleaning 753 5827
Loons flhown
proval No Equity Capital bilities for more) Bonus
•
753 59/0
%sod on 11.00% 20 yr.
Call Platinum Capital room up- 40X12 walk-in
***** Aim for what you want. A
FOR Christmas give her
Term of it311% APR
4-:11N2.waggelle.116'"--'11.1t loved one comes
530
(800)523-5363/ Open 7 attic 3br. 2a bath, 6
ORE UC S01220071
through
for
you
in
help
a
with the houseclean
Services
Days
(A0054)
big way. He will do what you don't
closets. 10 rooms central
ing, Reasonable rates, for
Offered
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40,mo 759-4081
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mb Brothers

Tree Service

M & T Painting

BILLS

BILLS

BILLS

502-759-4979

20 ACRES Joins TVA
Contour KY Lake Chandler Park Unlimited potential Under $100000 Call
Barbara Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492 14000752
ALL American Finarcial
Services Inc Taking appli
cabons for Home Loans
2nd mortgages & Refinance A,B C D credit
Bankruptcy Judgements
still apply with us,'No Cost
to see if what we can doll)
104 N 5th Suite 204 klur
ray
Kentucky
502 759 8 0 1 0
or
502 759 8020 Or call toil
free 888 470 0422

RAC. LR Dine, den kitchen combo with appliances, fireplace drapes
shutters, utility with cabs
sun-room, patio & 2 car
attached garage Call
759-0700

REDUCED, $99,900 106
Williams(3 blocks to MSU).
3br, 2 baths, custom
kitchen, quality interior
767-0895
WOODSY Outdoors &
Room To Ramble) Plus 2
acres 3br, 2 baths Call
Barbara for appointment
753-1492/ 753-0443 Priced at $100,000 Century
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors
*4000439

Motorcycles

1987 HONDA TRX250
BOTTOM land for sale 93 4 wheeler 1984 Honda
acres plus 1 5 acres for ATC70 3 wheeler Both
building site Clarks Reef good condition 489 2208
near Alrno Call 436 5099 after 6pm

3-D DOZING backhoe
septic. & gravel hauling
Driveways foundations
502-437-4969

professional cleaning
436-2973

FREE test drive before your
new truck purchase In a
1996 Dodge Ram pickup
Al Al A TREE SERVICE, that's ready for its 3rd transstump removal, tree spray- mission Bought new in
ing. leaf raking hedge trim- Paris TN 492 8488'Lamb
ming, landscaping mulch Tough'
hauling & mulch spreading
gutter cleaning Licensed & FREE WINDOWS! Stock
insured Full line of equip- well Inc is offering a Winter
ment, Free estimates Tim Special Buy 5 get 1 Abso
Lamb
436-5744, lutely FREE! Call today for
a FREE Estimate
1-800-548-5262.
753-6585
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spray GETTING a new computer
ing serving Murray Callo- for Christmas? Need help
way County since 1980 setting it up'? Call Justin at
Free estimates 437 3044 759 8662
or 492-8737
GUTTERS West KY
AgA Lamb Brothers Com- Seamless Gutters supplete Lawn Care Mowing plies, screen cleaning &
leaf mulching landscaping repairs affordable prices
Free estimates 753 0278
Mark Lamb 436 5791
HANDYMAN Service
AFFORDABLE all around Nick's Handy
Hands All
hauling, junk clean-up, types of home repair g
cleaning out sheds, tree maintenance No
job's too
work 4362867
small 767 0728

Business On A Budget?

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530

SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195
Call

753-1916

For

Details

FREE
PALLETS

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Compleiely Erecied, Including Concrete floors
Hot Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Ouality Materials
I Self supporling 2.6
trusted rafters 2 ft
0C
J
plywood
decking
K Seal down shingles
I Overhang covered
1.1 Overhead steel
door
PI Sten? SPIvorP door
O 221 lisria

A 4 concrete floor
reinforced isith
wits mesh
• 12 foor.ng
C Polyurethane
under concrete
O Anchor bolls
In COnCfPn.

E Treated
f
bottom prates
F it studs 16 OC
G 7 • Blander
uNIPIS,dotc;
H Misonde hood or

.111111,i111.011 CO V.!Ni

P 28i0 11, Mots
O 1.1 trod curb

vuly1

We otter you. FREE Estimates, References. and Location of
Garages In Your Area iind Written Warraety

Deluxe Models

-haul off Murray

Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916

•
••

1. CAR (121120)
2 CAR 116001
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2' , CAR (24.24)
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Ten years ago
Ryan Milk Co. has announced
the first phase of an expansion
project that will bring state-ofthe-art computerized technology
to its Murray plant.
Births reported include a girl to
Jim Jr. and Donna Tate, Nov. 16;
a girl to Debra and Thomas Reynolds, Dec. 11; a girl to Lisa and
Gordon West, Dec. 12; a boy to
Linda and John Williams, Dec.
13.
Mr. and Mrs. George Barrow
will be married 68 years Dec. 21.
Twenty years ago
"Delays on construction of a
new wing at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital are costing the
institution over $100,00 per
month in lost revenues," said
Hospital Administrator Stuart
Poston at a meeting of the hospital Board of Commissioners.
Donations of $500 each by
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club and Murray
Moose Lodge No. 2011 were presented to Joe Sills, band director
of Murray High School Band, for
their trip to the Orange Bowl at
Miami, Fla.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Adams, Dec.
7.
Thirty years ago
Walter D. Farris was commissioned an Army 2nd lieutenant
after graduation from Infantry
Officer Candidate School, Fort
Benning, Ga. He is the son of
Mrs. Ada Farris and Walter L.
Farris.
Calloway County High School

EAR

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

lost to Mayfield and Hickman
By The Associated Press
County beat South Marshall in
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 17, the 351st day of 1997. There are 14
the Calloway County High days left in the year.
School Christmas Baskeball
Today's Highlight in History:
Tournament. High scorers were _
On Dec. 17, 1903, Orville and Wilbur Wright took the first successStan Key for- Calloway, Walter ful man-powered airplane flights, near Kiuy Hawk, North Carolina.
Clapp for Mayfield, Barkley and
On this date:
Crume for Hickman, and Clapp
In 1777. France recognized American independence.
for South Marshall.
In 1830, South American patriot Simon Bolivar died in Colombia.
Forty years ago
In 1925, Col. William "Billy" Mitchell was convicted of insuborRalph Woods Hall at Murray dination at his court-martial.
State College held a Christmas
In 1939, the German pocket battleship Graf Spa was scuttled by its
open house on Dec. 15, according crew, ending the World War U Battle of the Rio de la Plata off
to Lillian Tate, dean of women. Uruguay.
Ira Dean Bucy, Barbara Clark,
In 1944, the U.S. Army announced the end of its policy of excludJoan Emerine, Doris Warren, ing Japanese-Americans from the West Coast.
Francis Norwood, Dora Mae
In 1957, the United States successfully test-fired the Atlas interconO'Bryan, and Jo Ann Davis were tinental ballistic missile for the first time.
presented certificats as nurses
Ten years ago: With election results showing him the winner, South
aides after completing training at Korea's president-elect, Roh Tae-woo, appealed for "national harMurray Hospital.
mony" while his opponents claimed he had won through fraud.
Recent births reported at MurFive years ago: President-elect Clinton tapped former San Antonio
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr. Mayor Henry Cisneros to be Secretary of Housing. President Bush,
and Mrs. Billie Pat Scarborough
Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney and Mexican President Carand a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Salinas de Gortari signed the North American Free Trade Agreeman Long.
ment in separate ceremonies.
Fifty years ago
One year ago: Peruvian guerrillas took hundreds of people hostage
Several acres of arid land loat the Japanese embassy in Lima. (All but 72 hostages were later recated 14 miles east of Murray on
leased; the siege ended April 22, 1997, with a commando raid that
Eggner's Ferry Road will be
resulted in the deaths of all the rebels, two commandos and one hosplanted with pine seedlings sometage). Six Red Cross workers were slain by gunmen in Chechnya.
time in February. This is a proKofi Annan of Ghana was appointed United Nations secretary-general.
ject of 52 members of Murray
Today's Birthdays: Newspaper columnist William Safire is 68. AcHigh School Biology Class with
tor Armin Mueller-Stahl is 67. Magazine publisher Robert Guccione is
W.B. Moser as instructor.
67. Singer-actor Tommy Steele is 61. Rock singer-musician Art NeIn high school basketball
ville is 60. Actor Bernard Hill is 53. Actor Ernie Hudson is 52.
games, Murray Training School
Comedian-actor Eugene Levy is 51. Rhythm-and-blues singer Wanda
beat Western High of Fulton
Hutchinson (The Emotions) is 46. Actor Bill Pullman is 44. Actor
County and Murray High School
Barry Livingston is 44. Country singer Sharon White is 44. Pop singer
beat Cairo, Ill. High team scorers
Sarah Dallin (Bananarama) is 36. Actress Milla Jovovich is 22.
were Ralph Boyd for Murray
Thought for Today: "A fool and his money are soon parted, but
Training, Langford for Western,
you never call him a fool till the money is gone." — Anonymous.
Chad Stewart for Murray High,
and Witt for Cairo.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 47-year-old
woman who was diagnosed with
bipolar disorder (manic depressioni
four years ago. The doctor said the
medication would take care of it,
then he sent me home to deal with
it.
The medication helped for a
while; however, I became resentful
and unhappy with the side effects
and quit taking it. I seemed to be
fine for the first six months, then
boom — manic city! I ended up at a
psychiatric center for five days.
I voluntarily attended the twoweek intensive outpatient program.
I am back on lithium and feel good.
During the program I learned
there is a mountain of information
about this disorder and also support
groups on chat lines. What a relief
it was to learn I was not alone.
Abby, please tell your readers
who suffer from bipolar disorder
that there is more help available
than just taking medication, and
urge them to avail themselves of
everything they can to cope with
their manic depression. You may
use my name.
JILL E. HAYES,SACRAMENTO
DEAR JILL: Although the
symptoms are different from
physical illnesses, mental illnesses are conditions for which
treatment is often effective.
Just as one would see a doctor
and take medication for pneumonia, one should see a counselor or psychiatrist for treatment of mental illness.
Readers, if you suffer from
manic depression or any other
mental disorder, please don't
hesitate to talk to your physician about getting help.
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1 Attentiongetting
sound
5 Bow the
head
8 Namath's
former team
12 Freezes
13 Corrida cry
14 Authentic
15 Make lace
16 Mr.
Eastwood
18 Inlet
19 Nugent ID
20 Verve
21 —,S. T, —
23 Wagner ID
24 Villain
26 Prods
28 Quick
29 Leno of late
night
30 Choose
32 'Thanks —1"
33 Craggy hill
34 Ballet
movement
35 Keyboard

key
36 Enemy
37 A Davis
38 Word with
grail or water
40 Minus
41 Lamas ID
43 Vowel
sequence
44 Cat (Sp.)
45 Daphne —
Maurier
47 Kennel
sound
49 — dots
51 Towel
insignia
52 Atlanta arena
54 Regret
55 Silent
performer
56 Negative
votes
57 — Lingus
58 Sweetsop
DOWN
1 "Seven Years
in Tibet" star
2 Offenses

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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3 "Desk —"
4 Selleck ID
5 Baseball
great — Ryan
6 Lena or Ken
7 Lair
8 Hagman TV
role
9 Mountain

ending
10 Aircraft
maneuver
11 Cole
16 Lump of clay
17 Helen of —
20 Give off
22 Film co.
25 Penod
26 Needlefish
27 Elizabeth and
Bob
28 "Norma -29 G.!. —
31 TV's Leoni
33 Plaything
34 Tiluana
currency
36 A Wilson
37 "— — life"
39 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
40 L.A. cager
41 "Lolita" star
42 Peru's capital
44 Paste
45 Ten-cent
piece
46 Utilizes
48 Lift with lever
50 Feast — —
famine
51 Strike
53 Exists
55 Mother

DEAR ABBY: I would like to.
share an act of kindness that.
experienced.
. —
I am ran American of Japaneae
descent, born in Torrance, Calif. My
mother died when I was very younft.
My siblings and 1 were placed in a
Japanese orphanage in Los Angeles.
My story takes place in the mid,
'30s when I was in the second
grade. At that time, and for many
years prior, Asians and other nonwhites were discriminated against
by private citizens, businesses and
government. For example, only two
or three beaches were open to us,
and very few of us were allowed to
matriculate in the colleges and
state universities.
However, the public schools wem,
not segregated. I attended Mich&
torena grade school on Sunset,Boulevard. The brown bag lunch-1
took to school from "home" was usually a beet sandwich with a little
mayonnaise and a green apple.
Sometimes I got a peanut butter
sandwich with an apple. The.
peanut butter was diluted with
syrup and spread so thin there was
literally no space between the slices
of bread.
After a couple of months, some of •
the students who sat on the same
bench to eat lunch noticed my thin
sandwiches. One day, a Caucasian
girl named Gloria sat down beside
me. She reached into her lunch box
and brought out a baloney sandwich
and handed it to me. My God, a
sandwich with a nice piece of meat
and lettuce and mustard, too! I had
never had anything like that before.
Every couple of weeks, she would
bring me another wonderful sandwich.
When the next semester began,
she was not at school, so obviously
her family had moved. I never saw
her again, but every once in a while
I think of Gloria and how compassionate she was. More recently, I
began to think about how compassionate her mother must have been,
too, bowing to Gloria's request for
an extra sandwich for someone who
had little. What a lovely person she
must have been to have instilled
such generosity in her little girl —
especially for someone of a different
race.
I don't remember Gloria's last
name,- but I do remember that she
had freckles and bangs, and that
she wore her brown hair so short
that it covered only half her ears. I
hope she reads this so she'll know •
that even today I am thankful for
her kindness.
TOSHI FUJIKAWA,
SAN PEDRO, CALIF.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: An MRI test has
shown that my chronic back pain
is caused by a bulging disc that is
pressing on some nerve roots. My
doctor likens it to squeezing the filling
in an Oreo cookie. He has prescribed
muscle relaxants, physical therapy
and stretching exercises. He says that
if these treatments don't work, I'll be
a candidate for surgery. But I don't
want surgery. What would you do?
DEAR READER: Exactly what
you're doing.
Initial treatinent for a herniated
disc consists of precisely the therapy
your doctor ordered. In addition, you
might consider acupuncture and
chiropractic manipulation. If these
nonsurgical methods are effective,
fine; if not, you'll have to consider an
operation to repair the disc.
I must say that I am impressed with
the simile your doctor used. The
spinal discs ARE like Oreo filling, with
the cookie portion representing the.
bones. If the bones are squeezed
together, the disc tends to protrude
out of place.
Your doctor not only gets an "A"for
his approach to disc disorders, but he
also gets extra credit for explaining
the situation to you in understandable
terms.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "An Informed Approach to
Surgery." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT I am 70 years old.
Every morning I faithfully drink_a
tablespoon of apple cider vinegar in a
glass of cranberry juice. This has kept
me from having arthritis. Are there
side effects?
DEAR READER: There are no setious complications from drinking small
quantities of vinegar. However. I think
I should tell you that the vinegarcranberry juice cocktail is of absolutely no
benefit in preventing or treating
arthritis.
You will probably disagree with that
statement because you tat take the
combination, and (b) have no arthritis
One plus one equals two, right?
Consider this. I drink orange juice every morning (because I like it) and I
have yet to have a stroke. Am I justified in believing that the juice
prevents strokes? I think not. Such
cause-and-effect relations can only be.
proved by scientific testing. Forexample, take 1,000 similar people,
give half of them orange juice daily
and the other half plain water. Then er
five years, analyze the incidence of
stroke in both groups. This sort of
study would indicate whether orange'
juice plays any role whatsoever in,
stroke prevention.
In your case, your morning bever-,
age and arthritis-free existence are
unrelated.
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Counts!!!

IGA Boneless
Fully
Cooked Whole

11 S D.A. Choice
Boneless

CHUCK
ROAST

HAMS

5
Lb.
New Excel quick-Easy Fully Cooked

Beef Pot Roast

$3.99
$6.99

Lb

New Excel Quick-Easy Cooked

Prime Rib

Lb

Field Whole or Half

Kentuckian Ham

Lb.

Hormel 3 Lb. Can

Canned Ham

Boneless
Center Cut

$2.79
$6.99

Clifty Farms
Whole

PORK
CHOPS

Crop

SWEET
w
POTATOES

COUNTRY
HAM

69
Lb.
Sliced Free
Tenn. Pride Pork

Sausage

1GA Grade A Self-Basting

$1.69
16 oz. Pkg. $2.19
Lb.

Field Sliced

Bacon

Turkeys

Kraft Jet Puffed

Marshmallows

10-14 Lb. Avg. Lb.

Blue Bonnet Reg. Only

Fresh Fryer

Leg Quarters

Lb.

49c

Oleo

DOUBLE MANUFNCTURER COUPONS EVERYDAY! SEE STORE FOR DETAILS.
Obaraleditlsoaerl
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1
1
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Lays Assorted Flavors

POTATO CHIPS

COKE PRODUCTS

ICE CREAM

2 Liter Bottle

1/2 Gallon Carton

With $10 Or More Purchase
1GA Frozen 12 uz. Can

1GA 9 Inch 2 Ct.

Orange
Juice

Pie
Shells
.....Miracle
Whip

I
-

chT
BATHROOM
4 Roll Pkg.

89'
Prices Effective
Dec. 17-Dec. 24

79'

1GA Canned
Selected Varieties

Vegetables _14 oz. Can

3 $1

1/2 Liter 6 Pk. Btl.

12 Pk. 12 oz. Cans

Coke
Products

Coke
Products
-

Gold
V

k„p

L

:cI e
M i;f
Whip )

Kraft Miracle Whip

----Odd Medal

Duncan Nines Assorted Flavors

SALAD DRESSING

FLOUR

CAKE MIX

Reg. Only 32 oz. far

5 Lb. Bag

18 oz. Box

$169

77'

ite
povnlivi socia
2 Lb. lag

99'
We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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